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LIGHT INTERFERENCE IN ElECTROLYTE FilMS ON METAlS 

Michael L. Sand 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and 
Department of Chenical Engineering; University of California 

· Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The colorimetry of interference colors has been examined for the 

purpose of optically determining the thickness of transparent films on 

metal substrates. Interference color series for arbitrary phase change 

in reflection and surfaces of different reflectivities have been corn-

puted. Optimum angles of incidence for the observation of thin film 

interference have been determined based on the criterion of maximum 

color purity and compared to that based on rronochromatic fringe 

visibility·. Computations for the optimum angle of incidence and 

sequences of interference colors have been verified with film-substrate 

combinations of different phase change and reflectivity. As an appli-

cation, the thickness profiles of aqueous potassium hydroxide films 

on a platinum surface have been measured. 
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I. IN'IRODUCTION 

'lhe CUITent-voltage characteristics of gas diffusion electrodes 

in electrochemical fuel cells have been of increasing interest during 

the past 20 years . Mechanisms have been pro,IX)sed by which the charge 

transfer can occur. Observed cUITents have been calculated by assuming 

the existence of a thin electrolyte film above the rreniscus of an 

electrolyte in contact with the electrode. 

Will's observations and theory~" 2 written in 1963, formed a sound 

basis for subsequent research. From electrical rreasurerrents he deduced 

the existence of a thin film above the meniscus at a platinum electrode 

partially ininersed in acidic solution. Electrochemical oxidation of 

hydrogen occUITed mainly in a narrow zone in the thin film adjacent to 

the upper edge of the meniscus. He discounted the theory of .Justi et al. 3 

that surface diffusion of hydrogen atoms along the electrode to a reaction 

zone below the top of the meniscus was the rate determining step. 

4-8 Other authors have found the rrain source of cUITent to be 

localized in a relatively small region above the meniscus. Film thiclmesses 

were found to be on the order of 1 micron. 6,8 Some studies have used 

srrooth platinum electrodes to investigate factors that alter the thin 

films. 
9 10 .. 

Burshtein ' has shown that the electrolyte film depends on the 

properties of the surface of the electrode and on the composition of the 

solution. As did Burshtein, Shepelin11 observed both film ani lens 

formation. He said that the question of film stability was not alto

gether clear. A distinction should be made between the "capillary" film, 

which forms on a rough surface independent of the cUITent, and the 

stability of current-formed films. He suggested that the upward 
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stretching of a film under current could be caused by positive surface 

tenSion gradients. 

Studies that showed experimental evidence for the existence of stable 

films of electrolyte solutions above the rreniscus in gp.s diffusion 

electrodes prompted Lightfoot12~14 to investigate the source of their 

stabilization. In one of his articles,
14 

he chose to discuss the 

Marangoni effect, which is the nnverrent of liquid due to surface tension 

groa.dients. He proposed a model of a dynamic thin film whose internal 

motion was due to surface tension gradients caused by concentration or 

. . 15-19 temperature gr>adients . 'Ihese effects have been analyzed elsewhere. 

Lightfoot said that some observations were still left unexplained. He 

cited the article of Muller, 20 which reported the existence of stable 

films with thicknesses on the order of a micron in ·the apparent 

absence of surface tension gradients and the upward groowth of a concen-

trated electrolyte film over a dilute one agp.inst a downward directed 

surface tension gradient. 

other attempts have been nade to explain the existence of thin liquid 

films on vertical surfaces. B:!.scom et al. 21 wrote an excellent article 

in 1964 describing their study of spreading of oils on solids . 'Ihey 

observed oil spreading m:rlnly on vertical surfaces and developed a 

mechanism tha.t included both a prirmry film advancing largely by surface 

diffusion and a secorrlary film advancing as a result of surface tension 

groadients. Microroughness was found to affect the spreading rate. 

Bikerman22 , 23 felt that not enough attention has been focused on the 

contribution of surface roughness to the forna.tion of thin films . He 

drained oils from stainless steel plates with different roughnesses. The 

.... 
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theory of drainage24 was approximately fulfilled by the smoothest plates. 

However, on the rough plates, an apparently stagnant liquid layer existed 

whose thickness was nearly equal to the average heights of hills on the 

solid surface. Read and Kitchener 25 attempted to explain the existence 

of wetting films ( 0 .1 micron) of water on silica :in terms of Deryagin 1 s 

"disjoining pressure" concept, which was briefly discussed in an article 

of Deryagin 1 s. 26 'Ihe surface free energy is no longer independent of 

the form of· the liquid, when· the thickness becOI'J'es comparable to the 

range of action of surface forces. 

balance the hydrostatic pressure. 

'Ihe gradi~nt of s~face tension must 
_., : 

~. ' 
y 

1\fu.ch. work has been perfoi"l'!Ed under the supervision of l'vfu.ller20 , 27 ' 28 

on the ·· formation of thin electrolyte films on vertical metal surfaces in · 

the absence of any externally applied gradients of temperature or 

concentration. He has established the geometry of stable electrolyte 

films ori polished metal surfaces partially inrnersed · in aqueous caustic 

solutions.. Using optical methods of thin film interference20 , 27 and 

ellips01'11i=try, 28 he found thicknesses on the order of 1 micron. After 

initial drainage, a stationary film was established after a period on the 

order of 10 hr. Film geometries have not changed over periods of 

several weeks. It was found that the thickness of stable films in~ 

creases with increasing concentration. 'Ihus, a 3.5N potassium hydroxide 

film could be grown upward on a nickel surface covered by a film of 

distilled water. 20 

A srrooth, planar and vertical electrode is an idealized geometry for 

the observation of liquid films ani is well suited for both electro-

chemical analysis and optical thickness measurements. Light 
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interference is a method that bas been used in other investigp.tions and 

in this one. It has an advantage over mechanical and electrical 

techniques in that it creates a minimal amount of disturbance in the 

film. In this study, the conputationa.lly involved method of white

light interference 20 ' 27 was enployed. It has an advantage over 

ellipsonetry28 in that the. thicknesses over an extended region can be 

recorded simultaneously in a photogr-aph. It is to be preferred over 

monochromatic interference due to the fact that the observer can 

. distinguish several hues in the same interference order and differentiate 

between orders. 'Iherefore, thickness measurements can be made with a 

gJ:"eater degr-ee of certainty. 

·Distinct interference fringes must be observable if one is to make 

accurate thickness measurenents of thin transparent ·films on metal 

surfaces. Fringe contrast of both monochromatic and white-light 

interference fringes can be significantly in:pro~ with the use of 

polarized light and the proper choice of the angle of incidence. 'Ihe 

colorimetry of interference colors of dielectric films on metal surfaces 

has received little attention since the review of Kubota29 in 1961. 

Under the supervision of Muller, "generalized" color charts were 

developed27 and checked exper1.rrentally. 30 The concept of an "optinn..un 

angle of incidence" to maximize the color purity of white-light 

interference fringes was investigp.ted27 as an extension of the work 

of Muller3l in monochromatic interference. 

In the present study, the colorimetry of interference colors is 

examined in gr-eat detail. Concepts expressed in previous work27 '30 '3l 

are developed further. Color charts for surfaces of specified reflectivities 
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are presented as part of a graphical representation of white-light 

interference. Also, results of computations of the optimum angle of 

incidence are presented graphically for both monochromatic and white-light 

interference. A more exact analysis of interference for a specific 

film and substrate can be obtained with the computer programs given in 

the Appendix. The present analysis of white-light interference clarifies 
. . 27 30 

uncertainties in the calculations of 'furney and Brown. Computer 

programs in the Appe:r'ldix are both revised and corrected versions of 

programs27 used by both of these investigators. 

Expertmental verification of calculated color series has been under-
.J 

taken by Brown, who rrade several independent thickness measurements 

of the same dielectric films on metal surfaces . A few film thickness 

profiles measured by different techniques, ·however, showed some 

disagreement. The present work has uncovered errors that are sources 

of IIRlCh of the disagreement. Also, colorilretrically determined thickness 

profiles of cryolite films on chromium and aluminum have been compared 

with ellipsometrically rreasured profiles. 'lhe agreerrent is generally 

very good. The experilrentally observed angles of incidence at which the 

interference colors appeared most saturated were conpared with the 

calculated values. Agreerrent between calculated an:i observed optimum 

angles is very good. 

An investigation of the thickness profiles of thin films of aqueous 

·solutions on vertical electrodes was undertaken as a continuation of 

previous work. 20 , 27 Aqueous potassium hydroxide solutions were used 

as the liquid ·film material, while optically polished platinum was 

used as the rretal substrate. 'Ihe mnnber of valid experimental results 
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was very limited. Only the results for the drainage of two potassium 

hydroxide solutions are reported. Contrary to the previous work, film 

drainage continued at times much longer than 1 day following the 

lowering of the meniscus. Viscosities much greater than those of the 

bulk solutions must be assumed in order to obtain agreement between 

experimental and theoretical thickness profiles during drainage • 

. , 
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II. OPTICAL IN'IERFERENCE IN 'IHIN FilMS 

Optical interference is a useful technique for determining the 

thickness of thin films. It affords rnin:irrJql disturbance to a film and 

at the sarre , time it allows one to measure the thickness over an extended 

region. In rronochroma.tic interference, the interference fringes alternate 

between dark and ligpt regions. In white-light interference, one nay 

observe continuously changing colors as the thickness changes. White-

light interference has a distinct advantage over monochrorratic 

interference in that the eye is much mbre sensitive to a change in color 

than to a change in shade. Also, different interference orders with 

monochromatic light appear identical, while with white light they can 

. be distinguished. 'Ihe following paragraphs are presented to introduce 

the development of the equations and the application of the theory. 

'fue basis for interference lies in the sinusoidal wave nature of 

light in which any number of superinposed waves of the same wavelength 

but arbitrary phase can combine vectorally to produce a resultant wave 

of t:Qe same wavelength. Its ampl.ltude varies from a value of zero to 

one with a value equal to the sum of the amplitudes of the individual 

waves. Consequently, the amplitude of the resultant wave at each 

wavelength throughout the spectrum can be established. Thin film 

interference is a special case in which reflection and refraction of 

light waves at the interfaces of a film produce multiple waves from a 

single, POlarized and monochrorratic incident wave in a . beam of light 

that is temporally and spatially coherent. Phase differences among 

these multiple waves can be described quantitatively. 'Ihey stem from 

phase changes due to reflection at the interface between one medium and 
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another as well-as from differences in optical path length traveled by 

each wave. 'Ihe arrplitude of the reflected and refracted waves at each 

interface are quantitatively described, too, in the equations for the 

amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients. An infinite number 

of m:mochrorna.tic light waves of lmown arrplitude and relative phase 

thus comprise the multiple-beam model for interference in thin films. 

Although the incident waves enter the film at different distances from 

the point of exit, their interference represents the thiclmess very close 

to the point of exit because of the very small thickness of the film. 

'Ihe use of white light as the source of incident light enhances 

the value of the interference technique, but interpretation of fringes 

requires more corrputational effort. It should be noted that a fringe 

is a dark or bright region in rrx:mochrorna.tic interference, while in 

white-light interference it is a colored region that can be clearly 

distinguished from an adjacent region of a different hue. In order to 

use a light source for colorimetric analysis, one must lmow its spectral 

intensity distribution. The intensity distribution of the reflected 

beam can be calculated by applying the interference equation to each 

wavelength. As the thiclmess of a film on a substrate is varied, the 

intensity of every resultant monochromatic wave passes through minima 

and rna.xina at film thiclmesses characteristic of each wavelength. 'Ihus, 

the wavelengths that are dominant in the spectral intensity distribution 

change with film thiclmess. Wavelength intervals in the spectrum are 

represented by different colors. As the dominant color changes with 

film thiclmess, the hue of the interference color changes. As opposed 

to monochromatic interference, sequences of hues within each color 

··-
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order can be observed. This particular fact points to the advantage of 

using a white-' light source, which is that absolute' thicknesses can be 

measured with a greater degree of certainty. Similar white-light 

interference colors can result from different film thicknesses. However, 

the spectral energy distribution of the reflected light is different. 

An approach that can be rrore clearly defined is to use a color theory 

that can quantitatively represent every color. Each color is considered 

to be composed of three primary colors, all of which vary in magnitude 

through the spectrum. A beam of light with a known· spectral intensity 

distribution can be assigned a color according to the fractional content 

of the primary colors. 

'Ihe ability of an observer to identify interference fringes from 

a film-substrate combination is of critical i1nportance in determining 

film thicknesses . In monochroma.tic interference, fringe contrast depends 

on the intensity variation with film thickness. A measure of 'the fringe 

contrast is the Michelson fringe visibility, which is calculated from 

the maximum and minimum intensities. In white-light interference, the 

ability of an observer to identify a hue depends on the color saturation. 

Both the fringe contrast and color saturation are dependent on the optical 

constants of the film and substrate, the polarization of light and the 

angle of incidence and are highest at the "optinrum angle of incidence." 

The optimum angles to observe monochromatic and white-light interference 

fringes do not necessarily coincide. 

Spectral analysis at selected points along ·a film is another method 

of determining the thickness. 'Ihe interference spectrum is measured 

as a ratio of reflected to incident intensity through the spectrum. Of 
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special interest are the wavelengths at which the maxima and minima of 

intensity occur. At the rronochroJTE.tic optimum angle of incidence, 

complete destructive interference can occur and the minimum intensities 

are zero. 

A. Sign Conventions· and Definitions 

Phase changes due to reflection at interfaces between two media 

necessitate the consistent use of a sign convention for the direction 

of the positive electric field vectors. Although it is not crucial 

which sign convention is used, it must be reflected in the equations for 

the amplitude reflection(r) and transmission(t) coefficients. A reflection 

coefficient is the ratio of the electric field amplitude, E", of reflected 

light to the electric field amplitude, E, of incident light, while a 

transmission coefficient is the ratio of the electric field amplitude, 

E' , of refracted light to the amplitude of incident light. Subscripts, 

n, on amplitudes, phase changes and coefficients may represent either 

the interface at which transmission and reflection occur or the polari-

zation of light. The subscripts, s and p, refer to light polarized · 

perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the plane of incidence. 

The plane of incidence is one which contains the propagation vector for 

the incident, reflected and refracted waves. These terms are rrore 

clearly defined in Fig. 1. 'Ihe propagp.tion direction is defined according 

to the angle it makes with the normal to the interface. 'Ihese angles 

are represented in Fig. 2. '!he incident and refracting dielectric media 

have refractive indices, n0 and n1, respectively. 

A cohven:Lent way of expressing the amplitude and phase of a light 

wave relative to a spec:Lfied reference light wave is through the use 

' 

I 

. 
y : 
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(b) .,___-PLANE OF INCIDENCE 

{c) 

XBL 752-5811 
Fig. l. (a) Electric field strength of linearly polarized l.ight at. fixed tilre 

and as a function of space. (b) Positive electric field vectors for 
incident (Es ), reflected (f:S) and refracted (E~) waves for light 
polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence. (c) Positive electric 
field. vectors f~r incident (En), renected (~) ~ refracted (Ep) waves 
for llght polarlzed parallel to the plane of incldence. 

'··I 
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XBL 752-5812 

Fig. 2. Propagation directions defined by angle of incidence (~), 
refraction (~') and reflection (~"). 
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of complex numbers. 
32 

The amplitude, En' and ;relative phase, on' of a 

light wave are both contained in the conplex amplitude E where 
n 

Equation (1) is written in the complex notation. A reference phase, or' 

is an arbitrary quantity and can be taken equal to zero. The time 

deperrlent phase, wt, equals the product of the angular frequency, w, 

and time, t. -+-+ 'The spatial dependent phase, k•x, equals the dot product 

of the propagp.tion vector, k, and the position vector, Jt. 'Ihe quantity, 

i, is the irmginary unit r-r in the complex plane. 'The use of the complex 

notation is m::>st quickly understood, when it is shown that the addition 

of two vectors in the complex plane is equivalent to the trigonometric 

addition of the corresponding waves. 'The general form of the equation 

that describes a light wave incident onto an interface is 

......... 
E = E ei(wt+or-k•x) = E cos(wt+o -k•'Jt) + iE sm(wt+o -k•'Jt) (1) 
n n n r n r. 

A 

A complex reflection coefficient, r , is defined as being the ratio 
n 

of the complex amplitude of reflected light to the corrplex amplitude 

of incident light. on is the phase change due to reflection.. A phase 

change caused by a .difference in optical path length traversed by 

interfering waves is designated by o without a subscript. 

E"ei(wt+or+on-k·~) 
n 

. -+-+ 
E ei(wt+or-k•x) 
n 

= r e n 

io 
n 

(2) 
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For unit incident amplitude, Eq. (2) represents the amplitude and phase 

of reflected light. Since transmission has no associated phase change, 
A 

a complex transmission coefficient, tn' equals the real coefficient, 

t , which is the ratio of E' to E . For unit incident amplitude, the n n n 

transmission coefficient, tn' is the amplitude of a refracted light 

wave. Both t and r ·are always positive numbers. 
n n 

B. Reflection and Transmission Coefficients 

'Ihe amplitude reflection coefficients for a dielectric-dielectric 

interface for light polarized perpendicular(s) and parallel(p) to the 

plane of incidence are given by the Fresnel equations. 33 The terms 

within the absolute value signs are the complex quantities, r . A n 

negative r signifies that the phase change, 0 ' in Eq. (2) is 180° 
n . n 

( 7T radians ) , since i7T e = 

E" 
r = s = E s s 

E" 
r =__2. = 

p Ep 

-1. 

n0cos<P - n1cos<P' 

n0cos<P + n1cos<j>' 

n1cos<P - n0cos<P' 

n1cos<P + n0cos<P' 

The amplitude transmission coefficients are 

- ~-sin(<!>- <1>')1 
sin(<!> + <P') 

'

tan(<!>- <1>')1 
- tan(<P + <P') 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Directions of reflected and transmitted waves at an interface have 

been defined in Fig. 2 by the angles they make with the normal to the 
-'-'. 

interface. For reflection, the angles of incidence and reflection are equal. 

: 
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. <I> = <I>" (7) 

For refraction, Snell's law is obeyed . 

(8) 

The angle of incidence at which the reflection coefficient for 

p-polarized light becomes zero is called Brewster's angle. At this 

angle, the sum of the angles of incidence and refraction is equal to 90°. 

Under this condition, the equation used to .calcUlate Brewster's angle 

<1> , can be derived from Eq. (8). 
p . 

. -l(nl) <t> =tan -
P no 

(9) 

In agr>eement with the present convention, the reflection coefficients 

are taken to be positive. The phase changes upon reflection from a 

dielectric have a value of 180 or 360 (or 0) degr>ees. When light is 

incident from a dielectric medium of refractive index, n0 , onto a 

dielectric medium of higher refractive index, n1 , it undergoes a phase 

change upon reflection as shown in Fig. 3(a). At Brewster's angle, the 

a.nplitude of the reflected p-polarized light is zero, and the phase 

change at ·higher angles differs from that at angles lower than Brewster's 

angle by 180°. However, when n0 is greater than n1 , the phase changes 

are as shown in Fig. 3(b). The difference of 180° between the phase 

changes in the two cases can be derived from Eqs. ( 3 Y and ( 4). If n1 

is substituted for n0 and <t>' for <t>, the terms within the absolute value 

signs retain the same rragnitude but are opposite in sign. 
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(a) 

(b) 

360 

8 (deg) 

180 

0 
0 

360 

8(deg) 

180 

0 

0 
0 

I 

I I 

8p 

8s 

I I 

30 60 90 

cp (deg) 

30 60 90 
T I 

Os 

8 p 

' 
I I I 

20 40 47.8 

cp1 (deg) 

XBL 752-5813 

Fig. J. Amplitude reflection coefficients for internal and external 
reflection from a dielectric film and associated phase changes. 
Diagrams are based on refractive indices 1 (air) and 1.35 (dilute 
aqueous solution). sin¢= 1.35 sin¢'· 
(a) external reflection, n1 > n0. 

(b) internal reflection, n0 > n1 . 

.. • .. ! 
I 

.... j 
•: 
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'Ihe reflection and transmission coefficients of Eqs. ( 3) through ( 6) 

are related by the following equations. Since the reflection coefficients 

are taken to be positive numbers, the phase change must be specified. 

t - r = 1 (for o = 360°) s s s t + r = 1 (for o = 180°) s . s s 

n 
~ t + r = 1 (for o = 180° ) 
no P P P 

For the case of reflection from an absorbing medium, the index of 

refraction is complex: . 

n =n-ik 
c ' 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where k is called the extinction index. The Fresnel equations can still 

be used but in. a complex form. 'Ihese can be expressed dif'f'erently by 

the f'ollowing equations for reflection from an absorbing medium in 

contact with a dielectric medium of refractive index, n0 •33 , 34 Their 

distinct advantage is that they are expressed in terms of real arithmetic. 

They reduce to the equations for reflection from a dielectric medium 

when the extinction index is zero. 

E" s . 
rs = -~ = 

E" 
r = __£__ = r 
p ~ s 

2 2 2 A + B - 2Acos~ + cos ~ 
2 2 . 2 

A + B + 2Acos~ + cos ~ 

A2 + B2 - 2Asin<j>tan~ + sin2~tan2p 
A2 + B2 + 2Asin~tan~ + sin2~tan2<P 

(13) 

' (14) 
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where 

A= (15) 

B = l ~~ 2 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 J 
~ l (n - k - n0s1n <1>) + 4n k . - (n - k -. n0sm <1> J . 
2n

0 
. 

(16) 

Phase changes for reflection from absorbing media in contact with 

a non-absorbing medium have also been derived.33,34 They are 

0 ~ 0 ~ 1T 
s 

The application of these equations to a specific dielectric film on an 

absorbing substrate is presented in Fig. 4. 

C. Multiple-Beam Interference 

1. PhySical Model 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Figure 5 represents the physical model for multiple-beam interference 

in thin films. A series of parallel and coherent light waves is incident 

from a medium of refractive index, n0 , onto a film of refractive index, 

n1 , at an angle, <1>. 'Ihe interfaces are mathematically both plane and 

parallel to each other. Line segrrents AB and BC in Fig. 5 represent 
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Fig. 4. Reflection coefficients for an absorbing substrate (refractive index=2.07-i.(4.40)) in 
contact with a dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) as a function of the a>1gle of 
incidence cp or cf>' on the film or substrate. Air is incident medium in contact with film. 
Modulus of reflection coefficients (rf,,,rp), absolute phase ehanges (o 3 ,op) and relative 
phase change (~ = op - 83 ). 
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Fig. 5. Multiple-beam interference model. 'Ihe renected wave is the 
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light waves which are incident at an angle,~', onto the lower and upper 

interfaCeS Within the film, 'Ihe angle Of refractiOn, ~I' in the film 

can be calculated from Eq. (8). All ligtlt that is absorbed or transmitted 

by the substrate is lost and does not enter directly into the equations. 

Equations for multiple-beam interference are applicable to either 

polarization. For this reason, the use of the subscripts, s and p, will 

be discontinued. Subscripts that denote the interface from which a wave 

is reflected and changed in phase and through which transmission occurs 

will be employed. rn:ey are presented in Fig. 6. 

. Since each incident wave is divided into reflected and refracted 

waves at every interface, the waves emanating from the film which result 

from one incident wave are mathematically infinite in number. Each wave 

has undergone a different number of reflections within the film so that 

each one is characterized by its own amplitude and phase. 'Ihe phase 

shift of one wave with respect to another is caused not only by phase 

changes at the two interfaces but also by phase differences due to the 

optical path length difference between interfering waves. 'Ihe difference 

in optical path length, ~S, can be derived from the georretry of Fig. 7. 

IVbre than one derlvation occurs in the literature.35 , 36 Waves 1 and 2 

are in phase at points D and A, which are in a plane perpendicular to 

the propagation direction, and in~erference occurs at point C. Wave 1 

travels an optical path length given by the length of line se@llent DC 

tirres the refractive index, n0, of tll,e incident rredium. The fraction of 
'· . \ . 

wave 2 that is refracted at A travels kn optical path length given by 

the sum of the lengths of line se@l'Ents AB and BC tirres the refractive 

index, n1 , of the film. Geometric substitutions are given in the second 

line. The symbol for film thiclmess is "d". 
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Fig. 6. Notations for dielectric film-covered substrate. 

(a) Reflection coefficients and refractive indices. 
(b) Transmission coefficients. 
{c) Phase changes upon reflection. 
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Fig. 7. Refer to Fig. 5. Construction to calculate difference 
in optical path length between successive interfering waves .. 
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AB = BC = co~<P, AC = 2dtan<f>' DC = ACsin<f> 

2n1d 
!1S = - 2n0dtan<P' sin<f> cos<!>' 

According to Snell's law of refraction, F.q. ( 8) , n1 sin<f>' can be 

substituted for n0sin<f>~ The equation then becomes 

• 4> I 
2d sm (n.. sin<f> ' ) 

cos<f>' .l 

2nld 2 ~d 2 
= cos<f>' (1 - sin 4>' ) = cos<f>' (cos 4>' ) 

and the optical path difference is 

l1S = 2n1dcos<f>' 

The associated phase shift is 

!1S 4~dcos<f>' 
o =-A ·2'1T =-~A--

2. Derivation of Equations. 

One should understand that each member of the infinite number of 

waves that are interfering at each point originates from a different 

(21) 

(22) 

incident wave. The a.IJl)litude and phase of the interfering waves can be 

derived from the geometry of Figs. 5 and 7 and from the definitions in 

Fig. 6. The complex a.IJl)litude of just the first four waves will be 

shown in order to establish the mathematical trend in the series. Since 

o in F.q. (22) corresponds to a delay in time as does the dot product, 
-+ -+ k•x in F.q. (1), it nn1st be preceded by a negative sign. 

i. 
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A _i(o3) 
w = r e 

l 3 

A . i(-o+o1 ) 
w2 = t

3
r 1t 2e 

A . i(-o+o1+o2+o1-cS) 
w

3 
= t

3
r 1r 2r

1
t 2e 

A i < -o+o1 +2 < o2 +or·o)) 
w4 = t3r1r2r1r~1t2e 

The infinite series of complex amplitudes can be expressed in 

this manner: 

00 
A 

w = wl + w2 + w3 + w4 + . • . = ~ wn 
n=l 

' 

. . . J 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(23c) 

(23d) 

(24) 

The bracketed terms form a converging series an:l can be replaced by an 

equivalent expression, so that 

(25) 

'Ihe phase change, cS 2 , can be eliminated from this equation: by using 

the relationship between cS2 and o
3

, the phcise changes for internal an:l 

external reflection at the film-incident medium lnterface. 'Iheir 

values depend on the angle of incidence and the polarization. The sign 

of o
3 

can be either positive or negative, since the difference between 

+o3 and -o3 is.either 2n or 4n radians. 
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(26) 

It can be further si.rrplified by Eqs. ( 27) and ( 28) , the first of which 

can be derived from either Eq. (3) or (4) upon consideration of the 

propagation directions of light reflected from interfaces 2 and 3. 

Equation (27) states that in a thin film the reflection coefficients 

,for light reflected from either side of the dielectric film-incident 

!TEdium interface are equal. 

(27) 

Equation (28) is derived by applying the conditions of Eq. (26) to 

either Eq. ( 10) or ( 11) • For s-polarized light, o
3 

= n (n
0 

< n1 ) and 

For p-polarized light, o
3 

= n or 2n and 

nl no 
-t +r =1 and -t -r =1 
n

0
3 3 n 2 2 · 1 . 

or 

~ t - r = 1 and no t + r = 1 
n0 3 3 n1 2 2 

With Eq. (27) as a condition, each of the preceding three pairs of 

equations can be solved to yield the following relationship: 

(28) 

: I 

• i 
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Equation (25) can now be rewritten as 

Ai'ter the two terms are corrbined over a comnon denominator, the complex 

amplitude is 

(29) 

Equation (29) can be converted to a well-lmown equation called the Drude 

equation36 by making the following substitutions: 

io 
,.. = r e 1 
rl 1 

'Ihe Drude equation is 

(30) 

The first step in finding the intensity of reflected light with 

respect to unit incident intensity is to multiply the numerator and 

the denominator of Fq. (29) by the complex conjugate of the denominator 

in order to rrake the denominator real. The whole expression for the 

amplitude is then multiplied by its complex conjugate in order to derive 
'<\ 

the intensity. After the terrriS in the nurrerator are expressed as the 

product of two factors, an inte~iate equation is 
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'Ihe n'Llirerator and denominator can be divided by a· factor common to both. 

Equation (1) is used along with identities between cos(x) and cos(-x) 

and between sin(-x) and -sin(x) to reduce the rrultiple-beam intensity 

equation to its IIDSt understandable form. 
36 

(31) 

It can be expected that the intensity. calculated from the multiple-

beam model is closely approximated by considering a .limited number of 

reflections within the film. Interference of only the first two waves 

comprises the two-reflection approximation. 'Ihe sum of the complex 

amplitudes, wl and w2, in Eqs. (23a) and (23b) is multiplied by its 

complex conjugate. Equation (28) is used again to eliminate the 

transmission coefficients. 

(32) 
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'Ihe· two-reflection intensity equation, Eq. (32), is valid as an 

~pproximation to the multiple-beam equation only when the reflection 

coefficients are small compared to 1. Under this condition, the 

equation becomes 

(33) 

Equation (33) will be referred to as the double-beam intensity 

equation. It is identical to the numerator of the multiple-beam 

equation, Eq. (31), but only represents the superposition of two light 

waves of amplitude r
3 

and r
1

. It has no physical meaning in thin 

film interference. 

When only the first n waves in the· infinite number of inte:rfering 

waves are considered to be interfering, ~he sum of the first n complex 

amplitudes in Eq. (24) is multiplied by its complex conjugate to 

derive the intensity. 'Ihe intensity of reflected light with respect 

to unit incident intensity for interference of three beams or more 

(n > 2) is 

I= r 2 + 
3 

n-2 

cos(m(o + 03 - ol)) + 2: 
ITFl [ 

~ ( 2)2 2 2L-2-m ~ 2 1- r
3 

r 1 (-r
3
r 1 ) 

L-111+1 ' J 
cos(m(o + o

3 
- o1 )) 

j;~* 

'Ihe intensity for the multiple::beam model can be expressed as an 

infinite series as in Eq. ( 35) by employing Eq. ( 34) with n equal to 

infinity. Equation (35) is of the sane form as that employed by 

(34) 
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Kubota 29 to demonstrate the effect of considering only a limited number 

of reflections within the film when calculating the color of reflected 

light. For this purpose, however, Bq. (34) is the correct equation to 

use. 

3. M:mochromtic Optimum Angl.e of Incidence 

Monochromtic interference fringes should be observed or recorded 

under conditions at which the maxima and miniiTE. of intensity are in 

highest contrast. Fringes occur in multiple-beam interference when the 

intensity given by Bq. (31) varies with film thickness. For observing 

the interference fringes produced by a given dielectric film on a 

specific rretal substrate with polarized light, the fringe contrast 

can be changed only by changing the viewing direction. At normal 

incidence, the reflection coefficient of the fil.m-metal interface is 

much greater than that of the air-film interface, so that corrplete 

destructive interference cannot occur and fringe contrast is low. Note 

that at an angle of incidence of 90° the incident light is totally 

reflected from· the air-film interface and fringe contrast is totally 

absent. At sorre angle between these two extrerres, the amounts of light 

reflected from a fiJ.m..,.covered substrate with and without penetration of 

the film are equal and the result is that the intensity miniiTE. are 

zero and fringe contrast is at a maximum.3l 
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Light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence 

has different reflection coefficients at either interface for all angles 

of incidence between 0 and 90°. For this reason, it is unlikely that 

the angle of rraximum fringe contrast would be the same for p and s 

polarized light. Also, above Brewster's angle for the dielectric film , 

the values of o
3 

- o1 in Fq .. (31) differ by approxmately 180° for the 

two polarizations. o
3 

is the sane for both polarizations, and since the 

range of values of the angle of incidence onto the film-metal interface 

is limited by refraction at the air-film interface, the difference in 

the values of o1 for the two polarizations does not depart significantly 

from 180°. 'Ihe rragni tude of the difference can be estirni3.ted ·from Fig. 4 . 

Because 180° is the spacing between a rraximum and a minimum of intensity, 

the fringe contrast for unpolarized light would be significantly less 

than for polarized light. Observations should be made· with polarized 

light, because for most filrnHmetal combinations the angle at which the 

highest contrast occurs is above Brewster's angle. 

A well-established criterion for fringe contrast is the Michelson 

fringe visibility, V. 37 

I - I . 
V = rrax Inln 

Irrax + Imin ' 
(36) 

where Irrax and Imin are the intensity maxirra and minirra of interference 

fringes. 'Ihe. angle of incidence at which the intensity minima are zero 

is the optimum angle to observe a film. The fringe visibility according 

to Fq. (36) is then equal to one. When the intensity rraxima and rninirra 

are equal, the visibility is zero. This result occurs at Brewster's 
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angle for light polarized in the plane of incidence and at 90° angle 

of incidence for both polarizations. 

The equations for the multiple-beam intensity rmx:i.ma and min:i.ma can 

be derived from Eq. (31). If the intensity is differentiated with 

respect to o, the condition for a maximum or a minimum is that 

sin(o + o
3 

- o1 ) equals zero. 'lhat is, o + o
3 

- o1 equals zero or a 

multiple of TT radians. From the second derivative, one can determine 

that the comition for a maximum is that cos(o + 5
3 

- o1 ) = 1 and for 

a minirrn.nn that cos(o + o
3 

- o1 ) = -1. Equivalently, o + o
3 

- o1 equals 

zero or an even multiple of TT for a rmximum and an odd multiple of TT for 

a minirrn.nn. Substitution of these values in Eq. (31) yield~36 

(37) 

(38) 

'lhe condition for the optimum angle of incidence in multiple-beam 

interference can be readily established by examining Eq. ( 38) for the 

intensity of the interference minima. When the reflection coefficients, 

r 1 aild r
3

, are equal, the rmgnitude of the intensity minima is zero and 

the Michelson fringe visibility, Eq. ( 36) , has its maximum value of one. 

CONDITION FOR OPTIMUM ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (39) 

A specific example of the variation of the fringe visibility with 

direction of observation is given in Figs. 8 and 9. 'Ihe curves represent 

Eqs. (36) through (38). At the optimum angle, the intensity min:i.ma are 

zero and the fringe visibility is equal to one. If the reflection 

: 
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Fig. 8. Variation of monochromatic fringe visibility and intensities of 

interference maxima and minima with angle of incidence for light 
incident from air onto a film-covered (nl = 1.35) absorbing substrate 
Cnc = 2. 07 - i ( 4. 40)). s-polarized light. ·. 
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coefficients at both interfaces in Figs. 3 and 4 are compared at this 

angle, they are found to be equal. 

'Ihe criterion for the optimum angle given by Muller 3l can be 

confirmed by_ introducing the conditions for a zer6 minimum of intensity 

into the amplitude equation, Fq. (25). 'Ihe first and second terms can 

be regarded as the amplitude and phase of the light reflected from the 

film-covered substrate without and with penetration of the film. They 

both have amplitudes equal to r
3 

but differ in phase by 180°. 

'lhe two-reflection intensity equation, Fq. (32), can be used as 

an approximation to the multiple-beam intensity, Eq. (31), when the 

reflection coefficients of the two interfaces is small. The conditions 

for a max:irrnim or minimum of intensity are found by inspecting each 

term in the equation. The cosine term is the only one that can vary 

with film thiclmess. As in the multiple-beam equation, maxima occur 

when cos(o + o
3 

- o1) = 1 and minirra occur when cos(o + o
3 

- o1 ) = -1. 

However, the condition for which the intensity minima are zero is not 

the same as for the multiple-beam equation. When the minima for the 

two;...reflection intensity equation are zero, Fq. (32) becomes 

After the left side of the equation is factored, the condition for a 

zero intensity miminum for the two-reflection approximation is shown 

to be 

(40) 
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When the reflection coefficients are small compared to l, the 

double-beam equation, Eq. (33), is applicable. It does not physically 

represent thin film interference. Nevertheless, it has a mathematical 

similarity to the multiple-beam equation in that the conditions for the 

interference maxima or minima are the same in the two equations. Also, . 

in both equations the intensity minima equal zero when r 1 and r
3 

are 

equaL 'Ihis result has already been derived in Eq. (39) for the llD.lltiple

beam rrodel. It can be derived for the double-beam equation, Eq. (33), 

in the same manner that Eq. (40) was derived from the two-reflection 

approXimation. 

·D. Colorimetry of Interference Colors 

1. Principles of Colorimetry 

The basis for colorimetry lies in the observation that the visual 

stimulus of light of any spectral composition can be duplicated by the 

proper mixture of three "primary" colors. 'IWo such mixtures, each of 

which has been selected to match a color, will, when mixed additively, 

match a similar addition of the original colors. 

In 1931, the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (C.I.E.) 

adopted a color matching system for 2° foveal vision. In 1964, it 

adopted a color system for an annular zone of the retina around the 

fovea that subtends an angle of 10°.38 'Ihe former system is used in 

this study. The systems were chosen to match each color of a single 

wavelength in the spectrum with a specified amount of three radiations. 

These amounts are xA, YA arid ZA. Figure 10 shows their distributions 

on the basis of equal energy through the visible spectrum. 'Ihey are 

called the distribution coefficients for an equal-energy stimulus. 

i 
• I 
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Wright 38 has tabulated them for wavelength intervals of 5 nm from 

380 to 780 nm. Since practical sources of illumination do not have 

an equal-energy distribution, Wright has tabulated the energy distribution, 

P A (again in intervals of 5 nm over the visible range) for three standard 

sources A, B and C. Source A, a tungsten lamp with a color temperature 

of 2854°K, represents average artificial illumination. Sources B and C 

correspond to two phases of daylight. The spectral energy distribution, 

PA, has been multiplied by the tristimulus coefficients, xA, YA and ZA 

to obtain distribution coefficients weighted by energy values of the 

standard illuminants. Wright has tabulated these weighted coefficients 

in 5 nm intervals for the 1931 C.I.E. values. 

The curves of xA, y A and zA have been adjusted so that the amount, 

designated by the tristimulus values (X, Y, Z), of the three tristimulus 

primaries ((X), (Y), (Z)) are equal in a rratch on an equal-energy stimulus. 

The tristimulus values of a sample of light with an energy distribution, 

X= EPA·xA 

y = EPA·yA 

Z = EPA·zA 

The summations are intended to closely approximate integrations. 

the tabulated intervals, they can be regarded as equivalent. The dis

tribution of yA has been selected to be identical to the spectral 

sensitivity curve of the eye, VA, while the tristimulus pri.rraries, (X) . 

and (Z), have been chosen to .have zero luminous efficiencies (they make 

no contributions to the luminous sensation). VA is a measure of the 

relative contribution to the luminous sensation that each wavelength makes 

; 
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in an equal-energy spectrum. The spectral sensitivity curve has a 

maximum value of VA = 1 at a wavelength of about 555 nm and values of 

zero for wavelengths outside the visible range. Values of P A· y A for the 

standard illuminants have been multiplied in Wright's tables by a 

constant factor in order that Y is equal to 100.0. Values of PA·xA 

and pA.zA had to be multiplied by this same factor to maintain the same 

relative 8I!Dunts ·of the primary colors. 'Ihe percentage luminance, 

which is defined with respect to the luminance of the incident light for 

· ·surface colors, is given directly by the value of Y. In this case; 

however, PA, the spectral composition of the reflected light, is a 

product of the spectral composition of the source and IA, the intensity 

of the reflected light as a function of the wavelength with respect 

to unit incident intensity. 

Color is described by the three visual responses that a sample of 

light evokes: hue, saturation and brightness. In the Munsell system, 

color is specified by what is called its hue, chroma and value. 39 

Corresponding terms in the C. I.E. color system are dominant wavelength, 

purity and intensity. In the C. I.E. system, color is represented by the 

amounts of the tristirnulus primaries . A method of expressing the 

relative amounts of the primaries independent of the intensity is to 

calculate the chromaticity values x, y and z, which are defineq as 

x=X+Y+Z 
X (42a) 

y 
y = =-::---=-:--;:;-X+ Y + Z 

(42b) 

z 
z = x=-+-:---.::Y=--+-z=- (42c) 
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Since the sum of the chrorraticity values i,s equal to one; the hue 

and saturation are defined by only two variables. 'Ihe 1931 chromaticity 

diagram is shown in Fig. 11 with the ordinate and abscissa being y 

and x, respectively. 'Ihe coon:linates for single wavelengths comprise the 

curved section of the boundary or the spectrum locus. They can be found 

by calculating the chromaticity coordinates from xA, YA and ZA at each 

wavelength. Wright has tabulated these chromaticity coordinates. A 

straight line in the lower part of the diagram connects the two ends of 

the visible spectrum. Points located on this line represent nonspectral 

colors, which will be more clearly defined later.· 

2. Color ·Mixing 

'Ihe general shape of the chromaticity diagram, according to Wright, 

is due in part to the choice of reference stimuli but primarily to the 

shape of the spectral sensitivity curve. An important characteristic 

of the color system is that the boundaries of the diagram are either 

concave or straight when viewed from within. 'Ihis statement means that 

the color resulting from the additive mixture of any two colors is 

represented by a point either within the diagram 'or on the boundary. 

The additive mixing can be described by equations involving the 

chromaticity coordinates of the colors. The coordinates are weighted 

by the corresponding tristimulus value~ .39 Let the tristimulus values 

of two colors, represented by the chrorraticity coordinates, (x0 • y0 ) 

and (x1 , y1 ), be x0 , Y0, z0 and~' Y1 , z1 , respectively. The additive 

mixture of the two has the coordinates, (x, y), and the corresponding 

tristirnulus values are 
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Fig. ll. 1931 C. I.E. chromaticity diagram with achromatic region five 
times actual size around coordinates of standard source A (tungsten 
lamp) • Hue. regions bounded by solid circles and dominaUt wave
lengths (nm) at open circles are those given by Kelley. 0 Dashed 

. lines divide the diagram into a condensed list of hue names. 
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(43a) 

(43b) 

(43c) 

The sum of the tristimulus values of the two component colors are 

(44a) 

(44b) 

'llie chromaticity coordinates (x, y) of the additive mixture can now be 

derived . 'lliey are 

xo + xl 
= 

Soxo + Slxl 
X= 

so + sl so + sl 
(45a) 

Yo + yl 
= 

SOyO + Slyl 
y = 

so + sl so + sl 
(45b) 

The point, (x, y), lies on a straight line between the two points, 

(x0 = x0;s0 , y0 = Y0/s0 ) and (x1 = x1;~, y 1 = Y1;s1 ). This fact can 

be readily proved by calculating the slopes and distances between each 

pair of· points. 

3. Hue and Purity 

Se@Tlents of the spectrum locus represent hue region~ in· the 

spectrum. Areas of the chromaticity diagram are also defined by hue 

names. Kelley40 has presented such a diagram (1931 C. I.E.) for the 

standard illuminant C. The intersections of dividing lines between 

hue regions and the boundaries of the diagram are shown in his article 

along with a list of the dominant wavelengths corresponding to these 

regions. _The dominant wavelength of a region is the one whose hue is· 

believed to most closely represent the hue name. A 1931 C.I.E. diagram 

.· 
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for 2° foveal vision that. includes the standard tungsten source·A for 

use in the present study has been shown in Fig. ll. As closely as 

possible, it retains the intersections of the dividing lines with the 

boundaries of the diagram and the dominant wavelengths as given by Kelley. 

His curved dividing lines are replaced by straight ones that. converge on 

the white point A. The dashed lines divide the diagram into a condensed 

number of hue regions for photographic applications. 

An achromatic point (white) in the chromaticity diagram represents 

a color that elicits no sensation of hue. The achromatic stimulus will 

vary depending upon the conditions under which colors are viewed. A 

straight line between this point and one on the spectrum locus is 

referred to as a line of constant dominant wavelength. Any point along 

the line represents what is called a spectral color and the intersection 

with the spectrum locus naturally represents a spectrum color. The 

wavelength of the spectrum color is called the dominant wavelength. 

Points that lie on the straight line boundary in the lower part of the 

diagram represent ·a mixture of wavelengths from both ends of the spe(!trum. 

'Th.ey are called nonspectral colors. Points between this boundary and 

the achromatic point are included in this classification. 'lhese colors 

cannot be assigned a dominant wavelength, since no single wavelength has 

the same hue, but for convenience it can be specified by a corr:plernentary 

wavelength. If a line is drawn through the points that represent the 

nonspectral color and the achromatic source, the corr:plernentary wavelength 

is represented.by the point at which this line intersects the spectrum 

locus. No fUrther distinction will be made between lines of dominant 
. ' 

and corr:plernentary wavelength. 
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Points along the boundary of the chromaticity diagram represent the 

purest colors. 'Ihe achromatic point has a purity of zero, since its 

intensity distribution has no wavelength that is dominant. Points on a 

line between the achromatic point and the boundary have a purity which 

is ·proportional to their distance from the achromatic point. 1he ma..x:imum 

value is l. Color purity is clearly defined in Fig. 12. However, purity 

is only an operational definition, as is dominant wavelength. 1he actual 

visual response related to purity is saturation of color, which is a 

sensation of the difference in a chromatic color sensation and an achromatic 

color sensation of the same brightness. If purity increases,though, 

saturation increases. It should be noted that a line of constant dominant 

wavelength is seldom a line of constant hue. In addition, equal purities 

along lines of different dominant wavelength do not sigpify equal 

saturations. 39 

Color discrimination and an associated purity discrimination vary 

throughout the chromaticity diagr-am. 'Ihe change in chromaticity 

coordinates required to detect a just noticeable difference in color 

is not constant~1 A purity threshold, defined by the least perceptible 

purity, exists at the achromatic point and varies for different lines 

of constant dominant wavelength. As' a consequence, the achromatic point 

should actually be regarded as a small region. Figure 11 shows this 
I 

region as five times the actual size. It is based on the just noticeable 

difference in color and is taken to be an ellipse. 
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Fig. 12. Definition of color purity .:i.Il C. I.E; chromaticity dlagrarn. 
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III. ANALYSIS OF WHITE-LIGHT INIERFERENCE 

An analysis of the phenorrenon of white-light interference in thin 

films requires extensive use of a computer due to the complexity of the 

equations and the irrmense quantity of repetitive calculations. A 

computer progr>am "HUE" for determining film thicknesses from white-light 

interference fringes is given in the Appendix. With this progr>am, one 

can determine the angle of incidence at which fringes are mst easily 

distinguished and also · calculate the color of light reflected from a 
' . 

specific film and substrate combination at. each film thickness. Extensive 

calculations are presented in gr>aphical form in this section. 'Thus, 

close approximtions for specific cases can be found without the use of 

lengthy computations. 

A. Optimum AngJ.e of Incidence 

The ability of an observer to distinguish color fringes in white-

light interference depends highly on the saturation of the colors. The 

angle of incidence at which the colors of the reflected light from a 

thin film are mst saturated is the optirm..nn angle to observe them. The 

operational definition that gives a rreasure of the saturation is the 

color purity, which is the fractional distance of a point within the 

chromticity diagr>am from the achromtic point to the boundary of the· 

diagr>am. 

A detailed treatrrent of the problem is not available in the litera

ture. Kubota 
42 

recognized the change in saturation with angle of incidence. 

He stated that in order for the purity of the interference color of thin 

dielectric films on rretallic surfaces to be sufficiently high, the 

reflection coefficients at both interfaces rrn.lSt be nearly equal. For 
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this condition to hold, the angle of incidence must be greater than 

BrewSter's arigle. Muller 3l used the criterion of complete destructive 

interference at some angle of incidence to calculate the optimum angle 

to observe monochromatic interference f'ringes for some dielectric films 

on specific rretal substrates. He found this procedure useful in· the 

study of thin electrolyte films on polished metal surfaces • 'furney 27 

studied the problem further in. comparing the optimum. angles to observe 

rronochrorr:atic and white-light interference fringes from the same film

covered surface. He calculated the Michelson fringe visibility for many 

angles in order to determine the optimum angle. For the same film and 

substrate in white-light interference, he plotted the chromaticity 

coordinates as a function of optical path difference. 'Jhe phase change 

due to reflection, o
3
·- o1 , in Eq. (31) was taken equal to zero. When he 

compared such curves for many angles of incidence, he established the 

optimum angle on the basis of which curve was closest to the spectrum 

locus. He found agreement to within l 0 between the two methods for a 

film of refractive index, 1.50, on platinum. With silver as the substrate, 

colors were most saturated at angles less than the optimum angle based 

on maximum Michelson fringe visibility. 'lhe reason for this discrepancy 

was not resolved. He concluded that a criterion other than a rr:axirnum 

Michelson fringe visibility might have to be used to determine the 

optimum angle to view white-light interference fringes for a highly 

reflective substrate. 

'lhe present study endeavors to clarifY the relationship between the 

optimum angles to observe monochrorr:atic and white-light interference 

fringes. A brief analysis of the problem is sufficient to dem:::>nstrate 
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that they are related. IJ:he intensity of monochromatic light' which 

is a periodic function of film thickness, and the spectral intensity 

distribution at each film thickness for white-light interference are 

both determined by Eq. (31). They fall on the same curve with o in 

Fq. (22) as the abscissa, although the latter curve is limited in 

extent by the range of the visible spectrum. The effect of the wave

length dependence of the optical constants is assumed to be minor. The 

range of o is the same at all angles of incidence, if the optical path 

difference is constant. Since the quantity, o
3 

- o1 , varies relatively 

little from an angle of incidence of 0 to 90°, similar spectral energy 

distributions can be corrpared at any angle. If the spectral energy 

distributions at these angles are plotted on the same graph, the maxima 

or minima would occur at the same value of o except for the small 

variation of o1 over the range of the angle of refraction in the film. 

IJ:he value of o
3 

differs by 180° above Brewster's angle from that .below 

for p-polarized light. However, this abrupt difference does not make 

the analysis more difficult. Complete destructive interference at 

soJTE angle of incidence has been shown in .section II-C-3 to be the 

criterion for maximum fringe visibility in monochromatic interference. 

This same condition in white-light interference yields a spectral energy 

distribution that appears to be most different from that of the source. 

l. Color Purity 

'lbe variation of color purity with angle of incidence in the C. I.E. 

chromaticity diagram is analyzed on the basis of constant optical path 

difference. A method of representing the mixture of colors in the 

chromaticity diagram by the addition of terms in an equation for the 

.. 

.· 
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spectral energy distribution is employed. 29 'Ihe problem is discussed 

first for the relatively simple double-beam equation, Fq. (33). AB 

explained earlier, this equation has a mathematical similarity to the 

multiple-beam equation, Fq .. (31). 'Ihe intensity derived by use of the 

multiple-beam equation approaches that of the double-beam equation in the 

l:lmit of very small renection coefficients. Conditions for the inter-

ference maxima or minima are the same in the two equations and complete 

destructive interference can occur only when r
3 

and r 1 are equal. 

'Ihe double-beam intensity equation is of the form 

(46) 

For this analysis, c0 and c1 are assumed to be independent of wavelength, 

and fA is a fUnction of wavelength only. If P A is the spectral energy · 

distribution of the white-light source, the tristimulus values that 

correspond to Fq. ( 46) are 

X= EPA[c0 + c1fA] xA = c0EPA·xA + c1EPA·fA·xA 

Y = EPA[c0 + c1fA] yA = c0tPA•yA + c1tPA•fA•yA 

Z = EPA[c0 + c1fA] zA = c0tPA•zA + c1EPA•fA•zA 

AB in Section II-D-2, expressions that represent the addition of two 

(47a) 

(47b) 

(47c) 

points in the plane of chromaticity coordinates are to be derived. 'Ihe 

tristimulus value of the two points, (x
0 

,y 0 ) and ( x1 ,y 1 ) , are 
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x0 = EPA •xA (48a) 

YO= EPA•yA (48b) 

z0 = EPA•zA (48c) 

ani 

::s.= EPA•fA•xA (49a) 

yl = EPA •fA. •yA (49b) 

z1 = EPA•fA.•zA (49c) 

'Ihese last two sets of tristimulus values can be substituted into 

Eqs. (47a) through (47c) to obtain another expression for the tristirnulus 

values of the mixture. 

X = c0x0 + c12S_ 

y = cOYO + cl yl 

z = c
0
z

0 
+ c

1 
z
1 

(50a) 

(50b) 

(50c) 

No longer are the tristimulus values of the two component colors simply 

additive. 'Iheir addition is weighted by the values of c
0 

and c
1

. The 

chrorraticity coordinates (x,y) of the mixture can be derived with the 

use of the definitions in Eqs. (44a) and (44b). 

(5la) 

(5lb) 

'Ihe point (x0 ,y0 ) has the coordinates of the white-light source, while 

(xl'yl )may represent a point that is outside the boundaries of the 

chromaticity diagram because of negative contributions to the tristimulus 

" . 
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values. 'Ihe chromaticity cooroinates of the mixture are weighted averages 

of the cooroinates of the component colors. They are weighted by the 

corresponding tristiniulus values and the relative values of c
0 

and c
1

. 

'lbe point (x,y) always represents a color within the boundaries of the 

chromaticity diagr>am and lies on a straigtlt line extending from the 

achromatic point (x
0

,y
0
). 

'lbe line seg!l'Ent defined by Fqs. (5la) and (5lb) is one of constant 

dominant wavelength. Since purity increases with distance from the 

achromtic point, the condition for maximum purity is the highest ratio 

of c1 to c0. It can be seen from Fq. (33) that 

2 2 
co = r3 + rl 

and 

The ratio of. c1 to c0 is 

'Ibis ratio has a ~inrum value of one when r 
3 

and r 1 are equal. 

r3 = rl (52) 

The result given by Eq. (52) is identical to that given by Fq. ( 39). A 

practical conclusion would be that when the reflection coefficients are 

low, the condition for the optimum angle in white...,. light interference is 

the same when determined on the basis of maximum color purity or maximum 

Michelson fringe visibility. 
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For high reflection coefficients, the multiple-beam intenSity 

equation has to be considered. It is an extension of the argurrents 

just presented that the color corresponding to the spectral energy 

dfstribution given by the multiple-beam intensity equation, Eq. (35), 

can be regarded as the addition of an infinite number of colors. 'Ihis 

addition can be accomplished by adding the tristirnulus values of all the 

component colors weighted by the coefficients of each term in the equation. 

Alternatively, ·the chromaticity coordinates of the mixture are averages 

of the coordinates of the component colors weighted by both the 

corresponding trist:i.rrn.llus values and the coefficients of each term in 

the equation. With the addition of more than two colors in the plane 

of chromaticity coordinates, the angles of incidence at which rraximum · 

monochromatic (Michelson) fringe visibility and rraximum color purity occur 

do not coincide. An optimum angle based on maximum color purity cannot be 

calculated owing to the number of terms in Eq. ( 35) . It is interesting 

to note that the optimum angle varies with film thickness. Although the 

coefficients do not, the colors represented by each term in the series· · 

do vary with film thickness. At smll film thicknesses, the optimum 

angle based on color purity should be noticeably different from that at 

large thicknesses, except when the reflection coefficients are low. 

2. Optimum Angle Based on Monochrorratic (Michelson) 
FrL~e Visibility 

An approach to characterizing the optimum angle to view white-

light interference fringes is to use the monochromatic optimum angle 

as a basis for comparison. The monochromatic optimum angle can be 

determined exactly. For p or s-polarized light, it varies only with the 

'' 
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optical constants of the film and substrate. Since this opti.nrurn angle 

is a function of three variables·, the arrount of information that can be 

contained ii1 one figure is limited. 'llle most convenient way of expressing 

the variation is demonstrated in Fig. 13. 'llle optimum angle is plotted 

as a function of the real part of the substrate refractive index for 
I 

curves of constant substrate extinction index. 'Ihe film refractive index 

and the light polarization have to be specified. Values for this figure 

and others were determined to the nearest tenth of a degree. Tb establish 

ctirves of constant extinction index would require a significant amount 

of calculations, if program ''VIS" in the Appendix were used. 'Ihe amount 

was substantially reduced by using the method of matching reflection 

coefficients at the two interfaces in determining the optimum angle. A 

total of six figures was produced in this manner for s and p-polarized 

light and films of refractive in:iex l. 35 (Figs . 13 and 14) , l. 50 

(Figs. 17 and 18) and 2. 00 (Figs. 21 and 22) . The value l. 35 was taken to 

represent the refractive index of dilute aqueous solutions with 1.50 

representing an upper limit. Curves for a film refractive index 

of 2.0 were made for comparison. 

Some aspects of these figures should be noted. In all of them are 

included some substrate refractive indices that are not physically 

realizable. ~g;nents of curves with low values of both n and k were 

excluded when they crossed other curves. 'Ihe figures clearly indicate 

which curves were not completely drawn. For p-polarized light,an optirnum 

angle always exists, because the reflection coefficient at the air-film 

interface varies between 0 and 1. However, an optimum angle defined 

by matched reflection coefficients at the two interfaces does not always 
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Fig. 13. Monochromatic optimum angle of incidence (Michelson fringe 

visibility = l) for the observation of film interference. 
Dielectric film (refractive index = J • 35) on absorbing 
sUbstrates (complex refractive index= n- ik), s-polarized 
light, incident medium air. 
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Fig. 15. Fresnel reflection coefficient for di.electrlc medium of 

ref'racti ve index = 1. 35 for s and p-polarized light. 
Incident medium air. Brewster's angle, <I>P = 53.5°. 
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Fig. 16. Michelson fringe visibility of monocrli'Omatic interference 

frin~s from a dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) 
on absorbing substrates (complex refractive index = n - ik). 
Normal incidence. Incident medium air. 
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F!ig. 17. See Fig. 13. Film refractive index= 1.50. 
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Fig. 18. See Fig. 13. p-polarized light. Film refractive 
index = 1. 50. Brewster's angle, <Pp = 56.3°. 
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· Fig. 20. See Fig. 16. Film refractive index = 1.50. 
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Fig. 21. See Fig. 13. Film refractive index = 2.0. 
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Fig. 22. See Fig. 13. p-polarized light. Film refractive index = 2.0. 
Brewster's angle, ~P = 63.5°. 
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Fig. 23. Fresnel reflection coefficient for dielectric medium of 

refractive index = 2.0 for s and p~polarized light~ 
Incident medium air. Brewster's angle, <I>P = 63.5°. 
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Fig. 24. See Fig. 16. Film refractive index = 2.0. 
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exist for s-polarized ·light. Zero degrees would then be considered the 
.. 

best angle of incidence, since it is at this angle that the monochromatic 

fringe visibility would be highest (although not equal to one). 

TWo other types of curves associated with the optimum angle curves 

are included. They, too, are for specified film refractive indices of 

1. 35, 1. 50 and 2. 0. Figures 15, 19 and 23 give Fresnel reflection 

coefficients as a function of angle of incidence for both s and p-polarized 

light. These give the reflection coefficient at the air-film interface 

and thus contribute the reflection coefficients at both interfaces at 

the optimum angle of incidence .. At the optimum angle, the monochromatic 

(Michelson) fringe visibility equals one. Figures 16, 20 and 24 show the 

dependence of the fringe visibility at normal incidence on the optical 

constants of the substrate. 'Ihey enable one to accurately sketch the 

variation of the fringe visibility with angle of incidence for a particular 

film and substrate. Also, they clearly deronstrate the advantage of 

observing interference fringes at angles other than normal incidence. 

This concept is most important for films of low refractive index and 

an associated low reflectivity. 

3. Optimum Angle Based 
on Color Purity 

The initial attempt at examilling the optimum angle of incidence 

based on maximum color purity was through Figs. 13, 14, 17 and 18. Points 

along the curves in these figures were selected for a comparison. For 

several widely different values of the optical path difference, chromaticity 

coordinates were calculated as the angle of incidence varied. The angle 

at which the coordinates were furthest from the achromatic point was 

' ' ; 

·. 
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considered to be the optimum angle. From this comparison, it was con-

eluded that the optimum angle varied with the optical path difference. 

No exact curves could be constructed, but some de.finite conclusions 

were drawn. The trend in the variation of the optimum angle 'for white

light interference was the same as that for monochromatic interference. 

The curves, 'however, were not quantitatively the same. 'Jhe monochromatic 

optimum angle was always higher than that based on a ITE.Ximum color purity. 

The difference was more marked the higher the optimum angle (higher 

renection coefficients). Also, the difference was greater for 

s-polarized light than for p-polarized light. Higher reflection 

coefficients were again the catise. When the reflection coefficients 

were low, the two methods yielded nearly the same optimum angle at 

several values of the optical path difference. 

The next step was to examine the optimum angle in greater detail 

for a limited number of substrates. Three substrate refractive indices 

were selected to obtain a wide range of renection coefficients at the 

optinrum angle. These optical constants were intended to represent· silver, 
43,44 

platinum43, 44 and silicon. 45 Curves of chromaticity coordinates 

as a function of film thiclmess were plotted in lOOK itlcrements for film 

thicknesses between 0 and 1. 5 microns. Several curves were drawn in 

one degree increments around the monochromatic optimum angle in order 

that the optimum angle based on ITE.Ximum color purity could be estimated 

to the nearest degree. The angle at which the curves appeared to be 

closest to the spectrum locus was· chosen as the optimum angle. The 

results are displayed in Table I. Since the curves were visually compared 

by superimposing them, the optimum angle was often difficult to pinpoint. 



Table I. Optimum angle of incidence (deg). 

Dielectric Film 
Refractive Index - 1.35 1.50 2.0 
Light Polarization - s p s p s p 

Substrate Complex Criteria* 
Refractive Index 

0.18-i(3.71) a 89.4 89.3 89.2 89.3 88.2 89.3 
(Silver) b 88 89 88 88 86 89 

c 88 88 85 87 82 88 

2.63-i(3.55) a 84 83 80.~ 83 68 83 
(Platinum)t I 

b 83 82 80 82 66 83 0'\ 
o:> 
I 

c 79 81 75 81 59 82 

4.14-i(0.03) a 71.5 76.5 70 76.5 19.5 76.5 
(Silicon) b 76.5 76 69 76 ** 76 

c 74 76 65 76 ** 76 

* ~ _ 'Criteria a Michelson fringe visibility = 1 

b Maximum color purity, first color order 

c Maximum color purity, higher color orders 

** Not sensitive to angle of incidence. 
tValue for platinum used elsewhere in this section was 2.07- i(4.40). 
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At snall film thicknesses, the curves were not smooth. With silver as the 

substrate, they were rather corrpact and harder to corrpare. Nevertheless, 

T.able I presents a valid picture. The variation of the curves with 

angle of incidence in the first. color order was significantly different 

from that in the higher orders. It follows that the optimum angle for 

the first order· and that for the higher orders should be estimated 

separately. 

Agreenent between results based on 'Michelson fringe Visibility and 

color purity is rather close. As stated earlier, the :m:mochromatic 

optimum angle is used as the basis for corrparison. It serves as an upper 

limit. 'Ihe opt1mum angle for the first color order differs from it by no 

· Ill)I'e than about 2°. 'Ibis result appears to hold for p-polarized 

light independent of the color order. In the case of s-polarized light, 

the agreement worsens for the higher color orders and the optimum angle is 

seen to be generally several degrees lower. Th.e change in color purity 

with angle of incidence was observed to be Im.lCh ItDre gradual in the higher 

color orders, though, than i:i1 the first order. An overall view of the table 

shows that for p-polarized light the optimum angle is nearly independent 

of the film refractive in:iex. A comparison of Figs. 14, 18 and 22 confinns 

this observation. · As in Figs. 13, 17 and 21, the optimum angle for s

polarized light decreases with an increase in the film refractive index. 

The description of the optimum angle has been accurate but lacks 

sufficient detail. A much closer look at both the variation of the color 

purity with angle of incidence and the dependence of the optimum angle 

on the optical path difference would be very instructive. Figures were 

devised that would display these dependencies. Th.ey were constructed 
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for a film of refractive index 1.35 on substrates with widely varying 

optical constants. In all the figures, the film refractive index was 

assUITEd to be independent of wavelength. With platimun or silver as 

the substrate, the substrate refractive index varied with wavelength 

as shown in Fig. 25 or was taken to be that at an inte:t'n'Ediate wavelength 

of 5892.t straight lines in Fig. 25 were fitted to the data given in 

the International Critical Tables. 

Figures discussed in the previous paragraph are shown next starting 

with Fig. 26. Most importantly, they contain curves of chro:rmticity 

coordinates as a function of angle of incidence for constant values of 

the optical path difference. Curves of constant angle of incidence are 

also drawn. 'lhe outer curve is taken to represent the optimum angle 

of incidence, since its chromaticity coordinates are furthest from the 

achromatic point throughout roost of the color order. Points that· 

represent constant intervals of the optical path difference are indicated 

by dots along this curve. It appears that curves such as these do not 

occur in the literature. ·However, Kubota 
29 

has presented a figure that 

is outwardly similar. It included curves of constant optical thickness 

and curves 'of constant angle of incidence for a film and substrate 

refractive index of 2.20 and 1.50, respectively, and p-polarized light. 

Angles of incidence included those below Brewster's angle. 'lhe purpose 

of this figure was to follow the change in chromaticity coordinates 

with angle of incidence for this type of layer and to demonstrate the 

changes of hue and purity. He contrasted the relative change of hue 

and purity with that for a layer whose refractive index was less than 

that of the substrate. 
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Fig. 25. Complex refractive :index of platinum and silver :in 
the visible spectrum. Straight line fit to data 
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Figure 26 presents results for a dielectric,film on a dielectric 

substrate. This situation contrasts with interf~rence in dielectric 

films on rretal surfaces, which .is described in later figures. Since 

the reflection coefficients are low, curves of constant optical path 

difference should be nearly straight. . The optimum angle should be low 

and invariant with optical path difference. It agroees very closely to 

the monochromatic optimum angle given in Fig. 13. General characteristics 

of interference in thin films on dielectric substrates are that color 

purity is high and changes slowly with angle of incidence. 'Ihe fact that 

interference fringes can be viewed satisfactorally at normal incidence is 

demonstrated in Fig. 26 by the considerable color purity obtainable at 0°. 

Figures 27 and 28 were constructed for substrates of rredium and 

high reflectivity. Curves of constant optical path difference are not 

straight to the extent they are in Fig. 26. Nevertheless, changes in 

purity dominate over any change in hue. The significance of the concept 

of an optimum angle becomes evident for substrates of higher reflectivity. 

With silver as the substrate, it would be impossible to observe inter

ference colors at normal incidence. In the progression from Fig. 26 

through 28, the fractional change in the color purity with angle of 

incidence becorres sharper about the optimum angle. . Since away from the 

optimum angle the color purity is extrerrely low for a highly reflective 

substrate, the concept of an optinrum angle gains in importance. However, 

the best obtainable color purity is still quite low.· 'These three figures 

contain curves for just the first color oroer. 'Ihroughout this oroer, 

the optimum angle shows little variation with optical path difference. 

When the variation of the optical constants of the substrate with 

wavelength (Fig. 25) is included in the calculations, the curves undergo 
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

X 

XBL 752-5694 

Fig. 26. Optimum angle of incidence for white-light interference. 
Chromaticity coordinates as a function of angle of incidence 
and optical path difference~ Dielectric film (refractive 
index= 1.35) on dielectric substrate (refractive index= 2.0), 
s-polarized light' first color order (optimum angle' 44°). 
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0.1 

Fig. 27. 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
X 

XBL 752-5695 

See Fig. 26. Dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) on 
substrate (silicon, refractive index= 4.14 - i(0.03))of 
medium reflectance, s-polarized light, first color order 
(optimum angle, 77°) . 
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225nm 

0.40 0.45 0.50 
X 

XBL 752-5698 

Fig. 28. See Fig. 26. Dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) on 
substrate (silver, refractive index= 0~18- i(3.71)) of 
high reflectance, s-polarized light, first color order· 
(optimum angle, 88.6°). 
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X 

XBL 752-5699 

Fig. 29. See Fig. 26. Wavelength dependence of optical constants of 
substrate (silver) considered for comparison with Fig. 28. 
Dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) on substrate of 
refractive index n - ik, where n = 0 .155 + 0. 0000125 (A. - 3800) 
and k = 1.76 + 0.000905 (A.- 3800). · 

·' ' 1 
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slight changes. Compare Figs. 28 and 29 for differences. 'Ihe optimum 

angles are still nearly equal. 

'Ihe next six figures, Figs . 30 through 35, are for a platinwn 

substrate. For both s and p-polarized light, curves were constructed 

for the first an:'i second color orders. Curves that include the variation 

of the substrate refractive index with wavelength are also presented 

for the first color order. A comparison of Figs. 30 and 31 shows the 

difference between the first and second color orders. 'Ihe colors in 

the second order are much less pure. 'Ihe optirm.un angle is lower but 

still remains nearly constant throughout the order. It is broader in 

the sense that the fractional change in purity with angle of incidence 

is less. One can reach the same conclusions by comparing Figs. 33 and 

34 for p-polarized light. For the sake of clarity, only angles of 

incidence above Brewster's angle are shown. 

In addition to the second order in Figs. 31 and 34, some higher 

orders will now be considered. Figures 36 and 37 for s and p-polarized 

light and a specified film and substrate show the purity of red 

interference fringes as a function of the angle of incidence. 'Ihe 

particular red hue is defined by a line of constant dominant wavelength. 

Compare these curves with the fringe visibility curves in Figs. 8 and 9, 

which give the ·monochromatic optirm.un angles. 'Ihe curves have the same 

·general shape, but their rna.xina occur at different angles. 'Ihe optimum 

angle based on maxirm.un color purity is lower and decreases from the 

first to the third order. Also, the maxima in color purity become 

broader in the higher ·orders. 

Some general observations concerning the optimum angle can be 

explained gr>aphically. For this purpose, the. curves in Figs. 38 
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Fig. 30. Optimum angle of incidence for white-light interference. 
Chromaticity cooroina.tes as a function of angle of incidence and 
optical path difference. Dielectric film (refractive index = 
1.35) on platinum substrate (refractive index= 2.07- i(4.40)), 
s....,polarized light, first color oroer (optimum angle, 85°) . 
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0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 
X 

XBL 752-5805 

Fig. 31. See Flg. 30. Dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) 
on platinum substrate (refractive index= 2.07 - i(4.40)), 
s-polarized light, second color order (optimum angle, 82°). 
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0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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XBL 752-5697 

Fig. 32. See Fig. 30. Wavelength dependence of optical constants of 
substrate (platinum) considered for comparison with Fig. 30. 
Dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) on substrate of 
refractive index n- ik,where n = 1.43 + 0.000308 (A - 3800) 
and k = 3.03 + 0.000605 (A - 3800). 
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500nm 

0.4 
X 

400nm 

0.5 0.6 

XBL 752- 5807 

Fig. 33. Optimum angle of incidence for white-light interference. 
Chrorraticity coordinates as a function of angle of incidence 
and optical path difference. Dielectric film (ref'racti ve 
index = 1. 35) on platinum substrate (ref'racti ve index = 
2.07- i(4.40)),p-polarized light, first color order 
(optimum angle, 84. 5°) . Angles of incidence above 
Brewster's angle. 
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XBL 752-5806 

Fig. 34. See Fig. 33. Dielectric film (refractive index = L35) 
on platinum substrate (refractive index= 2.07- i(4.40)), 
p-polarized light, second color order (optimum angle, 83°). 
Angles of incidence above Brewster's angle. · 
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500nm 

0.2 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 
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XB L 752-5808 

Fig. 35. See Fig. 33. Wavelength dependence of optical constants 
of substrate (platinum) considered for. comparison with 
Fig. 33. Dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) on 
substrate of refractive index n - ik, where 
n = 1.43 + 0.000308 (A - 3800) and k = 3.03 + 0.000605 
(A - 3800). 
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Col or orders 

Angle of incidence 

XBL 752-5820 

Fig. 36. Dependence of the optirrn.lrn angle in white....;light interference 
on the color order. Variation of color purity with angle 
of incidence. Dielectric film (refractive index = 1.35) 
on platinum substrate (refractive index= 2.07- i(4.40)). 
Red interference color, complementary wavelength 506.4 nm, 
s-polarized light. 
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Color orders 
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XBL 752-5821 

Fig. 37. See Fig. \36. p-polarized light. Brewster's 
angle, <Pp· 
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through 40 were calculated. 'Ihey all follow the change in purity of an 

interference color (red) as a function of the reflection coefficient, r
3

. 

In Figs. 38 and 39, the phase change due to reflection, o
3 

- o1 , is zero 

and the reflection coefficient, r 1 , is specified to equal 0.6 and 0.8, 

respectively. In Fig .. 40, r 1 and r
3 

are equal. 'Ibe independent variable 

is taken to be the reflection coefficient at the air-film interface, 

since the primary effect of changing the angle of incidence is to change 

this reflection coefficient. It is the nonlinear relationship between 

these variables (Fig. 15) that rrakes the optimum angle sharper for more 

reflective substrates. 'lliis trend was clearly demonstrated by Figs. 26 

through 28. other factors that affect the optimum angle can be better 

understood by contrasting the multiple-beam equation with the double-

beam equation in Figs • 38 through 40. As predicted by Eq. (52) , the 

double-beam curves have their maxima at a value of r 
3 

equal to the 

specified value of r 1 • Maxirra in the cur'ves for the multiple-beam 

equation occur at lower values of r 
3

. rrhe relative shifts of these 

. rna.xi.na are qualitatively the same as in Figs. 36 and 37. 'Ihe reason 

for the shift to lower reflection coefficients is contained in Fig. 40. 

As the matched reflection coeffici€mts increase in value, the.color 

purity decreases. 'lliis trend in the color purity is superimposed on the 

increase in purity shown by the double-beam curves in Figs. 38 and 39 

as the condition of matched reflection coefficients is approached. A 

decreased purity and a broadening of the optirmlm angle in the higher 

orders is exhibited by both the double-beam and multiple-beam curves. 

rrhus, these characteristics are simply a result of the increase in the 

optical path difference. 
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Reflection coefficient, r3 

XBL 752~5882 

Fig. 38. Variation of color purity with the amplitude 
renection coefficj_ent, r~, at the air-film interface. 
Amplitude reflection coefficient, r 1 , at the film
substrate interface equals 0. 6 . Phase change due to 
reflection, o3 - o1, equals zero. Red interference 
color, complementary wavelength 506.4 nm. 
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- muUiple-beom 
---double- beam Color orders 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reflection coefficient, r3 

XBL 752- 5883 

.-Fig. 39. See Fig. 38. r
1 

= 0.8. 
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--multiple- beam 
---double- beam Color orders 

0.5 
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Reflection coefficients 

XBL 752-5881 

Fig. 40. Variation of color purity with amplitude reflection 
coeff1cients at both interfaces. Phase change due to 
reflection, 6 3 - o1 , equals zero. Red interference color·; 
complementary wavelength 506.4 nm. 
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4. Optimum Ang1e Based on Polychromatic Fringe Visibility 

Figure 41 contributes a final note to the present discussion of 

the optimum angle. A fringe visibility defined by the rraximum and 

minimum tristimulus value Y varies with the reflection coefficient, 

r
3 

(or with angle of incidence for a specific film and substrate). Its 

definition is similar to the monochromatic (Michelson) fringe visibility 

in F4. (36). 'llie tristimulus value Y (relative luminance) varies with 

.the optical path.difference. 

y - y. 
Polychromatic fringe visibility = =ITEX=.;;._---=-=~IllDl'--

yiTEX + ymin 
(53) 

However, successive max1rra or minima are not identical. A maximum 

succeeded by a minimum at a higher value of the optical path difference 

was used in the definition of the polychromatic fringe visibility and 

defined a color order. Figure 41 shows a shift in the maxima to lower 

reflection coefficients that is remarkably similar to that in Fig. 39. 

This result indicates that a fringe visibility defined for white-light 

interference predicts the optimum angle in each color order more 

closely than the monochromatic fringe visibility. 

B. Color Series 

Accurately determined color series are required for accurate thickness 

measurerrents. 'Ihe spectral energy distribution of light reflected from a 

film-covered substrate is calculated through the use of F4. ( 31) • By 

coupling it with the tristimulus color system, one can predict the color 

of reflected light at any film thickness . 

. . .. . 
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XBL 754-6064 

Fig. 41. variation of polychromatic fringe visibility (based on 
minirrrum and maxinn.nn tristimulus values Y) with amplitude 
reflection coefficient, r~, at the air-film interface. 
Amplitude reflection coefficient, r 1 , at the film-substrate 
interface equals 0.8. Phase change due to reflection, 
o
3 

- o
1

, equals zero. Red interference color, cornplerrentary 

wavelength 506.4 nrn. 
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l. Dispersion of Optical Constants 

Exact calculations include the variation of the optical constants 

of both the film and substrate with wavelength. 'They can be sub-

stantially reduced, if the dispersion of the optical constants has a 

minimal effect on the color series. If the refractive index of a 

dielectric film is high, the dispersion might have a noticeable effect 

th . . th t al di t . b t. 48 F . 1 t . on e maxlmum 1n e spec r energy s r1 u 1on. or die ec r1c 

films on rretal surfaces, Kubotl9 considered the effect on the color 

to be small. In the study of aqueous solutions on rretal surfaces, 

the effect should be negligible. Figure 42 shows the ref'racti ve in:iex 

of aqueous potassium hydroxide solutions throughout nnst of the visible 

spectrum. 'Ihe variation is within 1%. Dispersion of the refractive index 

of a rretal, though, may be significant. Figure 25 has shown the variation 

to be nearly linear for platinum and silver. An average value of the 

refractive index at an intermediate wavelength of 5892~ has already been 

used in determining the optinn.nn angle of incidence. Refer to Figs. 28 

and 29 at srrall optical path differences for the most noticeable change. 

It would be instructive to substitute an average value in the calculation 

of a color series. Figures 43 and 44 ~ curves of chromaticity coordinates 

as a function of the optical path difference for a dielectric film on 

platinum for sand p-polarized light,respectively. The angle of incidence, 

85°, is near the optimum angle. 'The solid, curve was calculated assuming . 

a constant value for the refractive index of the platinum. Calculation 

of the dashed curve included the dispersion of the refractive index. 

'Ihey exhibit only slight differences at low values of the optical path 

difference. 

. 
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Fig. 42. Ref'racti ve irrlex of aqueous potassium hydroxide solutions 
in the visible spectrum. Measurements made with Bausch 
and Lomb precision refractometer, 49 25°C. 
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Fig. 43. Effect of wavelength dependence of substrate optical constants. 
Chroma.ticity coordinates as a function of the optical path 
difference. Angle of incidence equals 85°. Film of refractive 
index 1.35. Solid curve for substrate of refractive index 
2. 07 - 1 ( 4. 40). Dotted curve for substrate of refractive 
index n - ik, where n = 1.43 + 0.000308 (X - 3800) and 
k = 3.03 + 0.000605 (X- 3800). s-polarized light. 
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Fig. 44. See Fig. 43. p-polarized light. 
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Color series corresponding to the dashed and solid curves in 

Figs. 4 3 and 44 are presented in Figs. 45 and 46. For a comparison, 

color series for·· angles of incidence of 80 ani 75° are also given. 'Ihe 

hue names correspond to the seven names in the chrorm.tici ty diagram in 

Fig. 11. The region considered white is 1/5 the size shown in Fig. 11. 

'Ihe color series in Figs. 45 ani 46 do not show a significant difference 

~om each other. Variations at low optical path differences are misleading, 

since the colors are very low in saturation~ Color series are actually 

limited in the detail they provide. A large range of the optical path 

difference is assigned one hue name. 'Ihe continuous variation of the 

hue within this range is not indicated but IIR.lSt be inferred. Information 

concerning the variation of brightness and saturation is absent 

throughout the series. 

2. Color Charts 

When dispersion of the optical constants is ignored, more generally 

valid color series can be determined. According to Eq. ( 31) , the spectral 

energy distribution varies with the reflection coefficients (r
3 

ani r 1 ), 

the phase change due to reflection (03 - ol) and the optical path 

difference, ~Sin Eq. (21). If the reflection coefficients are specified, 

the variation of hue with the optical path difference for values of 

o
3 

- o1 can be expressed in a two-dirrensional diagram. 'furney 27 

constructed such diagrams, which he terrred "generalized color charts." 

He rrade a chart for low amplitude reflection coefficients (0.2) at 

both interfaces and one for medium amplitude reflection coefficients (0.6). 

A chart for high re,flection coefficients was not rm.de, because it fell 

entirely within the white region of the chromaticity diagram which he 
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Fig. 45. Color series for film of refractive index, 1~35, on platinum substrate with complex refractive 
index (a) 2.07- i(4.40), (b) that varies with wavelength as in Fig. 25. s-polarized light. 
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chose to be ten tirres the size of the region given by Wright 41 to represent 

the ability of an observer to perceive a difference in color. In order 

to determine the color distribution within the charts, he c~d the 

quantity, o
3

- o1 , in increments of 10° from 0 to 360° and the film 

thiclmess in increments of 100jt. '!he range of the optical path difference 

extended from 0 to 3 microns. It is at approximately an optical film 

thickness of l. 5 microns that the transition from a "thin" to a "thick" 

film has been said to occur~6The reflection coefficients were not assumed 

but were calculated for a film of refra.cti ve index, l. 50, on specific 

substrates. '!he angle of incidence was the optinrum angle for each of 

the film-substrate combinations based on a rna.xirrn.Jrtl Michelson fringe 

visibi1i ty. For substrates of refractive index, 2 .25 and 2. 6 3 - i ( 3 .55) 

(platinum), the amplitude reflection coefficients at both interfaces were 

0. 2 (s and p-polarized light) and 0. 61 (p-polarized light), respectively. 

Brown 30 made independent thickness measurements of thin films in 

order to establish the accuracy of the generalized color charts. He 

found that some colors assumed by Turney to fall within the achromatic 

region could indeed be observed in practice. Upon comparing color 

series from the generalized color charts with photographically observed 
' 

fringes, he found this technique to be in satisfactory agreement with 

. 28 . 
several other methods of film thickness measurement. Gu used the 

color charts and ellipsome·6~~\to determine the thickness of aqueous 
::.);''· 

potassium hydroxide films on a platinum electrode and found excellent 

agreement between the two measurements. 

Even though Turney's color charts were shown to be useful, they 

still lacked sufficient detail. Colors with a very low tristirnulus 
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value Y were designated as "black", but the values of Y represented 

by this designation were not given. It appears, though, from calculations 

made in the present study that he used values of 5 and 10% of the maximum 

i 
Y value at each o

3 
1
- o1 as the criterion for the designation ''black" in 

the charts for low and medium reflection coefficients, respectively. 

'!he achrormtic region was much too large. For this reason, a chart for 

highly reflective surfaces could not be constructed. An overall view 

of the charts indicated that some color transitions might not be represented 

correctly. 'Ihus, a recalculation of the color charts was undertaken. 

A set of seven color charts is presented in Fig. 47 through 53. 

Matched reflection coefficients with values between 0. 2 ·and 0. 95 at the 

ai~ film and film-substrate interfaces were specified for each chart. 

Essentially, the charts were constructed for use at the rronochrormtic 

opt:irm..un angle. Since several charts were made, interpolations between 

successive charts should be sufficiently accurate for thickness 

determinations. The phase change due to reflection is the quantity, 

o
3 

- o1 in Eq. (31). The optical path in the film is equivalent to the 

optical path difference, t::.S, which can be converted to film thickness 

through the relationship in . Eq. ( 21) . The seven hue narres are those 

given in Fig. 11. The designation, ''white", was assigned to chrormticity 

coordinates that fell within a region l/5 the size shown in Fig. 11 

around the achromatic point. 

These color charts were generated with the aid of a computer program. 

'Ihe reflection coefficients were input data for the calculations. The 

optical path difference was varied by increments of 100~ from 0 to 

3 microns for values of o
3 

- o1 that were varied by 10° increments from 
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0 to 360°. Chromaticity coordinates were assigned a hue name in a manner 

identical to that in program "HUE" in the Appendix. Assigning the 

designation, "white", to areas of the charts was done separately. 'lhe 

label, "W", designates white areas which rray be extended or narrow (red

green transitions). For the narrow regions, the letter ''W" was positioned 

where the chromaticity coordinates were closest to the achromatic point. 

If the hue changed sharply with the optical path difference, individually 

labelled areas of the charts could not be drawn clearly. Under these 

conditions, the hue designations were written in the order the hues 

occurred and were separated by dashes. When two hues occurred in a 

seemingly random fashion in the same area of the charts, the area was 

labelled with the designations of the two hues separated by a comma. 

The hue that appeared to be dominant was listed first. TWo aspects of 

the labelling may- still be unclear~ In Fig. 52 toward the right side 

of the chart, a narrow area with the designation, "P-B-ffi", also has 

the designation, "W", associated with it. 'lhe "W" refers to a narrow 

band extending through the larger area. In Fig. 53, one large area 

contains both the designations, "R" and "R,O". Along this area, the 

a.rrount of "orange" gradually decreases to none. 

3. Intensity and Purity Changes in Color Charts 

Various aspects of the color charts should be considered carefully . 

The designations for areas of the charts strictly adhere to the definitions 

of the hues given in Fig. 11. Gradual transitions between hues have been 

replaced by sharp boundaries. Besides not fully representing the change 

in hue, th~ charts neglect the changes in purity and intensity. Some 

areas of the chart not designated as "white" may represent colors of 
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very low purity. 'Iheir locations can be inferred from the charts for 

high reflection coefficients. 'Ihe "white" areas become ITDJ.ch more 

expanded and cover areas of very low purity. Intensity variations within 

the charts have not been indicated at all. Areas of low intensity relative 

to the maxiiTDJ.m intensity across a chart should not be identified in a 

manner that obscures the changes in hue. 

Changes in intensity are shown in Fig. 54 by the variation of the 

tristirrrulus value Y. Curves are presented for o
3 

- o1 of 0 (or 360) 

and 180°. The reflection coefficients at both interfaces correspond to 

those used in the color charts. Positions of miniiTDJ.m and maxinrum intensity 

were located throughout the charts and were found to be nearly independent 

of the reflection coefficient. Dotted and dashed lines connect positions 

of the minima and maxima, respectively. These lines were verified to be 

correct at a o
3 

- o1 of 20° for all combinations of the reflection 

coefficients. Low intensity areas of the chart are associated with 

purples and blues. The hue changes rapidly with optical path difference 

in these areas as demonstrated in Figs. 26 through 35. Kubota29 refeiTed 

to this phenomenon as the "sensitive color". High intensity areas in the 

charts are associated with yellows. 

A similar chart is presented in Fig. 55 for monochromatic inter

ference. The reflectance in Fq. ( 31) was calculated for light of wavelength 

5700_a, because the lines connecting positions of minima or maxima for 

this wavelength were nearly identical throughout rrost of the chart to 

those in Fig. 54. Note the increased sharpness of the minima in the 

curves for higher reflection coefficients. This effect is easily 

attributed to the denominator in the· ITDJ.ltiple-beam intensity equation. 
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It is responsible for.the decrease in color purity at high reflection 

coefficients and the resultant shift of the optimum angle to angles lower 

than the monochromatic optimum angle. 

The general difference between intensity variations in white-light 

and monochromatic interference can be perceived at a glance. In 

ronochromatic interference, the intensity repeats at equal intervals of 

the optical path difference (one wavelength) corTesponding to a phase 

shift of 360°. In white-light interference, the rragnitude of the variations 

of intensity lessens with higher values of the optical path difference. 

The underlying reason for the difference is the fact that in white-

light interference the optical path difference does not uniquely determine 

the phase in Eq. (22). The resulting spectral energy distribution becomes 

more uniform at higher values of the optical path difference. Thus, the 

intensity variation shows a general decrease across the color charts. 

Variations of the tristimulus values X, Y and Z in each of the charts 

reflect a corresponding general decrease in the color purity with higher 

values of the optical path difference. Figures 56 and 57 show the trend 

toward averaged values across the charts. Curves in these figures were 

drawn by the plotting facility associated with the computer. Unevenness 

in the curves for the highest reflection coefficients appears to be the 

result of calculations and not stray pen movement. 

4 .. Use of Color Charts 

Interpolations between color charts in Figs. 4 7 through 53 and 

between intensity variations in them as shown in Fig. 54 can be done 

accurately, if the reflection coefficients at the two interfaces are · 

equal. If the reflection coefficients are not equal but are also not 
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widely·different, a color series can again be determined fairly accurately, 

but interpolations inVolving the size of the white areas cannot be made. 

Color series were investigated for a o
3 

- o
1 

of 20° and many combinations 

of unequal reflection coefficients and were found to be intermediate 

between series for the corresponding equal reflection coefficients. 

Interpolations were not merely averages, though, of the values of the 
' 

optical path difference at which transitions between hues occurred. The 

dependence of the hue on the reflection coefficients could be expressed 

rrore clearly in figures similar to Figs. 26 through 35. Curves of 

constant optical path difference and curves of constant reflection 

coefficient, r
3
, could be drawn for specified values of o

3 
- o1 and r 1 • 

'Ihe color charts were designed to provide accurate color series 

with a rnini:rml arrount of conputation. A method will be discussed next 

to compute both the reflection coefficients and the phase changes at the 

interfaces for a selected angle of incidence and the conversion of the 

optical path difference to film thickness. Calculations to determine 

the reflection coefficient and phase change at the fi~rnetal interface 

can be alrrost eliminated by using graphs such as Figs. 58 and 59. 'Ihe 

angle of incidence onto the substrate is specified to be 45°, which 

corresponds to approximately a 75° angle of incidence onto a film of 

refractive index, 1.35. As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the reflection 

coefficient and phase change for metal substrates in contact with 

aqueous solutions are nearly constant above this angle. 

'Ihe calculations can be further reduced, if the experinental angle 

of incidence is also the rronochromatic optirrum angle. Curves such as 

those in Figs. 13 and 14 yield the monochromatic optirrum angle for a specific 

. film and substrate~ 'Ihe reflection coefficients at the two interfaces 
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are specified to be equal and can be determined from curves such as 

those in Fig. 15. As before, the phase change, o1 , at the film-metal 

interface is g1 ven closely by Figs. 58 and 59. The value of the 

reflection coefficient, r 1 , should be the same as that found earlier for 

both reflection coefficients. 

The phase change at the air-film interface above Brewster's angle 

is equal.to 180° for both polarizations. If the angle of incidence is 

above Brewster's angle for a film-covered metal surface, the phase change 

due to reflection, o
3

- o1, is greater than 0 and 180°, respectively, for 

s and p-polarized light. The value of o
3 

- o1 for p-polarized light 

has been adjusted by 360° to make it positive. If the reflection 

coefficients at. the two interfaces are equal, the color series cap be 

determined accurately from one of the charts or by interpolation between 

two charts. The conversion factor from optical path difference to film 

thickness is a r~adily calculated quantity, which is the reciprocal 

of 2r]_ cos<t>' in &I. (21). 

' . 
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N. EXPERIMENTAL: PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 

A. Thin Film Interference Optical Bench 

A diagram of the optical bench is shown schematically in Fig. 60 

along with ·a numbered list of components. Figure 61 is a photograph of 

this sarre apparatus. 'Ihe optical components on the left side of the 

figures produce two collimated and polarized beams of light incident onto 

a film-covered surface. 'lliose on the right side focus images of captions 

and the surface and adjust their positions in the plane of a photographic 

film. 'Ihe left side can be roved along a track about a vertical axis. 

'Ihe film-covered surface, which is oriented in the vertical position, can 

be rotated about this sarre axis so that the reflected images pass through 

the mirror system. 'Ihe beams have an angular separation of · 6°. 'Ihe 

~es of incidence are equal to half the reading (in degrees) on the 

semicircular track plus or minus 3°. 

'Ihe light sources are two tungsten microscope lamps, which are focused 

on groun:i glass diffusing screens. Irises behim the screens approximate 

point sources. 'Ihe beams are collimated and polarized with lenses and 

polaroid filters. Light reflected fran the film-covered surface is 

focused at a point beyom the mirror system, in which it un:iergoes . 

reflection from two mirrors. The focusing is achieved with a field lens 

placed just behind the film-covered surface and a lens placed in front 

of the carrera. If the carrera lens has a diaphrag]TI, it should be positioned 

such that the diarreter of the beams is smallest at the diaphragm in order 

to avoid vignetting of the images. 

A set of lenses focuses the image of captions, and mirrors adjust 

the image position in the plane of the photographic film. When necessary, 
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Fig. 61. Thin film interference optical bench. See Fig. 60 for list 
of components. Light from tungsten lamps (left) reflects from 
film-covered surface (center) into camera (right). Fiber optic 
probes sample light in incident and reflected beams . 
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images of a clock and a potentioxreter (illuminated with flood lights) can 

be included. 'Ihe clock is used to tiire experiirents involving liquid films~ 

while the potentioxreter records the potential of a xretal surface relative 

to the potential of a reference electrode. A the:rm::>xreter is placed next 

to the experiirental cell. 

One of two cameras was used to record im3.ges of the interference 

patterns. For single photogroaphs ~ the camera was a Nikon F 35rrm body 

used with a 400mn objective made from two 800rrm achrorratic lenses. A 

timer on the camera ensured a gentle shutter release. For sequences of 

photogroaphs in which the tiire of drainage of a liquid film was recorded 

by the irrage of a clock~ a :Eblex H-16 16rrm Ill)vie camera was used with a 

Vario-Switar 18-86rrm zoom objective. Frames were exposed at constant 

intervals that were set by a tiirer in a Ill)vie control box. 'Ihe shutter 

was gently released by a motor with a crank and a connecting rod to the 

camera. Lights that illuminated the captions turned on about 2 sec 

before the exposure. 'Ihe source lights~ though~ were on continuously. 

Room lights were kept off to minimize reflections entering the camera 

from optical components. 'Ihe photogroaphic film for either slides or 

Ill)vies was Kodak Ektachrorre type EF' balanced for · 3200°K tungsten light . 

Intensities of the reflected images relative to each other could be 

adjusted with neutral density filters in front of the source irises. 

An alignrrent procedure for the optical bench has been described in 

detail by Turney. 27 He has also presented a complete description of 

the spectrophotoxreter ~ which measures the intensity of light reflected from 

the film-covered surface relative to the incident intensity. One 

fiber optic probe (1/8 in. diameter) is placed in the incident beam and 

• 
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one in the reflected beam. The probe that samples the reflected light is 

held in a rack an1 pinion mount, with which the vertical position can be 

scanned. 

B. Ellipsonietry 

A compensating automatic ellipsometer50 was used to determine film 

thicknesses of cryolite films on chromium an1 aluminum. Principles of 

ellipsometry have been explained elsewhere. 51 However, a brief descrip-

tion and a summary of equations will be presented for the sake of clarity. 

OVerall complex amplitude reflection coefficients of a film-covered 

surface for s- and p-polarized light have been given by the Drude equation, 

Eq. (30). These complex quantities are designated by ~s and ~P and the 

real amplitudes by r s and rp, respectively. Overall phase changes are 

designated by o and o . They I!Ulst not be confused with the individual s p 

phase changes at an interface, ·which are contained in the complex reflection 

coefficients r 1 an1 r 3 at the two interfaces. 0 is the phase shift 

due to the presence of the film. 

A +A -io 1,~ r
3

. r
1

e u 
A =·s ,s = r e s 
rs A A -io s 

1 + r 1 r
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e . ,s ,s 

A A -io 
r + r e 

" = 3,p . . l,p 
rp A A -io 

1 + r
1 

r
3 

e ,p ,p 

= r e p 

io 
p 

An essential definition in ellipsometry is that of p, which is the ratio 

of the complex reflection coefficient of the p-polarization to that of 

the s-polarization. In the definition of p, both the phases and the 

amplitudes of the two orthogonal polarizations are taken to .be equal 

in the incident beam. 
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~ r i(o -o ) 
p=~=..l?..e p s = . !'~ r. 

s s 

ill (tanljl) e 

'Ihe quantity, tanljl, is thus the relative amplitude attenuation, and tJ. 

is the relative phase shift between the two polarizations upon reflection 

by the fi~overed substrate. 

Monochromatic light with a vacuum wavelength of 5461A is used. 'IWo 

components of the apparatus are adjusted in order that elliptically 

polarized light incident onto the fi~overed substrate is reflected and 

then extinguished as linearly polarized light. Elliptic polarization is 

achieved by passing the light through a polarizer and a quarter-wave 

plate. 'Ihe s and p polarizations of the incident light must be equal but 

shifted in phase. Extinction of the polarized light by the analyzer has 

been reached upon rotation of the polarizer and analyzer to the proper 

azimuth angles. 'Ihe azimuth angle of the quarter'"-wave plate is fixed 

during the rotations of the other two components. 

'Ihe values of 1/1 and tJ. can be derived from the azimuth readings of 

the analyzer and polarizer, respectively. rrwo combinations of these 

readings can yield the same values of ljJ and tJ. for a given azimuth angle 

of the quarter-wave plate. 'Ibis result occurs, because linear polari-

zation of the reflected light can be achieved if the difference in 

phase between two orthogonal components equals 180° or 360° (or 0°). 

Different combinations of the azimuth readings correspond to what are 

called "zones". Another azimuth angle of the quarter-wave plate 

't .• 
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contributes two more zones. Experimentally determined values of $ and ~ 

are four zone averages. An average value minimizes the error caused by 

a misalignment of the equipment and nonideality of the quarter-wave plate. 

C. Solid Films 

1. Deposition 

Deposition of metal substrates and dielectric films was accomplished 

by way of vacuum vapor deposition. ~e apparatus used for this purpose 

was a Mikros Automatic Valving Vacuum Evaporator (Model VE-10). A 

mechanical pump and a diffusion pump performed the pumping. Pressure 

was monitored with a Pirani transducer system and with a vacuum discharge 

gauge at successively lower pressure ranges. Even with the aid of a 

liquid nitrogen cold trap, pressures were generally 2-5xlo-5 'Ibrr. 

Depositing was confined to a bell jar with a 10 in. outside diameter 

and a height of 12 in. 'Ihe base plate had several feedthroughs. A 

rotary feedthrough allowed rotation of the substrate in a horizontal 

plane. Sources could be connected to one of two pairs of electrodes, 

which passed a current of up to 100 amperes. 'Thermocouple feedthroughs 

were constructed to monitor source temperatures. 'Ihe platinum/platinum-

rhodium thermocouples were connected to a digital temperature indicator. 

Unfortunately, its use was not developed to the point that it became 

well-suited to rapid deposition. 

~e by one in. microscope slides were used as supports for the 

qeposited fiJ.uls. In order for the metal films to adhere properly, the 

slides had to be thoroughly cleaned. After a detergent cleaning, they 

were soaked in a warm solution of sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate 

for about 5 hr. At the end of this time, the slides were rinsed with 
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distilled water. and. sOOked' iri . wa.rm·· disti~led. water 'for an hour ?0'Ihey . . . 

.. Either :aiuminuin or C~tml.waS deposited onto the glass Slldes ·~s 

tllEV~tal substrate.: . we/.alumihum W:s in the form .of wire: 60 milln . . . . 

diamSter. . ·cm>omi\mr <99~9% pure)~ ·trai11ifacttir~ by Urdted Mirtera1 arx1 · ·· 

Chendcal' 'Corp.' ·was used as 325 ~sh ·pbwder. ~e h~ mterial that ' 

wa:s d,epo~itecl 'onto the ~ta1· sUbstra1;es .. ~s crYol~te <re
3

Al.F 6 >, :which· 

is . distributed by Ventrori col-p. ~Alfa Products~ I( has a purity of :98. ~% 

'. :. 

are · gen~ uSed bec~\lse ·of their'· hlgb' ~Itlng· points. . AlUmintm1 .S : 

. depOsited troin two 2~ 30 mil tungsten wires;: Piec~s of aiumirium were 

. hung orito . a· u~shaped berij in these Wires~·.. iiwo. ·wi!>~s . of t~~eh 11arl' to. 

be'u5ed, because the ·aiumt~:alloyed with 'the tungsten am Caused 

ra~id destruction of a source Dlide f'rOm. one se~~t .52 Tarltaltm1 :foil .was 
. . . . . . 

the~ sOt.trce JIBteriai for the d~p6sition ·or bbth cllrond~ am ct.yolite. .· 

~e· des~gn of the. sources ~s such as to obtain the highest possible . 

tenperatures ... · '!Wo piec~s of ·10 mil thick tantaluni· sheet were comected 

to electrooe.s With scr~~. 'lhey exterrled horizontally fronl the electrodes 

.• airl' 'h8d' ~ ~p· ~tween. them •. · 'Ibis' gap was bridgoo bst·.2' rid.l thick tantaltml 

foil With.areduced Width in' the center. ~piece· of foil Wc1S bent 
. . . 

at t~ opposing sides 1n· orderto coMect it by crinplng to the 10 mil 

· tantaitm1 sheet. that _had slmilarly bent edges • For the deposition of 
. . . . . ' ..... ,. . ·. . ·. . 

chr0niitm1, ·. the ·harrow section of. the·· foil was flat. ·. Ghromitml was spread 

out evenly over this area. FOr the d~PoSition of ~cyolite; the narrow 

s€!9tion consisted of a bOat~ 
··. 
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Glass slides were mounted horizontally on a stand whose motion was 

controlled by a rotary feedthrough in the center of the vacuum chamber. 

TWo pairs. of electrodes were situated on opposite sides. The source for 

the aluminum or chromium was connected to one pair of electrodes , while 

the boat for the cryolite was connected to the other pair. For the' 

deposition of cryolite, the slide was oriented so that its long axis was 

parallel to and directly above a horizontal line extending radially from 

the source. Vertical displacement of the slide from the source was 

about 4 in. , and the horizontal displacement of the front edge of the 

3 in. slide was about 2 in. Within the physical constraints of the 

chamber, this geometry appeared to be the optimum to obtain good quality 

films with a reasonably large gr-adient of thiclmess . When aluminum or 

chromium was deposited, the slide rerrained the same vertical distance 

from the source but was rotated back and forth over it. The glass was 

masked in the lengthwise direction near the edges with metal strips during 

the deposition of the metal substrate rra.terial. Similarly, the metal 

substrate was partially rra.sked, while the cryolite was deposited. 'Ihis 

procedure was followed in case step-height measurements were to be made. 

Figure 62 is a representation of a film deposited onto a metal substrate, 

which is supported by a glass slide. Specimen coordinates for use in 

film profiles are indicated. 

The minimum quantity of material to be evaporated was calculated 

from the required film thiclmesses and the geometry of the deposition. 

Metal layers of about 1000~ thiclmess were desired in order to insure 

that they would. be opaque. 'lhe slide was assumed to be part of either 

a hemisphe;rical (chromitnn or cryolite deposition) or a spherical 
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(alumintun deposition) surface, whose radius was the· average distance 

from the source to the slide. An amJiint in excess of this calculated 

quantity was used, though, because some rraterial would evaporate as the 

source was heated to the melting. temperature. During this time, the 

slide was shielded from the source on the other side of the chamber. 

Also, it was assumed that not all of the atoms or molecules impinging 

on the slide wound be adsorbed. 

JVbnitoring the evaporation was done visually. When current was 

passed at a slowly increasing rate through the tungsten wires, which held 

the pieces of aluminum, the alumintun initially formed a liquid drop. 

It then spread upward in both directions and evaporated rapidly as it 

progressed along the wire. As current was passed through the source 

containing the chromiurri, the tantalum foil heated i.mtil it glowed red 

an:i the chromitun then began to disappear •. Deposition of the entire 

amount of alumintun and chromitun occurred within a period of 20 an:i 45 sec, 

respectively. During the time when the current was high, the pressure 

in the chamber rose significantly. After the deposition of the metal was 

complete, the slide was rerroved from the chamber in order to rrask part 

of the metal. The slide was again mounted in the stand and aligned for 

the deposition of cryolite. The orientation of the slide was noted 

before rotating it to the other side of the evacuated chamber. Upon the 

gradual increase of current, the tantalum boat heated until it glowed 

red an:i the cryolite began to melt. At this point, the slide was quickly 

rotated back to its original position an:i the current was raised. Again, 

the pressure ·in the chamber rose significantly. 'Ibe period of deposition 

varied with the quantity of cryolite that was evaporated but was· on 
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the order of 10 sec. 

'Ihe metal layers were opaque to ordinary lighting. However, they did 

show pinholes when the room lights were turned off and they were held in 

front of a high intensity lamp. Poth the metal and the cryolite layers 

appeared to be adhering very welL Interference fringes were only 

slightly curved and were symmetrical about the axis of the slide. 

Since the thicknesses of the films on the numerous slides varied over a 

wide range, the filmS appeared to be satisfactory for use in a study of 

the colorimetry of interference colors of dielectric films on metals. 

2. · Ellipsometric Measurements 

Azirrnlth readings of the analyzer and polarizer were recorded for 

different locations along the vertical axis of the glass slides, which 

supported the cryolite film-covered chromium and aluminum layers. The 1/1 

and ~values derived from the azimuth readings are four zone averages.
51 

Positions along each slide were measured at the center of the circular 

light beam, which was about 3 rrrn in. diameter. 'Ihe angle of incidence 

was 75°. 'Ihus, the measured thickness was an average over an ellipsoidal 

area ( 3x12 rrrn) • 

Experimental $ and ~ values are shown in Figs. 63 and 64. Calculated 

curves were drawn for metal refractive indices that vary about the average 

value determined in this study of 2. 23-i (1. 23) for chromium (measured 

value for bare chromium) and 0.8-1(5.4) for aluminum. Agreement of the 

experimental with the calculated curves was best for a cryolite refractive 

index of 1.34.53 
54 

A range of 1. 30-1. 33 has been given elsewhere for 

cryolite films. 'Ihe computer progrn.m LA~5 was modified to plot the 

curves in Figs. 63 and 64. 'lhe curves repeat themselves at thickness 
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Fig. 63. Experimental values of ellipsoretrsic param=ters ljJ am 
fl. Ga.lculated.curves for cryolite film of refractive 
index 1. 34 on chromium substrate of refractive index 
A. 2.2-i(l.4), B• 2.2-i(l.2), C. 2.2-i(l.O). 
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Fig. 64. Experirrental values of ellipsonetric paraneters 11J and !J.. Calculated curves for cryolite 
film of refractive index 1.34 on aluminum substrate of refractive index, A. 0.7-i(5.6), 
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intervals (2940jt) which correspond to wavelength intervals (5461~) in 

the optical path difference. 

3. Interference Measurements 

Interference colors of the deposited films were recorded photo-

gr-aphically on positive slide film. 'Ihe experimental angles of incidence 

were slightly less than the calculated roonochromatic optimum angles . 

Observation of the colors as a function of distance along the supporting 

glass slides was accomplished by projecting the photogr-aphic images 

onto a white backgr-oun:i. The light source for the projector was a tungsten 

lamp. Figures 65 through 68 show the observed color series and the 

calculated series, which are drawn as a function of the optical path 

difference. 

For each film, the correspondence between an observed and calculated 

color is indicated by an arrow. Difficultly was enconntered in matching 

the white areas. In Fig. 66 (film 2), the center of the white area (W) 

is matched with a part of the calculated series that is very close to the 

white region in the chromaticity diagram. A similar matching occurs in 

Fig. 68 (Films 8 and 9) but is not indicated by arrows. Slight over-

exposure of the photogr-aphic film could cause very nnsaturated colors 

to appear white. 'lhe transition between white (W) and yellow (Y) or 

orange ( 0) at the beginning of an observed series is assumed to 

correspond to the same transition in the calculated series. 

4 . Fil.Ih Profiles 

A comparison betwe~h-colorimetrically and ellipsometrically determined 

film profiles is given in Figs. 69 and 70 for cryolite films on chromium 

and aluminum substrates, respectively. 'Ihe agr-eement is very good, when 
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Fig. 65. Cryolite film (refractive index = 1.34) on chromium substrate (refractive index = 
2.23-i(l.23)), angle of incidence 72°, s-polarized light. (a) Calculated color 
series as a function of the optical path difference, b.S. Film thickness, 
d = 0.530·b.S. o

3
-o1 = 25.8°, r 1 = 0.528, r
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= 0.507. (b) Observed color series 

as a ftmction of distance, z, along slide. 
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Cryolite film (refractive index = 1. 34) on chromium substrate (refractive index = 
2. 23-i (1. 23)), angle of incidence 72°, p-polarized light. (a) calculated color 
series as a function of the optical path ·difference, 6.S. Film thiclmess, · 
d = 0.530·~S. o~-o1 = 232.1°, r

1
,= 0.276, r

3 
= 0.260. (b) Observed color series 

as a function or distance, z, along slide. · 
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Fig. 67. Cryolite film (refractive index = l. 34) on alwninum substrate' (refractive 
index= 0.80-i(5.40)), angle of incidence 86°, s-polarized light. 
(a) Calculated color series as a function of the optical path difference, 
11S. Film thickness, d.= 0.559·!1S .. 03-01 = ~8.2°, r 1 = 0.956, r3 = 0.855. 
(b) Observed color serles as a function of dlstance, z, along slide. 
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Fig. 68. Cryolite film (refractive index = 1.34) on aluminum substrate (refractive 
index =0.80-i(5.40)),angle of incidence 86°, p-polarized light. 
(a) Calculated color series as a function of the optical path difference, 
!J.S. Film thickness, d = 0.559•/J.S, o3 -o = 220.6°, r = 0.905, 
r~ = 0.754. (b) Observed color series a~ a fUnction ~f distance, z, 
along slide. · 
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• o Ellipsometric measurement 
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Fig. 70. Comparison between colorimetric and ellipsometric thickness 
measurements. Cryolite film on aluminum substrate. 
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' one considers the physiological dependence of the colorimetric measurements. 

Both figures demonstrate that a lower thickness limit exists for color-

imetric measurements . rrhis limit is somewhat less than 0 .1 micron for 

films of low refractive index. 

Browd0 mde comparisons similar to those in Figs. 69 and 70. He 

included spectroscopic measurements and also measurements independent 

of the optical constants of the film and substrate (optical step-height 

with interference microscope and profilometer step-height) . · Some of 

his calorimetrically determined profiles were noticeably different from 

those determined with ellipsometry. The discrepancy has been resolved 

in the present study. Refer to Section V for further discussion. 

5. Optinrum Angle of . Incidence 

The concept of an optimum angle of incidence has been verified 

experimentally. The monochrormtic opt:i.mlrn angle will be discussed 

first as an introduction. Farly in this study, intensity measurements 

(relative to unit incident intensity) were 111'3.de of the light reflected 

from a cryolite film-covered silicon substrate. 30 
'lhe rmximum and 

minimum intensities along the film were found in order to calculate the 

Michelson fringe visibility in Eq. (36). The readings were calibrated 

with neutral density filters. Refer to Figs. 71 and 72 for a comparison 

of experimental values of the fringe visibility with the theoretical 

curves. At the higher angles, the measurements were limited by the 

width of the reflected irrE.ge. For both p and s polarized ligtlt, the 

optimum angles were closely predicted. 

Films 3 and 8 (Figs. 69 and 70) were used to observe the optimum 

angle of incidence in white-light interference. The observers were the 
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Fig. 71. Monochromatic (~tl.chelson) fringe visibility as a 
function of angle of incidence for light reflected 
from a cryolite film (refractive index= 1.34) on 
a silicon substrate (refractive index= 4.14-1(0.03)). 
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author and a second unbiased observer, who wiil be designated by his 

initials, OGS. The interference colors were judged either by direct 

viewing through a 35. mn camera on the optical bench or by examination 

of color photographs. Photographic color slides were viewed on a light 

table illuminated by a fluorescent lamp or projected onto a white 

surface with a tungsten lamp. Calculated values of the m::mochromtic 

optimum angle to the nearest degree for both polarizations were 73° and 

88° for films 3 and 8, respectively. 'Ihe author observed the optimum 

angle for film 3 to be 70° (s) and 74° (p) on the light _table and 

70° (s) and 72°, 74° (p) from the projected im3.ges on the white background. 

Optimum angles observed by OGS on the light table were 70° (s) and 74° (p) 

and on the optical bench were 67-1/2° (s) and 72-1/2° (p). All three 

sets of observations by the author showed that the optimum angle for 

film 8 was 87°. Observer CGS determined the optimum angles to be 87° 

(s and p) on the light table and 83° (s) and 84° (p) on the optical 

bench. 

Observation of the optlirrum angle was not a sinple matter. The 

interference colors of each film did not belong entirely to one 

interference order. Difficulty was encountered in distinguishing between 

the effects of color saturation and brightness both in direct visual 

observation on the optical bench and in exposures of the photographic 

slide film. The optimum angle was easiest to determine when the photo-

graphic slides were side by side on t~e light table. Two additional 

points should be mentioned. Iaylight film was accidently used instead 

of film balanced for 3200°K tungsten light. Thus, the interference 

colors became more yellowish in the photographic exposures . The light 

I ' 
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table employs a fluorescent lamp whose spectral composition is different 

from other white-light sources. These factors, which could affect the 

interpretation of colors, havebeen found to have little effect in 

determining the opt inurn angle. 

Color purity and the change of color purity with angle of incidence 

is at least qualitatively the sam= as that determined through calculations. 

The interference colors of cryolite on aluminum were low in saturation 

even at the optimum angle, while those for cryolite on chromium were 

very much higher in saturation. Below Brewster's angle, the colors 

(film 3) were similar for the s and p polarizations. At Brewster's angle, 

interference colors were absent for the p polarization. As the angle of 

incidence increased further, the color saturation increased up to the 

optimum angle at which point the saturation began to decrease. Observer 

C'GS comrented that for film 3 the optinrum angle was IIDre difficult to 

judge on the optical bench for the s-polarization than for the 

p-polarization. Low values of the opti:rrn.nn angles observed on the 

optical bench by CGS (film 8) are left unexplained. 

Overall, agreement between observed and calculated optinrum angles 

was very good for both films 3 and 8. '!he JIDnochroiTatic . optimum angle 

was given as an upper limit to the. optinrurn angle in white-light 

interference. 'Ihe observed optim.un angle was expected to be no IIDre 

than 2° less than the calculated for the p-polarization. Nearly the 

same result was expected for the s-polarization, because the reflection 

coefficients for film 3 were fairly low and colors important in deter~ 

mining the optimum angle for film 8 were in the first color order. 

l 
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D. Liquid Films 

l. Experimental Cell 

The experimental cell in which liquid films were formed on vertical 

27 . 
metal surfaces was that used by 'fu.rney. Side and top Vlews are shown 

in Figs. 73a and 73b. 'The cell body was rmde of chemically inert 

polypropylene. Plate glass was used for cell windows even though it 

would be gr-adually etched by potassium hydroxide solutions . The cell 

consisted of a main chamber and a counter-electrode chamber. In the 

rmin chamber, the platinum electrode on which the film was to be 

observed was ITK)unted in the vertical position .. Light entering through 

one window could reflect from the electrode surface an::l propagate out 

through the other window. 'Ihe platinum counter-electrode was located 

in a chainber connected to the rmin chamber by a narrow passage . 

'Ihe gas phase in the cell consisted of nitrogen that had been 

saturated with water vapor by sparging through a solution with the. same 

concentration as that used in the cell. Filling and draining the cell 

was accon:piished by gr-avitational flow of the solution. For film 

formation, the liquid level 1n the cell was lowered until only the 

bottom 0. 5 em of the electrode rerrained imnersed. Connections of the 

·liquid and gas phases to the surrounding atiTK)sphere were made with dust 

and carbon dioxide filters. 

'Ihe electrode, which was 10.5 em high by 4. 0 em wide, was constructed 

of 0.02 in. thick platinum sheet bonded to a l/4 in. stainless steel 

backing. The platinum was optically polished. Except for a srmll area 

on top for electrical connection to a stainless steel pin (also used to 

clan:p electrode in place), the stainless steel backing was coated with 
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• I 

XBL 711-6409 

Fig. 73a. Side sectional view of liquid film ce11.27 
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XBL 711-2544 

Fig. 73b. 'Ibp sectional view. 27 .1. Studs for clamping windows to cell 
body, 21 Gas inlet, 3. Gas outlet, 4. Clamp and electrical 
contact, 5. Gas outlet for counter-electrode chamber, 
6. Main chamber, 7. Tenon capillary for reference electrode, 
8. Optically polished platinum electrode, 9. Liquid drain~ 
10. Platinum counter-electrode, 11. Counter-electrode 
chamber, 12. Liquid inlet, 14. Passage between chamber~, 
15. Weir to establish liquid level, 16. Frame to hold windows, 
17. Plate glass windows . · 
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KYnar, a material that is highly resistant to most acid or base 

envirol111'ents. 

2. Chemical 

The electrode surface had to be reasonably free of contamination for 

the formation of a smooth and continuous film. A preliminary cleaning 

removed dirt and oils from the cell interior and the electrode surface. 

Oxide layers, particles and remaining oils on the electrode were removed 

in the final cleaning by evolution of hydrogen until a continuous film 

could form on the surface. 

Solutions were made form analytical reagent grade potassium 

hydroxide (Mallincla>odt) and distilled water. 'Jhey were vacuum filtered 

through a succession of three Teflon filter membranes ( Chemplast, Inc.), 

the finest of which had a mean pore size of 2-5 micron. A standard 

hydrochloric acid solution and phenolphthalein (indicator) were used 

in the titration to determine the concentration. 

3. Film Drainage 

Drainage of a Newtonian liquid from a vertical surface is governed 

by gravitational and viscous forces .. The equation that gives the film 

thiclmess as a function of tilre and distance from the top of the 

electrode· is 56 

' (54) 
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where y = film thickness 

z = distance from top of electrooe 

t = time 

ll = viscosity 

p = density 

g = acceleration of gravity 

Film profiles were determined by interpretation of interference 

colors resulting from the reflliection of polarized light. 'Ihe angles of 

incidence of the sand p components were 74° and 80°, respectively. 

These values are somewhat lower than the optimum angles of incidence. 

Interference color series used in this study for the thickness 

measurement of 0.46N and 9.2N aqueous potassium hydroxide films on platinum 

are closely represented by the series in Fig. 74, which are intermediate 

. between the series calculated for each concentration. 

At times, an observed series was difficult to judge. Observations 

would have been improved With higher angles of incidence and a different 

·exposure of the photographic film. 'Ihe overriding difficulty, though, 

was the unevermess of the color fringes both on a snall scale and on a 

large scale. In the upper part of the electrode during drainage of the 

9.2N film, the colors observed at the vertical center line of the surface 

were displaced downward from those on either side . 

IVEasured and calculated thickness profiles are shown in Figs . 75 

and 76. For the theoretical curves, viscosities for the 0.46N and 9.2N 

solutions were taken to be 1.0 cp and 3.3 cp, respectively. 57 The measured 

profiles are markedly different from the curves calculated· through 

FJ::i. 54. Good agreement can be obtained, if one ass\.ll'res a value for the 
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Fig. 75. Film thiclmess profiles of 0.46N aqueous potassium hydroxide 
during drainage· from a vertical platinum electrode. 
Colorimetric mea~urernents. 
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XBL 756-3148 

Fig. 76. Film thickness profiles of 9.2N aqueous potassium hydroxide 
during drainage ·from a vertical platinum electrode. Colori
metric measurements. 
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viscosity abovt twice that of the bulk solution. As opposed to previous 

studies, 20, 27 film drainage continued at times much longer than 1 day . 
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V. DISCUSSION 

'Ihe present work is an extension of studies conducted by Turney 27 

and Brown.
30 

The multiple-beam intensity equation employed by Turney 

in the computer progr-ams CHRCl"' and MBINF ha.s been found to contain an 

error in the sign of the phase change, o
3 

- o1 . As a result, film 

thicknesses derived from visual observations and spectroscopy of inter-

ference colors were incorrect. Because the phase change, o 
3 

- o1 , was 

defined differently in the progr-am CHRCl"' and in the color charts, 

Turney's color charts essentially agr-ee with the present ones. Brown 

eliminated one of the compensating errors in using progr-am CHRCIJI and 

possibly introduced an additional error. 'Ihe first error is mainly 

responsible for the_ difference in Brown's calculated color series 

from those of Turney. 

Brown compared film thickness profiles derived from observations of 

interference colors with those determined by other measurement techniques. 

Close agr-eement, which would be expected at least ammg those measurements 

that depend on the optical constants of the film and substrate, was not 

always obtained. 'Ihe error now found in the progr-ams accounts for this 

disagr-eement. This interpretation agr-ees with the statement by BroWn 

that the use of Turney's color charts leads to better agr-eement with 

independent thickness measurements than the use of his series. 

Thickness profile measurements of an electrolyte film on a polished 

metal substrate have been hindered by local variations of thickness 

probably caused by particulate impurities. Preparations for future 

work with thin films should include efforts to obtain smooth films. 

--
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APPENDICES~ CaviPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THIN DIELECTRIC 
FillJIS ON METAL SURFACES 

The· appendices contain tlu'ee computer programs written in Fortran N 

language for use in thickness rn=asurern=nts with light interference in 

thin dielectric films on metal surfaces. 'Ihe program "HUE" is used to 

interpret white-light interference fringes. ''MBINT" (Multiple-~am · 

Intensity) is used to interpret either the spectral energy distribution 

of a sample of reflected light in white-light interference or mono

chrorratic interference fringes. ''VIS" calculates the variation of the · 

Michelson fringe visibility with angle of incidence in order that one 

can determine the monoclu'orratic optimum angle of incidence. Appendix I 

contains equations that are used in the programs. 'Ihe three programs are 

presented in Appendices II through IV along with a description of program 

variables, inputs and samples of output. 'IWo functions, REF'RXC (SCALE, 

WAVLTH) and RIC (WAVLTH), that are corrmon to the three programs are shown 

at the end of progrem "HUE". Standard Fortran functions and library 

subroutines are not described here. 'Ihe progr'ams were originally based 

on those written by 'furney. ·27 However, some corrections, revisions and 

additions have been made. 

• X.. 
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APPENDIX I. EQUATIONS IN PRCGRAMS "HUE", ''MBINT" AND ''VIS" 

J . 
Equations in all three progr>ams are expressed in terms of real 

. 
arithmetic. These equations have been explained in the text. Sorre of 

them have been modified, though, for a particular physical situation. 

'Ihe incident medium is taken to be a gas with a refractive index of one. 

Light incident onto the dielectric film at an angle, <P, is refracted 

in the film at an angle, <P' • The angle at which light is incident onto 

the rretal substrate is <P'. Refractive indices of the rretal substrate 

and the film in contact with the metal are n = n- ik and n
1

, respectively. . c 

Subscripts on variables refer either to an interface or to the two 

·orthogonal polarizations of light, s and p. As in the text, the filnr 

rretal ai1.d gas-film interfaces are represented by the subscripts, 1 and 3, 

respectively. 

'Ihe nwnbering system for equations in the appendix includes an "A" 

for "Appendix" in order to avoid confusion with the nwnbering system 

in the text. These numbers preceded by an "A" are used both in 

explanations of variables and in corrment cards within the progr>ams. 

Refer to Eq. (8) in the text. The angle of refraction in the film 

I is 

(A-1) 

Refer to Eqs. (3) and (4) in the text. The amplitude reflection 

coefficients at the gas-film interface are 

(A-2) 
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r = n1coscp - coscp' I 
3,p n1coscp + coscp' (A-3) 

Refer to Fqs. (15) and (16) in the text. Inte!'J'I'Ediate variables 

in the equations for reflection at the film-metal interface are 

A = (A-4) 

B = ~2 [ ~(n2 - k 
2

- nisin
2

<P ')
2 

+ 4i}k
2 

- (n
2 

- k
2 

- nisin
2

cp' )] • (A-5) 
1 

Refer to Eqs. (13), (14) and (17) through (19) in the text. 

Reflection of light at the fil~metal interface is described by the 

amplitude reflection coefficients and the phase changes. 

r = l,s 

2 2 2 
A + B - 2Acoscp ' + cos cp ' 

2 2 . 2 
A + B + 2Acoscp' + cos cp' 

r = r l,p . l,s 
A2 + B2 - 2Asincp'tan<P' + sin2cp•tan2cp• 

A2 + B
2 + 2Asincp'tan<P' + sin2cp•tan2cp• 

0 ~ o1 ~ Tiradians ,s 

0 ~ 11 ~ Tiradians 

(A~6) 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 
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01 . = ~ + 01 ,p ,s (A-10) 

Refer to Fqs. ( 21) and ( 22) in the text. 'Ihe symbol for film 

thickness is "d". 'Ibe optical path difference in the film is 

' 
(A-ll) 

and the corresponding phase shift is 

. 21T 4~ dcos¢' 
o = r- ·~S = A (A-12) 

Refer to Fq. (31) in the text. 'Ihe multiple-beam intensity 

equation for light reflected from a dielectric film-covered metal 

surface is 

(A-13) 

.Refer to Fq. (41a) through (4lc) in the text. PAis the product 

of the spectral composition, PA' of source A and IA in Fq. (A-13). 

The products, PA•xA, PA•yA and PA·zA are called the distribution 

coefficients weighted by energy values of illuminant A. 38 X, Y and Z 

are the tristimulus values of light reflected from a film-covered metal 

surface. 

X ~ IP ·i = II •P •x A A A A A (A-14) 

Y = IP •y = II •P •y A A A A A (A-15) 

(A-16) 
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Refer to Eqs. ( 42a) through ( 42c) in the text. The chromaticity 

values of a sample of light are 

X 
x = X + y + z (A-17) 

y 
Y = X + y + z (A-18) 

z 
z = X + y + z (A-19) 

Refer to Eqs. (36) through (38) in the text. 'llle rronochromatic 

interference minima and maxima and Michelson fringe visibility are 

(A-20) 

(A-21) 

I - I . max rnin 
V =I +I 

max rnin 
(A-22) 
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APPENDIX II. PROORAM "HUE" 

'Ihis program calculates the tristimulus values of light reflected 

from a dielectric film on a metal substrate for thicknesses that are 

varied by increments. 'lhe angles of incidence of the p and s polarizations 

can be the SCllre or different and can be varied by any increment. In this 

program, the entire spectrum is involved at once and one can choose to 

include the variation of the optical constants with wavelength or use 

the values at an intermediate wavelength. A wavelength of 5892~ is a 

practical choice, because it is near the middle of the visible spectrum 

and data are generally available. The input for a variable refractive 

index of the film material is either the refractometer scale reading,' 

from which the refractive index can be calculated (function 

R.EFRXC(ScALE,WAVLTH)), or the refractive index at several wavelengths 

through the visible spectrum. 'Ihe film refractive index is fitted 

to a polynomial expression that is a function of wavelength. 'lhe library 

subroutine, LSQPOL, for a least squares polynomial fit is not shown. 

'Ihe variation of the film refractive index with wavelength is plotted 

by the Calcomp plotting facility. Coefficients calculated by LSQPOL 

are used in the function RIC(WAVLTH) to calculate the film refractive 

index at any wavelength in the visible spectrum. Optical constants of 

the substrate are fitted to a linear function of wavelength. Coefficients 

for the linear approximation are input parameters. 

Equations that are employed in this program are Eqs. (A-1) through 

(A-19). Important features of the printed output are the chromaticity 

coordinates x andy, the tristimulus value Y and the name of the hue 

of , the film as a function of film thickness. For the prediction of the 
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hue, the chromaticity diagram is divided into four quadrants with the 

achromatic point as the origin. 'Ihe quadrant in which a point in the 

diagram lies and the slope of the line between this point and the 

achromatic point, together, locate· the chromaticity coordinates, x and 

y, of the reflected light within a defined hue region. 'Ihe graphical 

?utput is in the form of chromaticity coordinates as a function of film 

thickness contained within a chromaticity diagram with labeled hue. 

regions on. the boundaries. . 'Ihe labels are at the dominant wavelengths 

corresponding to the hue names of the regions . 

'Ihe intersections of the straight dividing lines between hue regions 

with the boundaries of the diagram are those given by Kelley 
40 

for the 

1931 C.I.E. chromaticity diagram. His dividing lines are curved and 

converge on the coordinates of source C. Straight lines that converge 

on the coordinates of source A are used in this program~ A series of 

cards that assigns one of arrong seven hue names to a particular set of 

chromaticity coordinates is included in the program. 'Ihese can be 

replaced by cards that assign one of among nineteen hue names to the 

chromaticity coordinates. 'Ihe correspondence between these two sets 

of hue names is derronstrated in Table II. A set of cards could be 

included to define a white region, but was not. Colors of low purity 

can be found by inspecting the chromaticity coordinates. Also, colors 

of very low intensity are identified by a low tristimulus value Y. 

Appendix II contains several parts. Program variables are listed 

first after Table II along with the corresponding symbols and descriptions. 

A description of the input is presented next with a list of the cards 

for the 1931 C. I.E. chrorm.ticity diagram and source A that do not change 

• \. 
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Table II. Co!Tespondence between two sets of hue names.* 
1931 C.I.E. Chromaticity Diagram 

Dominant Chromaticity Coordinates Presently Used 

Hue Name Wavelength (nm) X y Photogr>aphic 
Hue Narre 

bluish purple 566c 0.189 0.012 
0.167 o.oo8** -------~----

purplish blue 454 0.1521 .. 0.0217 
0.136 0.041 

blue 476 0.1059 0.0960 blue 
0.082 0.163 

greenish blue 485 0.0687 0.2007 
0.057 0.242** ----------

blue green 490 0.0454 0.2950 blue gr>een 
0.031 0.364** 

bluish gr>een 495 0.0235 0.4127 
0.015 0.474 

green 508 0.0099 0.7120 green 
0.155 0.806 

yellowish green 915 0.2658 0. 7243 
0.367 0.630 

yellow green 565 0.4087 0.5896** ---------
0.446 0.551 

greenish yellow 573 0.4649 0.5340 
0.485 0.516 

yellow 578 0.4990 o:sooo yellow 
0.512 0.486 

yellowish o~ 583 0.5319 0.4673** -----'-----
0.557 0.443 

orange· 592 0.5863 0.4131 orange 
0.615 0.385 

reddish orange 606 0.6517 0.3479** --------
0.692 0.308 

red 493c 0.700 0.250 red 
0.656 0.229 

purplish red 496c 0.602 0.203 
0.548 0.179 

red purple 506c 0.457 0.136** ----------
0.380 0.102 

reddish purple 545c 0.334 0.079 
0.291 0.060 

purple 560c 0.253 0.042 purple 
0.209 0.022 

bluish purple 566c - 0.189 0.012 
0.167 0.008** 

purplish blue 454 0.1521 0.0217 

'!he nineteen hue names am dominant wavelengths are those suggested by Kelley. 0 
'!he 1931 C.I.E. chromaticity coordinates represent either the dominant wavelength 
or the intersection of dividing lines between hue regions with the boundary of the 
diagram. Wavelengths followed by a "c" are conplenentary wavelengths based on 
source C • 'Ihe condensed list of hue names is for use in photographic work. 
•• Intersections of dividing lines between hue regions ( con:lensed list) with the 
OOurxiary . of the diagram. · 
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from program to program. 'Ihe alternate set of cards that assigns one 

of among nineteen hue names to chromaticity coordinates appears just 

before the program. Table III, which appears after the program, differs 

from T.able II in that the chromaticity coordinates are associated with 

the 1964 C. I. E. chromaticity diagram. 'IWo sets of cards, each of which 

assigns a hue name to chromaticity coordinates, are also shown. One 

assigns one of among seven hue names and the other assigns one of among 

nineteen. They ITD.lSt be used along with the data cards for the 1964 

C. I.E. diagram and source A that do not vary from program to program. 

'These cards are listed next. 'Ihe distribution coefficients, XBAR (I) , 

YBAR(I) and ZBAR(I), were calculated from two tables in 'Ihe Measurerrent 

of Colour38 of the energy distribution of source A and the distribution 

coefficients for an equal-energy stimulus in 50~ wavelength increrrents. 

Values of XBAR(I), YBAR(I) and ZBAR(I) were adjusted in order that the 

tristiiTD.llus value Y for source A equalled 100.0. The cards and the data 

for the 1964 C. I. E. chromaticity diagram have not been used to obtain 

color series in this study. A sample of the printed output and the 

graphical output for the 1931 C. I.E. chromaticity diagram is given last. 

A,ASQ 
B,BSQ 

Variable 

Variables in Program "HUE" 

SymbOl 

cj)(deg) 

Description 

Interrrediate variables to calculate 
amplitude reflection coefficients 
and phase changes (interface 1), 
Eqs. (A-4) and (A-5). 

Initial angle of incidence. 



.. . 
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Variable 

BOUNDX(N),BOUNDY(N) 

BORDX(N) ,BORDY(N) 

CAPX 

CAPY 

CAPZ 

CKL,CK2 
CNl,CN2 

COL0Rl(N),COLOR2(N) 

CROPOX(N),CROPOY(N) 

ex 

DDEL 

DEL(J,l),DEL(J,2) 

DELD(J,l),DELD(J,2) 
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SymbOl 

x,y 

x,y 

X 

y 

z 

x,y 

coset>' 

o
1 

,o
1 

(rad) ,s ,p 

o
3 

,o
3 

(rad) ,s ,p 

·Description 

Chromaticity coordinates on 
bmmdary of chromaticity diagram 
that are the dividing points 
between hue regions for graphical 
output. Refer to Tables II and 
III and data cards for list. 

Chromaticity coordinates of 
dominant wavelengths corresponding 
to hue names. Hue names are written 
at these points in the graphical 
output. Refer to Tables II and III 
and data cards for list. 

Tristimulus value, Eq. (A-14). 

Tristimulus value, Eq. (A-15). 

Tristimu.lus value, Eq. (A-16) • 

k = CKl + CK2(A- 3800). 
n = CNl + CN2(A - 3800). 
Coefficients for a linear approxi
mation of the complex refractive 
index of the substrate, n = n - ik. . c 

Hue names for regions of the 
chromaticity diagram. Refer to 
Tables II and III and data cards 
for list. 

Chromati~ity coordinates of spectrwn 
locus to draw bouridary of diagram 
for graphical output. Refer to 
data cards for list. 

COS(PHIPR(J,M)) 

Relative phase change, o
1 (interface 1), Eq. (A-9). ,p 

0 l,s 

Phase c~ for s and p polariza
tions (interface 1), Eqs. (A-8) 
and (A-10). 

Phase change for s and p polariza~ 
tions (interface 3). 



Variable 

DELT 

FII.Ml, FllM2 
FIIM3 ,FIIM4 

mr 

LAMBDA 

LOWX(L) 

LOWY(L) 

LOWZ 

PHI(l),PHI(2) 

PHID(l),PHID(2) 

PHIPR(J,l) 
PHIPR(J,2) 

R(J,l),R(J,2) 

RSQ(J,l),RSQ(J,2) 

RI(N) 

Symbol 

o(rad) 

I 

;\(_a) 

X 

y 

z 

<f>(rad) 

<f>{deg) 

<P' (rad) 

rl ,rl ,s ,p 

2 2 
rl ,rl ,s . ,p 
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Description 

Phase change associated with an 
optical path difference in the 
film, Fq. (A-12). 

Naire of film to appear in output .. 

Relativ~ intensity of reflected 
light in multiple-beam inter
ference, Fq. (A-13). 

Wavelength that is varied in 50ft 
increrents. 

Chromaticity value, Fq. (A-17). 

Chromaticity value, Fq. (A-18). 

Chrornaticity value, Fq. (A-19). 

Number of angles of incidence (one 
rrore than the number of increrents 
added to initial angle of incidence). 

Angle of incidence for s and p 
polarizations (interface 3) . 

Angle of incidence for s and p 
polarizations (interface 3). 

Angle of refraction for s and p 
polarizations (interface 3), 
Fq. (A-1) • Also, angle of 
incidence (interface 1). 

Amplitude reflection coefficient 
for s and p polarizations 
(interface 1), Fqs. (A-6) and (A-7). 

Refer to R(J,l) and R(J,2). 

Refractive index of dielectric 
film at a specified wavelength 
in the input. 
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Variable Symbol Description 

RL(J,l),RL(J,2) r3 ,r3 Amplitude reflection coefficient ,s ,p for s and p polarizations ... 
(interface 3), Fqs. (A-2) and (A-3). 

RSQL(J,l),RSQL(J,2) 2 2 Refer to RL(J,l) and RL(J,2). r3 ,r3 .. . ,s ,p 

SBS'IRAl ,·SBS'IRA2 Name of substrate to appear in 
output. 

SCALE(N) . Refractometer scale reading of 
liquid film material (Bausch a.rrl 
Lomb precision refractometer with 
prism, 749-1). 

SEP li<P(deg) Separation between angles of 
incidence for s and p polarizations. 

SLOPE Slope of line from achromatic 
point to chromaticity coordinates 
of light reflected from a fil~ 
covered substrate. 

SOURCE1,SOURCE2 Name of light source to be printed 
in output. 

STEPS li<P(deg) Increment of change of angle of 
incidence. 

sx sin<P 1 SIN(PHIPR(J ,M)) 

THK d(~) Film_ thickness. 

THKINC d(~) Increment of change of film 
thiclmess. 

., 
'IMN d(.K) Initial film thickness. 

'lMX d(ft) Final film thickness. 

TNA(J), TN n Real and imaginary parts of the 
TKA(J) ,TK k complex refractive index of the 

metal substrate, nc = n - ik. 

TX tan<P 1 SX/CX 



Variable 

WAVLTH(N) 

Symbol 

;\(~) 

- -
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Description 

Wavelength associatedwith the 
variation of the refractive index 
of the film material with wave
length in the input. 

XBAR(I), YBAR(I), 
ZBAR(I) 

pA•xA,PA•y;\, 

PA•z;\ 

Distribution coefficients 
weighted by energy values of 
source A. Refer to data cards 
for list. 

Input for Program "HUE" 

Explanations of these input variables have been given in the list 

of variables. Data cards 8 through 211 do not vary from program to 

program. These cards for the 1931 C. I.E. chromaticity diagram and source 

A are presented on the pages immediately following. 

Card Variable Units Column and Format 

l SBSTRA.l, SBSTRA2 l-20,2Al0 

2 FIIMl ,FII::M2, l-40,4Al0 
FIIM3 ,FILM4 

3 CNl Dimensionless l-lO,Fl0.7 

CN2 1/~ ll-20,Fl0.7 

CKl Dimensionless 2l-30,Fl0.7 

CK2 1/Jt 3l-40,Fl0.7 

4 AMN Degrees l-lO,Fl0.2 

STEPS Degrees ll-20,Fl0.2 

N'IDT 21-23,13 * 
5 SOURCEl,SOURCE2 l-20,2Al0 

6 'IMN J{ 1-lO,FlO.l 

'IMX ~ ll-20,FlO.l 

* Integers must be written at the far right of the field. 

.. 



-. 

? 0 0 .J v "~j 
""" 

7 

8 

Card Variable 

THKINC 

SEP 

XBAR(I) 

YBAR(I) 

ZBAR(I) 

9-88 Same as Card 8 

89 COLORl(N),COLOR2(N) 

90-107 . Sa.rre as card 89 

108 BORDX(N) 

BORDY(N) 

109-126 same as Card 108 

127 CROPOX(N) 

CROPOY(N) 

128-192 Same as Card 127 

193 BOUNDX(N) 

BOUNDY(N) 

194-211 Same as card 193 

212* WAVLTH(N) 

RI(N) 

SCALE(N) 

213-225 Same as card 212 

* 

0 ~j dj 6 6 
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Units 

Degrees 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

D1mensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Column and Format 

21-30,Fl0.1 

l-10,Fl0.6 

l-10,Fl0.4 

ll-20,Fl0.4 

21-30,Fl0.4 

l-20,2Al0 

l-10,Fl0.4 

ll-20,Fl0.4 

l-10,Fl0.4 

ll-20,Fl0.4 

l-lO,Fl0.4 

ll-20,Fl0.4 

l-5,F5.0 

6--15,Fl0.5 

16-25,Fl0.5 

From one to fourteen of these cards may be used. If one is used, then the 
value of RI(l) is an average value to be used with every wavelength in the 
program. If rrore than one card is used, it is re~omnended that as many as 
possible over the visible range from 3800 to 7800A be in the input for the 
fit of the refractive index of the film to a polynomial expression. If the 
refractive index is to be calculated from the refractometer scale reading 
wlth the function, REFRXC(SCALE,WAVLTH), then RI(N) = 0.0. If fewer than 
fourteen cards are used, then the last one should have WAVLTH(N) = 0000. 
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CClU"~S 

1- 1 c 11-?C ?l-3C 

CARD d c. ':CCf, (.(":00 1.C.J?9 
l•.0011 u.lOOC C.CC'>3 

xqA~III, Yl'tli\ I I I 0.(024 0.'):1:JC o.ntn 
AI\[) l i>.A 0. ( ! ) C. CC4 7 ().(>)•)) Cl.O??It 

o. :" )<; 7 :":.~)L~ D.\:463 
c.c174 e • c ~J o ~. o.CB2'> 
0.035t: 0.·.1~'10 0.1699 
c. ce:s.:. c. one c .• ~ 319 
c. U'lil :J. \) ~)) 9 o.o£81 
o. '26q c.oCJ77 1. c <; 74 
C.3?.46 o. 01 :n 1.5840 
('~4(55 (.02 1)7 2.C"?o 
0.4( 32 ::.0306 2. 32.~6 
C. 4 Ht, D. ~'l-'+26 2.54il4 
0.5155 C .05tP 2.7173 
0.52:1-1 0 • C7 •J H 2oR621 
0.5CS7 . o. 1•)52 2.S2~4 

Oo46C:O o. UQC 2.S'l:39 
c.;al'l2 c. 1 fl J '3 2.'i'l81 
O.tSS'1 ('.2375 2.1 <;7<1 

o •. 2I?A C.31JI'\ l.!.l17<J 
C.17,72 t.,;.4Q;J.:f l. 1.'i75 
0.()7<jt; 0.5196 !. .1622 
o.C3t7 C:.6dl3 C.'i3f8 
n.Ol3<.> Co H96•) 0.7'545 
L1.C070 1.1~17c ::. r, 1 '11 
o.ozas 1o'>39A C.4843 
C:.CS34 l.<";'l18 J.35fl5 
C.2127 2.36')5 0.2627 
L:.3tl4'-1 2.7<359 0.2!112 
C.hi)(,<J 3.1::1;1<; 0.1547 
o. 111.,31 3.4'H37 0. 1l'•'J 
1. 1567 '1.7Y9CJ O.C8G9 
1.4Q04 4.06lfl o.o'.i55 
l.l't·60 4.?1:141 0.0175 
£ • 2H!· 7 4.4701 ');.0255 
2.7<>51 4.bllt: 'J.Cl81 
3.2'if4 4.6<'17lt C.C1?0 
J. 7853 4.72~:> O.OlC4 
4. 3.? 5 <) 4.7JO? o.c~<;z· 

4.gc;q •• 4.(,1'1<; O.Cll9D 
5.3549 4.466E 0.0(77 
:>. 71)c;I.J 4.2704 C.CC62 
h.140'l 4.r.37'J iJ. -~('?8 
C.3513 3. 1n3 O.CC40 
6.429'l 3. 4f3') 5 u. )03 7 
t.. 33'•6 3.17!l0 C.CClc; 
6. OA 77 2.F.6?2 1.:-:cn 
5.f.3t5 2.535€ o.r:cn 
5.1267 2.l9iJl o.noo7 
4.49(2 1.0521 c. C;~On 
3.f779 l. <;') 2 <; c.ccco 
3.27Sl 1.2ill2 c. )(:.)1 

~ 
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1-1:: 

2. 7':.-:C/t 
2.16!\l 

-1.707'3 
1.?141 
L:. <) <l: ') 
o.72-i1 
O. 5 3Ul 
0.412;~ 

t.:.2f:77 
0.201'1 
0.1429 
0.1047 
0. ·':!751_1 
o. 05'•<) 
C.f3CJ4 
0.0('83 
1,; •• : 1 c; n 
0.0140 
O.Oll'1 

.C.C072 
o.cos; 
c.:r.::?. 
0.11()21 
L.(uil 
0. COli 
O.f'Oll 
c.ccco 
0 .IJOCI) 

6 

r:OL U:.liiS 

11-21 

1. ;"_< '+4 
f1.B1H~ 

0.6372 
f). 4 d(;l 
c.v,zr; 
o.;o:· 1 
r.. 1 <:;:) B 
().l't61 
'J.1:Jit1 
2.172'1 
0.0515 
11.0377 
c. on 1 
').01'~'1 

·.). 1) l'•/• 
o.on'-77 
O.CI}6CJ 
0. ()1)5 0 
J. 0041 
c. :)113 1 
o.ooz'1 
C.r.JJ': 
b.C01C 
.:J. OJ 1 ·: 
O.OOJC 
0.01-10 
c.oooc 
o.nooo 

CARr 89 ~~~ 
~- r:r~fl I$ H CP ,H,I( E 

COLOPliNii COLn~21~1 rRANGf 

CARD 1C8 

RORDXINI, HCRCYINI 

YELLrhiS~ CPANG~ 

YF I LOI-. 
r~~ LEN I Sl-l Yf::LL!Jifl_ 
Y~LLCII GRr':t\ 
VELLrWISH GRHN 
GqFn. 

.f'L UI SJ--J GR~FN 
HUF GI<FF.N 
GR i:F": ISH BLUE 
Hl.UF 
P lW P l I S H P L lJ E 
1\LUISH PURPLE 
PUJ:PLE 
FF.DDI5H PURPL~ 

1\E r J:' 'Jf: PL E 
PU~PLISH Rffl 
C.70C 0.250 
C.l !';· l 7 c. '\4 7 9 
0.58~3 0.4131 
1'.5319 C.4673 
0.49.90 r..500ll 
0.4i4'.i 0.5HC 
0.40F7 0.5R96 
(.2650 C~1243 
c.cc99 o.nzo 

7 

2 1.-3 c 

~ •. :' ij ~~· '1 
·).: !),~._) 
c.ccco 
~j. :'t)l'(: 

c~noro 
o. C'J n 0 
c.cono 
J.JOOO 
~. ·." ~ (:, 
c. rr;co 
c. coco 
0. ~HJ00 
c.cor.o 
o.oooo 
').(.~.;()0 

c. nc co 
I). J.)Q(.) 

C.0CCO 
o.oooo 
c.cr.r.o 
o.oooo 
c. ooco . 
c. coco 
0.·:))0/') 

c.ooco 
o.oJrl) 
c. •]000 
0."000 
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CCLU~'NS 

1-10 11-:>0 

c..r)23~ O.'tl27 
~. ·~4~4 ·C.2'~'>G 

0.(61:<7 o.ztJ;)7 
(J.l:J5') .:.r16': 
0.1521 c. 021 7 
0.18<; ~.Cl2 •" 
0.?.<;3 c.u4? 
('.33'< .: • r. 7 <l 

0.457 o. Uf 
0. (· 02 0.213 

(hRf) 121 0.1741 o.cuso 
o.l74u o.o:Jsc 

CROPOX(NI, CRiiPC't' I~; l {'. 17 3 3 C. C·)4 9 
0.177,6 O.GD4<; 
c. 1733 IJ.C,j48 
n.17JO 0.0048 
(;. 17?1• c. 1').')48 
(.:.1721 0.0048 
C.l714 (.(":)51 
0. 170 3 J.(l158 
l'.l68CJ O.C069 
c.tt-69 C.CC86 
0.1644 0;.0119 
C.1l.ll C.0118 
0.1566 1).0177 
C.1"'L0 C.G227 
0.1<+40 o.c2<~7 

r.lJ55 o. CFi<.J 
0.1241 O.'J'i7i.J 
C.1S<;6 L c ah H 
t•.OQ13 0.1327 
C.C~E7 0.2()')7 
0.04'54 C.i''l5C 
o.o?.3~ 0.'~127 
c.r.caz c.~3:3'• 
o.cov~ Coh54ii 
G.Ol:-1 (.75)2 
0.03P.'1 G.ill<'O 
u.C74'3 C.r'l331:1 
0.114?. 0.~262 

0.1547 0.8359 
(). l <; 2 '1 c. 7316 
0.2?.91, 0.7543 
0.?.t59 c-.7243 
o.30l':, C.692J 
O. 33B ~.6'5A<; 

0.3731 C.(>245 
O. 4'JA 7 ·C.5A~6 

0.1;441 •1.5547 
0.47PI:l 0.5202 
('.5125 .::.4'i66 
C'.'i448 0.4544 
C.5752 0.4?42 .-
o.or.2<; 0.396<; 
0.6270 0.37:>5 
0.6482 C.3514 
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6 

1-l 0 

c. (·658 
c.ot>Cl 
1... (,<;1" 
ll.7l'Gt> 
tJ. 7r.74 
c.71'..1 
o. HCJ·J 
0. 7 2 31) 
O. 77.A:J 
c. 728.~ 
o.73C,) 
o. 7J 11 
c. B?:J 
c.732.7 
o. 7B4 
o. 7340 
r. 7344 
0.7346 
<'. 7347 
0. 1741 

C~RO 193 0.015 
0.1~5 

ROUNDXIN), BCU~GY!~) 0.367 
v.44A 
0. 1til5 
O.'>U 
c.557 
('. (; 15 
r,. 6<; .'? 
U.tl56 
C.5413 
0. 38\1 
v.?CJl 
0.209 
1").167 
0.136 
O.OR2 
o.r.57 
0. O.H 

., 
~\ 

11- 2C 

1.~34C 

O.jl97 

G.29'l1 
;.: • ? •l ,?IJ 
').2J'i'1 
(). ;~ :~ ) " 
C.277C 
0.2740 
0.2717 
o.ncc 
C.26B<l 
C. 2AilC 
0.2673 
c. 26.4,~; 
o.26A:J 
•J.2656 
C.26"i4 
C.26j3 
c.c:osG 
0.474 
c. dt.l6 
t.j·. 630 
.,. ~51 
J.510 
0.4Ao 
0. '~4 1 
0.1AS 
C.1Gfl 
0.?;>9 
:. 17 ,, 
c.toz 
::. ·16•) 
1.1. b 2 2 
~~. (_' .: q 
o.o.:.t 
0.163 
C.,~42 

0.364 
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THESE APE ORCS FCR TI-E 1931 C. I.:. CHII.CM/lT IC. ITY I)J AGPA;'1 Td !)~TER
MINE THE HUE OF LIGHT ~~~.~~ THE CHP~~ATICITY COCRDINATES. THEY 
MUST BE USFO Alf~G WITH THE CATA CARDS FOR THE 1931 C.I .• E. CHII.O~A
TICITY DIAGRAM AND SOURCE A. THEY REPLACf THE SECTICN PRECEOING 
THE CARD WITH REFERENCE NUMBER 211 IN THE PROGRAM. THE DIAGRA~ IS 
DIVIDED INTC 19 HUE PFGICNS. 

SLCPE=ILCWYILI-0.407451/ILO~XILI-0.447571 
JF((LOWXILI.LT.0.44757I.OR.(LQWYILioLT.C.4074511 GO TC 1200 
IFCSLOPEoLEoOo3251 PPINT 919,Flii.,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZrl.C1WXILI,tm:Ytll,LO 

xwz,o 
Jf(ISLOPE.CE.0.3251.A~D.CSLOPE.LE.1.22011 PRINT 919,THK,CAPXrChPY, 

XCAPZrlU~XILlrLC~YillrLC~ZrYHC 
IFIISLOPEoGEolo22UioAND.ISLOPEoLEo2o90411 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPlrLOWXILI,LOhY(L),LOWZ,YELLOW 
IFCSLCPE.GE.2.9041 PPINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LO~XIli,LOhYILI,LC 

XWZ,GHV 
GC TO 211 

1200 lf((LO~XILI.GToOo44757l.OR.ILCWYILI.LT.0.4074511 GO TO 1300 
IFISLOPE.LE.-89.751 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWXCLI,LnWYIL),L 
XO~Z,GHY 
lFCCSLOPE.GE.-89.75).A~O.CSLOPE.LE.-2.762)1 PRINT 9I9,THK,CAPX,CAP 

XY,CAPZ,LOWX(l I,LO~Yillol~WZ,VG 
IFCISLOPE.G=:.-Z.7C21.AND.ISLOPE.LE.-1.36211 PRlt>.T 919,THKrC.APX,CAP 

XV,CAPZrLOWX(L),LOWY(L),LOWZ,YbG 
IFICSLOfE.GE.-l.362l.ANC.CSLOPE.LE.-O.l5411 PRINT 919,THII.,CAPX,CAP 

XYtCAPZ,LO~XCLitLOWYCLI,LOWZ,G . 
IFCSLOPE.GE.-0.1541 PPihT 91~,THKrCAPX,CAPY,CAPZrlOWXIlltLOWYILiol 

xnwz,BHG · · 
GC TC 211 

1300 lf(1LOWXILl.GT.0.447571.dP.(LCWY(LI.GT.0.4074511 GQ TO 140J 
lf(SLOPf.LE.O.l04l PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWX(LI ,LO~Y(LI,LC 

XWZ,BHG . . 
IFCCSLOPE.GE.Ool04I.AND.CSLCPE.LE.0.42311 PFI~T 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LO~X~llrLC~Ylli,LC~Z,BG 
IFCCSLOPE.GE.G.4231.AND.(SLOPF.LE.0.66811 PPI~T. 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LO~XILI,LCwYILI,LCWZrG~A 
IFC ISLOPE.GE.0.6681 .AND.I SLOPE.LE.l.1761 I PFINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOWXILI,LOWYILI,LOWZ,~LUE 
IFlCSLOPE.GE.1.176I.AhD.(SLOPE.LE.1.4231l PRINT 91~rTHK;CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZrLOWXllloLOWYILI,LOkZ,P~R 
IFICSLOPE.GEolo423l.AND.ISLGPf.LE.l.61511 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZtLO~XILI,LC~YCLI,LCwZ,BHP 
IFICSLOPEoGEo1o6l51.A~D.(SLCPEolEo2o21Al) PRINT 919,TH~rCAPXrCAPY, 

XCAPZ,LO~X{LirlOhYILI,LOWZ,P 
lf((SLOPEoGE.Zo2181.AND.ISLOPEolEo4o51811 PRINT 919,THK,CAPXrCAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOWXILioLOkYILI,LOkZ,RHP 
IFCSLOPE.GE.4.5181 PRINT 919,THK,C~PX,CAPY,CAPZ,L1~XCLl,LO~YILI,LC 

XWZ,RP 
GO TO 211 

1400 IFCSLOPE.LE.-2.2751 PRI~T 919,THK,CAPXrCAPV,CftPZ,LOWXCL),LOWY(Liol 
XOWZ,PP 

IFIISLOPEoGE.-2.2751.ANO.(SLOPE.LE.-0.85611 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 
XY,CAPZ,LdWX(lloLOWY(LI,LOWZ,PHR 

IFICSLOFEoGE.-0.856IoANC.lSLOPE.LE.-0.40711 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 
XY,CAPZrLOWX(lltl.O~V(LioLCWZ,REO 

IFC(SLOPE.GE.-0.4071.ANO.(SLnPE.LE.-O.l3411 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 
XY,CAPZ,LOWXllltLC~YILI,LCWl,RHO 

IFCSLOPE.GE.-0.1341 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ~LOWXILI~LOWYILI,L 

xowz,o 

' ,. 
fl! 

•· 
i 
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PROGRAM HUE CINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE 98, PLOT, TAPE 99=PLOTJ 

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES ThE INTENSITY OF LIGHT REFLECTED FROM A 
DIELECTRIC FILM(NON-ABSORBINGJ COVERING A MEiALCABSORBINGt SUR
FACE. THE INTENSITY OF REFLECTED LIGHT IS A PERIODIC FUNCTION Of 
FILM THICKNESS AT EACH WAVELENGTH AND ANGLE Of INCIDENCE. FOR A 
SPECIFIED ANGLE OF INCIDENCE AND A WHITE-LIGHT SOURCE, THE SPECT
RAL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION AT EACH FILM THICKNESS IS COUPLED WITH 
THE C.t.E. TRISTIMULUS COLOR SYSTEM TO DETERMINE THE COLOR OF THE 
REFLECTED LIGHT. THE VARIATION OF OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF BOTH THE 
FILM AND SUBSTRATE WITH WAVELENGTH IS INCLUDED IN THE CALCULATIONS. 

REAL PHIDC2t,PHIC21,PHIPRC81,2t,TNAC81t,TKAC8li,RSQC81,2t,RC81,Zit 
XDELI8l, ZI,RL( Blt.Zt, INT, RSQLC 81,2 t ,DELDC 81,21, LAMBDA,XBAR C81J, 
XYBARC8lt,ZBARC81J,LOWXC1000t,LOWYC10001tLOWZ 

INTEGER 8HPC2t,PHBlZI,BLUElli,GHBCZt,BGCli,BHGC21,GC1t,YHGC21tYGC2 
X I , GHYC 2 I , YELL OW ( 1 I, Y HOC 2 I, 0 C 11, RHO C 2 I , REO C 11, PHR C Z t ,RP C 11 , RH P ( 2 I , 
XPC 11 

DIMENSION WAVLTHC501,RIC50I,WC50J,RESIDC501,SC11,AICZ0,61,BIC201, 
XTWVLTHC521,TRIC521,SCALEC~OI 
DIMENSION CROPOXC66t,CROPOYC66t,BOUNDXC19t,BOUNDYC19I,COLOR1(191, 

XCOLOR2Cl91,BOROXC191,80RDY(191 
COMMON/RICOM/ 81, NO 
COMMON/CCPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,CCXMIN,CCXMAX,CCYMIN,CCYMAX 
COMMON/CCFACT/FACTOR 
DATA 8HPCl),BHPCZI/l3HBLUISH PURPLE/ 
DATA PHBClt,PHBC21/l3HPURPLISH BLUE/ 
DATA 8LUECLI/4HBLUE/ 
DATA GHBtli,GHBC21/13HGREENISH BLUE/ 
DATA BGClt/lOHBLUE GREEN/ 
DATA BHGClt,BHGC21/12HBLUlSH GREEN/ 
DA~A GCL~/5HGREEN/ 
DATA YHGCli,YHGt21/l5HYELLOWISH GREEN/ 
DATA YGCLI,YGC21/12HYELLOW GREEN/ 
DATA GHYClt,GHYt21/15HGREENISH YELLOW/ 
DATA YELL0Wlli/6HYELLOW/ 
DATA YHOllt,YH0(21/l6HYELLOWISH ORANGE/ 
DATA 0Cli/6HORANGE/ 
DATA RHO(lt,RH0121/l4HREODJSH ORANGE/ 
DATA REO(l)/3HREO/ 
DATA PHR(li,PHRC21/12HPURPLISH REO/ 
DATA RPCll/lOHRED PURPLE/ 
DATA RHPCLI,RHPC21/l4HREDDISH PURPLE/ 
DATA PCli/6HPURPLE/ 

l fDRMATCZAlO I 
2 FORMAT(4Al01 
3 FORMATC4Fl0. 71 
4 FORMATCF10.61 
5 FORMA TC ZAlO I 
6 FORMATC3F10.4t 

12 FORMATClOX,2AlO,//I 
19 FORMATC2f10.2,131 
22 FORMATI3FLO.lt 

8 FORMATCLOX,•S POLARIZATION*,5X,*ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IS*,ZX,Fit.l,//t 
9 FORMATilOX,*P POLARIZATION*,5X,*ANGLE Of INCIDENCE IS•,2X,F4.L,//t 

18 FORMATCF5.0,2Fl0.51 
31 FORMATI10Xr4ALO,*FILM ON A SMOOTH, FLAT*t2AlO,*ELECTRODE*I 
46 FORMATilOX,*COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX Of SUB.STP.ATE IS NC=I'+-ICKt. 

XN•CN1+~NZCLAM8DA-3BOO.I K=CKl+CKZCLAMBDA-3800.1*1 



c 
c 
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45 F~R~ATilOX,*L~MRDA IS T~E hAVFLE~CT~ 8ET~FE~ 3800. A~O 7HOO. A. 
XCN1=* 9 Fl0.7 9 * CN2=*,Fl0.7,* CKl=*,Fl0.7,* CK2=*,Fl0.7,1/l 

47 FOPMAT(lOX,*REFRACTIVE tNDEX OF FJL~ AT 5892. A IS*,F7.4,111 
48 FORMATI20X,*TFISTl~ULLS AND C~RdMATICITV VALUES ANO HUF OF ~ILM 

XAS A FUNCTICN.CF FILM T~ICK~ESS*,IIIIl 
75 FORMAT(lHl,lll 

919 FrR~ATI4X,F7.0,4X,~Fl2.4,lOX,2AlOI 
914 FORMATI*FIL~ THICK~ESS*,BX,*CAPX*,RX,*CAPV*,SX,*CAPZ*•9X,*L0WX*,8X 

X, *L CWY*, B X, *L 0~ Z *,lOX,* HJE *,II I. 

C INPUTS ARE Ill THF. METAL SUBSTRATE, 121 THE FILM, (3) FOUP COEFF-
C ICIENTS FO~ A LINEAR APPFOXI~ATIGN OF THE CCMPLFX INDEX OF RE-
C FRACTION OF T~E ~FTAL SUBSTRATE, 141 THE INITIAL ANGLE OF INCI-
C DENCE, THE STEP CHANG~ A~D T~E ~U~BEP OF tNGLESr 151 T~E LIGHT 
C SOURCE, (61 TI-E Il'dTJAL A~D FINAL VALUES OF THE FILM THICKNESS AND 
C THE INCREMENT, 171 THE ANGULAR SEPARATICN dETWEEN THE INCIOfNT P 
C A~D S-POLARIZEC LJG~T, 18) T~E DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIFNTS WEIGHTED 
C FOR THE LIGHT SOURCE, (91 THE R~FRACTIVE INCEX CP R~FRACTO~ETER 
C SCALE READING FCR T~E FILM AT UP TO 14 ~AVELENGTHS, 1101 BCUNOAR-
C IES AND COLCR REGIO~S FCR T~E GR~PHICAL RESULT. 
c 
c 

READ 1tSBSTRAI,S8STRA2 
READ 2,FIL~1,FILM2,FILM3,FILM4 
RF.AO 3,CN1,C~2rCK1,CK2 
READ 19tAMN,STEPS,NTOT 
REAC 5,SOURCEl,~OURCE2 
PEAD 22,TM~,T~X,T~KtNC 
READ 4, SEP 
OC 310 I= 1, 81 
READ 6,XE'ARIII,VFARIIl,ZEAR(II 

310 CONTINUE 
DO 320 ~=1,19 
REAC 623,COLOR11Nl,CCLCR2(Nl 

320 CCNTINUE 
00 386 N=l, 19 
READ 67,RORDXINl,eURDYCNl 

386 CONTINUE 
DO 777 N=1 9 66 
REAO 67,CRCPOX(~) ,CRCPCYINl 

711 CONTINUE 
or 888 ~-1, 19 

.READ 67,BOU~DXI~l,RCUNOYINI 
888 CCNTINUE 

C EITHER 1 OR MANY VALUES OF THE ~EFRACTIVE INDEX OR REFRACTOMETER 
C SCALE READINGS FOR THE FIL~ QVFP THF VISIBLE RA~~E OF LIGHT SHOULD 
C BE CN THE INPUT CARDS. 

DO 401 N=1,14 
READ l8,WAVLTh(~J,RII~I,SCAlEINI 
IF lWAVLTH(~).EC.OOOO.l GO TO 402 

401 CCNTINUE 
402 MI=N-1 

NC=6 
C ENTER RI(NI OR hAVE IT CALCULATED FROM THE REFRACTOMETER SCALE 
C READING. 

oc 403.1\=1.~1 
IF CRI(~J.EQ.C.Cl RIINI=RE~RXC(SCALEINI,WAVLT~II\Il 
W(NI=1.0 

403 CONTINUE 
C IF THERE IS O~LY ONE INPUT CARD, THEN T~AT REFRACTIVE INDEX IS 
C USED TN THE CALCULATICNS AS AN AVERAGE VALUE TC 8E USED WITH EVERY 



\ 
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C W~VELENGTH IN T~E PRCGRA~. 

c 

IF IMI.~T.Zl GC T( 406 
DC 404 I=l,tJI· 
WAVL TH( I l =1-.AVLTI-I I l /4CGC. 

404 CCNTINUE 

II:< 
\\) t:i I'~ .. , 
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C LEAST SQUARE PCLYNO~IAL FIT T~ ~ETERMINE THF CGEFFICIFNTS ~0~ THE 
C P~LYNDMIAL IN T~E FU~CTJ~N RlC(~AVLTHl T~AT ~EPRFSENTS THE VARIA-
C TION nF REFRACTIVE INCEX OF ThE FIL~ WITH WAVELENGTH, THE ~ESULT-

C lNG POLYNCt-'IAL IS PLOTTED AL(~G WIT~ THE SfVE~AL INPUT VtLUFS AS A 
C CHECK Dr-, HE ACCUfd'.CY OF HE MFThGD OVER. THE HITIRE VISIALE RA"JGE. 
c 

CALL LS,POliW,VLTH,PI,W,RFSID,MI,S,ltAI,~I,~Ol 
OG 405 I=l,tJI 
wAVL TH( I l =1\AVLTHI ll*4COO. 

405 CCNTt NUE 
XMIN=30CO. 
X"AX=SOOO. 
YMIN=l.~O 
YMAX=l.40 
CALL CCGRIC(5,1C,6HLAeELS,lO,lOl 
CALL CCFLOTIWAVLTH,RI,MI,6HNOJOIN,6,ll 
T~Vl.TH C l I =3800. 
I)Q 30 J=.l' u 
TRICJl=RIC1T~VLTHIJII 
TWVLTHCJ+li=T~VLTHIJI+lOO. 

30 CCNTINUE 
CALL CCPLOTIT~VLTH,TRI,40,4HJCIN,O,ll 
CALL CCNEXT 
GC TO 4C7 

C CCEFFICIENTS FOR POLYNCtJlAL I~ FUNCTION RICCWAVLTHI THAT RFPRE-
C SENTS VARIATICN OF REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM WITH WAVELEMGTH-- I~ 

THE CASE THAT J~ST CNE RFFRAC~IVE INDEX rR PEFRACTCMFTER SCALF 
C READING ANC 1\AVELENGT~ IS I~ TH~ INPLT CARDS. 

406 8Ii1l=RIIU 
81121=0. 
RII3l=O. 
Rll4t=O. 
81151=0. 
81(61=0. 

407 CCNTINUE 
C K REFERS TO T~E ANGLE OF INCIDENCE WHICH CAN BE CHANGED IN INCRE~ 

C MENTS. 
DO 500 K=1,NTCT 
PHID(ll=AMN+IK-ll*STEPS-O.~*SFP 
PHIDC2l=AMN+IK-li*STFPS+0.5*SEP 
PI=3.141~92f53t 

C J REFERS TC T~E ~~VELENCT~. 

DC 399 J=1,81 
LAMBDA=3800.+50.*IJ-11 
DO 10 1=1,2 

C CCNVERSICN OF ANGLES FROM DEGREES TC RADIAN§. 
PHIIII=0.01745~~*PHIDCII 

C EQUATION IA-11 

c 
c 

PH I PR I J, II= AS IN ( ( 1. /RIC (LA~ ec A I I* SIN I PH I I I I ) I 
10 CCNT INUE 

C DIELECTRIC FILM REFLECTION EQUATICNSIWITH T~E PRESENT SIGN CONV~N-
C TION- AT NORMAL INCIDENCE T~E POSITIVE P-POL~RIZATION ~LECTRTC 
C FIELD VECTCRS OF THE INCIDENT AND REFLECTED LI~HT on NOT COUNCIDEI 
c 



c 
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TEMP1~COS(PHI(lll 
TEMP3=RICILAM8CAI*CUS(P~IPR(J,lll 

C EQUATTO~ 1~-21 
RL(J,li=ITE~Pl-TE~P31/(TEMP1+TEMP31 

R SQL ( J, 1 I= I RL I J, l I I **2 
TEMP2=RICILAMeOAI*CCSIPHII211 
TEMP4=CCS(PHIPR(J,211 

c 

c. 
c. 
c. 
c 

c 
c. 
c 
c -~ 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

150 

151 

152 
153 

399 

587 

EQUATICN (A-31 
Rl(J,21=(TFMP2-TFMP41/(TEMP4+TF~P21 

RSQL{J,21=1FLIJ,211*~2 

SEPARATION OF REFLECTICN COEFFICIENT AND PHASE CHANGE AT GAS-FILM 
TNTERFACE. ~=1 FCR S-POLARIZEO LIGHT, M=2 FOR P~POLARIZEO LIGHT 

0(' 153 M=l,2 
lf(RLlJ,MII 150,151,1~2 

DELDIJ,MI=PI 
Rl(J,M)=""Rl{J,IIII 
GC TO 153 
DELD(J,MI=2.*PI 
GO TO 153 
DElD( J, M 1=2 •*PI 
.CCNTI NUE 
lf(MI.EQ.11 GO TO 587 
CCNTINUE 
GO TO 591 
CONTINUE 
ON THE CCNDITICN TH~T CNLY CNE RfFRACTIVE INDEX OR REFRACTOMFTFR 
SCALE READING IS ON T~E INPUT CARDS FOR THE FILII', THE FCLLQ~JNG 
VALUES ARE CONSTANT AND CAN ~E SET EQUAL TO THE FIRST SET OF VAL
UES CALCULATED FCR LAMBCA=3800. T~IS IS onNE TC AVOID UNNECESSARY 
CALCULATICNSo 
DC 633 M=l,2 
DO 6.32 J=l,8l 
P~IPR(J,MI=PHIP~Il,~l 

OELD(J,IIII=DELCil,llll 
Rl(J,MI=RLI1,MI 
RSQUJ,MI =I<SQLil,llll 

·632 CCNT IIIIUE 
633 CONTINUE 
591 CCNTINUE 

SECTION TO CALCULATE METALLJC REFLECTICN COFFFICIENT FOR S-POlAR
IZEDIM=ll AND P-POLARIZEOIII/=21 LIGHT. EQUATICN FOR THE VARIATION 
OF THE COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INOFX WITH 'JAVFLENfJTH IS INCLUDEr>. COM
PLEX REFRACTIVE INOF.X=TNA+l(TKAI. 

DC 400 J=1,81 
LAMBDA:3800.+50.*1J-1J 
TNA(JJ:CN1+CN2*(LAMBOA-3800.1 
TKA(JI=CKl+CK2*(LAMP.OA-3800ol 
TN=TNA(JI 
TK=TKAIJI 
DO 123 M=1,2 
SX=SIN(PHtPR(J,~II 
CX=COSIPHIPR(J,~II 

TX=SX/CX 
THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSIONS FOR A ANC B ARE EQUIVALENT TO FGUATIONS 
( A-4 I AND (A- 5 I • 

... 

• 



.• 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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TfMP1:1TN**2-TK**~-RJCILAMRCA1*.2*SX**21**2+4.~TN**2*TK*•2 
TFMP2:TN**2-TK~*2-RICILA~RCAI**2*SX**2 
TEMP3:2•*~1C(LA~BOAI**2 

110 

112 
114 

116 

118 

120 
121 

125 

124 
126 

ASQ=(SQRT(TEMP1l+TE~P21/TEMP3 

lf(ASQI 110,112,112 
A=O. 
GO TO 114 
A=SQRT(ASQI 
BSQ=(SQRTITEMP11-Tf~P21/TEMP3 
I F ( B S.Q I 116 ,ll 8 ,1 1 8 
B=O. 
GO TO 120 
B=SCRT(BSQI 

ECUATIQNS (A~~~ A~D (A~71- REFLECTICN COEFFICIENTS AT METAL-FILM 
INTERFACE AND fQUATIONS IA-81, (A-9) ANO IA-101- PHASE CHANGE AT 
METAL-FILM JNTFFFACE FOR S AND P LIGHT. 

lf{M.f0.1l 121,122 
RSQ(J,11=1ASQ+BSQ-2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI/(ASQ+BSC+2.0•A•CX+CX*CXI 
lf(RSO(J, 111 125,124,124 
R(J,I):O. 
GO TO 126 
R(J,11=SCRTIRSC(J,1ll 
CONTINUE 
TEMP1=2 •*P.*CX 
TfMP2=ASO+BSQ-C)*CX 
bfL(J,li~ATANl-TEMP1/TEMP21 
lflDELCJ,111 127,127,123 

127 OEL(J,1l=DEL(J,l)+P1 
GO TO 123 

.122 TEMP1=1ASQ+BSQ-2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI/IASQ+~S0+2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI 
RSQ(J,21=TEMPl*(ASQ+BSQ-2.0*A*SX*TX+SX*SX*TX*TXI/lASQ+BSQ+2.0*A*SX 

X*TX+SX*SX*TX*TXI 
IFCRSO(J,211 128,130,130 

128 RCJ,2)=C. 
GC TO 132 

130 R(J,21=SQRTCRSQ(J,211 
132 CONTINUE 

TEMP1=2.0*B*SX*TX 
TEMP2:AS0+8SO-SX*SX*TX*TX 
OOEL=ATANI-TE~Pl/TEMP21 
lf(COEll 135,13l:,l3l: 

135 OOEL=DDEL+Fl 
136 CONTINUE 

TEIW!P1=2.0*B*CX 
TEMP2=ASQ+BSQ-CX*CX 
TEMP3=ATANI-TE~P1/TFMP2l 
IFCTEMP3l 145,145,146 

145 TE~P3=TEMP3+Pl 
146 OfL(J,2l=TE~P3+DDEL 
123 CCNTINUE 

lfi(CN2.EQ.O.Ot.ANO.(CK2.EQ.O.Ol.ANC.(MI.EQ.11l GO TO 595 
400 CONTINUE ' . , . 

GC TO 596 
595 CONTINUE 

C ON THE CCNDITIGNS THAT CNLY CNE PEFRACTIVF INDEX OP REFRACTOMETER 
~ SCALE READING IS ON ThE INPUT CARDS AND THE COMPLEX R!FRACTIVE 
C INDEX Of T~E ~ETAL SUBSTRATE IS CrNSTANl, THE FOLLOWING VALUES ARE 
C CONSTANT AND C~N BE SET EQUAL TO THE FI~ST SET Cf VALUES CALCULA-
C T~D FOP LAMBOA:3800. T~IS [5 onNE lO AVOID UNNECESSARY CALCULATIONS. 

00 597 fl=1,2 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

DO 598 J=l,61 
OELCJ,~I~DEL(l,~l 
R.(J,MI=R(l,MI 
R SQ ( J, M I =R S C ( 1 1 ft I 

598 CONTINUE 
597 CCNTINUE 
596 CONTINUE 
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SECTION rd CALCULATE T~E RELATIVE A~OUNTS OF THF TH~Ef TPISTI~ULUS 
PRIMARIES I~ THF kF.FLECTFC llGHT ANC THF CHRC~ATICITY COORDINATES. 
EQUATIONS IA-121 TH~OUG~ IA-191 REPRESENT THF CALCULATICNS I~ THIS 
SECTION. J REFERS T~ T~E WAVFLE~CT~, L TC THE FIL~ THICKNESS ~NO 
M TO S(M=ll AND RC~=21 POLARIZED LIGHT. THE ~AVELfNGTHS USED ARE 
THOSE FCR WHICH T~E DISTRIRUTION COEFFICIENTS iRF ~NOWN. 

DO 212 ~=1,2 
PRINT 31 1 FILM1 1 fiL~2,FIL~3,FILM4,SBSTRAl,SB~TRA2 
PRINT 46 
PRINT 45,CNl,CN2,CKl,CK2 
RID=RICC51392el 
PRINT 47,RIC 
PRINT 48 
PRINT 12,SCURCEl,SnURCE2 
IF( M.EQ.U 311, 312 

311 PRINT S,PHICI~I 
GO TO 313 

312 CCNTI NUE 
PRINT 9 1 PHICCMI 

313 PRINT 914 
no 211 L= 1.1000 
CAPX=O. 
CAPY=O. 
CAPZ=O. 
THK=THKINC*IL-li+TMN 
IFCTHK.GT.TMXI GO TO 515 
DO 213 J=l, 81 
lAMBDA=3ij00.+50.*!J-ll 
DELT=4eO*PI*RICILAM80AI*THK*CCSCPHIPR(J 1 ~1l/LAMBOA 
TfMP1=2.0*R(J,MI*Rl(J,MI*COSCOELT+OELO(J,~I-OEL(J,MII 
TEMP2=RSQCJ,MI+RSCLCJ,~I+TE~Pl 
TEMP3=l.O+RSQCJ 1 MI*RSQL(J,Ml+TE~Pl 
I NT=TEMP2/T EMP3 
X=INT*XBARCJI 
Y=INT*YP.ARCJI 
Z=INT*ZP.ARCJI 
CAPX=CAPX+X 
CAPY=CAPY+Y 
CAPZ=CAPZ+Z 

213 CCNTINUE 
ZUM=CAPX+CAPY+CAPZ 
LCWXCLI=CAPX/ZUtl 
lCWY ( Ll =CAP'f! Zl;M 
lGW Z=CAP Zl ZUM 

C THE PRINTED RESLLT IS IN T~E FOR~ OF THE RELATIVE AMOUNTS OF THE 
~ TRISTIMULUS PRIMARIES AND THE CHPC~ATICITY COORDINATES AND THE HUE 
C OF THE REFlECTED LIGHT AS A FUNCTION OF FIL~ THICKNESS. PROVISION 
C CAN BE MADE TO PREDICT WHITE POI~TS, BUT WAS NOT. TH~ SIZE OF THE 
C ACHROMATIC REGICN IS IN DOUBT. T~E GR~PHICAL RESUlT TS IN THF. 

. ' 
i 

• 
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FCRM OF A CURVE Of CHRO~~TICITY CCOPOTNATES ~S A ~UNCTION OF FTL~ 
THICKNESS CCNTATNEO WITHIN A CHPG~ATICITY OI~GPAM ~ITH LABELED HUE 
REGIONS CN THE ACUNOARIFS. T~~ lft~ELS ARE AT T~E DOMINANT W~Vf
LENGTHS CORRESPfNCING TQ T~F HUE NA~ES OF THE REGinNS. 

SLOPE=ILC~Yili-C.4~7451/Il8~XIli-C.447571 
lf((LOWX(LJ.LT.0.44757J.OR.ILOWYILJ.LT.0~407451l Gn TO 1200 
If(SLOPE.LE.0.710l ~RI~T 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWXILl~LOWYILI,LO 

xwz,o - -
IFISLOPE.GE.0.710) PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPL,L~~XILI ,LOWY(LI,LU 

XWZ,YELLCW 
GC TO 211 

1200 [f((LOWX(LioGToOo44757I.OR.(LCWYILl.LT.0.4074511 GO TO 1300 
lf(SLOPE.LE.-4.t86l PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWX(LJ,LOWY(LJ,l 

XOWZ,YF.LLGW 
IFISLOPE.GE.-4.t861 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,C4PZ,LCWXILJ,LOWYILJ,L 

xowz,G 
GC TO 211 

lJOO IFCCLOWXILI.GT.C.447~7J.nR~ILOWYILI.GT.C.4074511 GO TO 1400 
IFISLOPE.LE.O.l041 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWX(L),LOWYILI,LO 

xwz,G 
IF(1SLOPE.GE.0.104l.ANC.ISLCPE.LF.D.42111 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOWXILJ,LO~YILI,LOWZ,BG 

IFCISLOPE.GE.0.423l.AND.(SLCPf.LE.l.4231l PRINT 9l9,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 
XCAPZ,LOWX(Ll,LOhYILI,LOWZ,BLUE 

IFISLOPE.GE.1.423l PQJNT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPl,L8WXILI,LOWYILI,LO 
xwz,P 

GO TO 211 
1400 IFISLOPE.LE.-28.791 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ~LOWX(LI,LOWYILI,L 

XO~l,P 

IF(ISLOPE.GE.-28.79l.AND.ISLOPE.LF.-l~2gzJJ PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 
XY,CAPZ,LOWXILI,LO~YILI,LCWZ,PED 

IF(SLOPE.GE.-0.2921 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LQWXILJ,LOWYILI,L 
xowz,o 

211 CCNTINUE 
515 CONTINUE 

PPINT 75 
L=l-1 
X~IN=O.O 
XMAX=.SO 
YMIN=O.O 
YMAX=.90 
F~CTOR=100. 

CCX~IN=2. 
CCXMAX=lO. 
CCY~IN=l. 
CCYMAX=10. 
CALL CCGR1011t40,2,6HNCLBLS,1,45,21 
CALL FIXLRL(8,9,2,-1,-1) 
CALL CCLT~(2.,10.7,0,1,60HCHRCM4TICITY DIAGRAM. FILM THICKNESS IS 

X THE ONLY P~RAMETER.I 

IF(M.GT.1J GO TC 225 
CALL CCLTRI2~\lO.S,0,~,32HS-FOLARIZATIC~ CF INCIDENT LIGHTI 
GC TO 226 \ 

225 CALL CClTRt2.,lO.~,O,l~32HP-POLARIZATICN OF lNClOENT llGHTI 
226 CCNTINUE 

WRITE(98,1001 P~IDIMI 
CALL CCLTRI2.,1C.3,C,ll 
WRITE(98,1011 Fll~l,FILM2,FIL~3,FILM4,SBSTRA1,S~STRA2 

CALL CCLTRIZ.,lG.l,C,ll 
WRITEI98,102l T~~ 

'-
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CAll CCLTR(7.2r1C.7,G,ll 
WPITF(98,l03l T~X 

CALL CCLTR(l.2,1C.~,O,ll 
WRITE(98,104l T~KINC 

CALL CCLT~(7.2,1C.3,0,ll 
CALL CCLTR(5.<;,.z~,C,5.l~X) 

CALL CCLTR(l.25,5.4,Q,5,1HYI 
DC 899 N=l,l9 
CCX=Zo+BCRDX(~l*lO. 

CCY=l.+BORDY(NI*lC. 
WRITE (98, 623 l t:CLCR l( ~ l~,COUJR 2 ( N I 
CALL CCLTR(CCX,CCY,O,ll 

899 CONTINUE 
CALL CCPLCT(CPnFCX,CRCPCY,66,4HJCJ~,0,0I 
CALl CCPLOT(SCUNDX,BOUNDY,{'>,6HNOJCIN,6,ll 
CALL CCFLQT(LCWX,LOWY,L,4HJCIN,l,Ol 
CALL CCNEXT 

212 CCNTI ~UE 
500 CCNTINUE 

CAll CCEND 
67 FORMAT(2Fl0.4) 

100 FORMAT(*ANGLE OF INCICENCE=*F5.l,lXt*DEGRFES*I 
101 FCRMAT(4AlO,*CN A*,lAlO,*ELECTROCE*I 
102 FORMAT(*INITIAL TrlCKNESS=*,Fe.O,lX,*ANGSTRCMS*I 
103 FORMAT(*FINAL T~ICK~ESS=*oF6.C,lX,*ANGSTRO~S*l 
104 FORMAT(*THICKNF.SS INCRF.~ENT=•,F6.C,lX,*A~GSTRCMS*l 
623 FCRMAT(2A1Cl 

STOP 
HD 
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FUNCTIO~ RICC~A\LT~I 
C THIS FUNCTIO~ GIVES TbE REF~AfTIVE INDEX OF THE S~LUTION AT A 
C SPECIFIFO WAVELENGT~ USING A POLV~C~IAL CF ~ TER~S. 
c 
c 

c 
c 

CCMMON/RlCC~/P,~C 

DIMENSICN EC2CI 
REAL A 
A=WAVLTr 
C=O.O 
A=A/40u0. 
DC 601 1<=1,1\0 
C=C+-I"HKI*CA*•CK-1111 

601 CCI'\TINUE 
R IC=C 
RETUR~ 
H:D 

FUNCTION REFPXCCSCALE,kAVLTHI 
C THIS FU~CTICN C~LCllLATES HE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF THE SOLUTION FROf\4 
C THE SCALE REACII\GS OF TrE REFRACTOMETERCBAUSCH AND LOMB PPECISIC~ 
C REFRACTCMETER Wllr PRISM 749-11. A DIFFERENT PPISM WOULD REQUIRE 
C OIFFERE~T PRIS~ CONSTANTS• PC(Jio 
c 
c 

REAL NPRIS,PCC81,LA~B 
LAMB=WAVLTH/4COO. 
APRIS=O.Ol74533*68.0 
PC( ll=2.iC<;852!:i61 
PCCZI=-1.84£57256<;7 
PCC31=2.42034151t5 
PC(4)=-1.6347815115 
PCC51=0.56025~S<;7C 
P((61=-0.0773841103 
NPRIS=O. 
DC 701 J=l,o 
NPRIS=NPRIS+PCCJI*CLA~R**CJ-111 

701 CCNTINUE 
AMEAS=24.0-(2.0*SCALEl/3eO 
A~EAS=AMEAS*O.Cl74533 
ACALC=ASINCSI~CAMEASI/NPRISJ 
APRIM=APRIS-ACALC 
REFRXC=SINCAPRI~I*NP~IS 
RFTURN 
END 
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Table III. Corres~rxience between two sets of hue ~s. * 
1964 ·c.I.E. chromaticity diagram. 

Hue Narre 

blUish purple 

purplish blue 

blue 

greenish blue 

blue geen 

bluish gr"een 

green 

yellowish green 

yellow geen 

greenish yellow 

yellow 

yellowish orange 

orange 

reddish orange 

red 

purplish red 

red purple 

reddish purple 

purple 

bluish purple 

purplish blue 

Dominant 
Wavelength 

454 

476 

485 

490 

495 

508 

545 

565 

573 

578 

583 

592 

606 

454 

X 

0.196 
0.162 
0.147 
,0.130 
0.091 
0.061 
0.045 
0.035 
0.021 
0.013 
0.007 
0.0065 
0.038 
0.207 
0.313 
0.409 
0.447 
0.481 
0.497 
0.514 
0.527 
0.539 
0.555 
0.575 
0.599 
0.621 
0.650 
0.683 
0.687 
0.645 
0.593 

. 0.541 
0.453 
0.379 
0.335 
0.294 
0.257 
0.215 
0.196 
0.162 
0.147 

y 

0.027 
0.022** 
0.043 
0.077 
0.173 
0.272 
0.328 
0.377** 
0.440 
0.511** 
0.562 
0.616 
0.782 
0.766 
0.681 
0.591 
0.553** 
0.519 
0.503 
0.486 
0.473 
0.461 
0.445** 
0.425 
0.401 
0.379 
0.350** 
0.317 
0.264 
0.243 
0.218 
0.193 
0.151** 
Q.ll5 
0.094 
0.074 
0.056 
0.036 
0.027 

. 0.022** 
0.043 

Fhotogmphic 
Hue Narre 

blue 

blue green 

green 

yellow 

orange 

red 

purple 

'!he ninet~tp hue riames ani dominant wavelengths are those suggested 
by Kelley. ·ComPlementary wavelengths for nonspectral colors are 
not shown here, since Kelley listed them for the 1931 C.I.E. 
chromaticity d~. The 1964 C.I.E. chromaticity coordinates 
represent either the dominant wavelength or the intersection of 
dividing lines between hue regions with the boundary of the diagam. 
The chromaticity coordinates for the nonspectral hues had to be 
estimated from the 1931 C.I.E. chromaticity diagr-am in Kelley's 
article. The condensed list of hue ~s is for use in photographic 
work • 
•• Intersections of d1 viding lines between hue regions (condensed list) 
with the boundary of the diagr"am. 

' ' 
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THESE ARE CARDS FOR THE 1964 C.I.E. CHROMATICITY DIAGRAM TO DETER
MINE 'THE HUE OF LIGHT FROM THE CHROMATICITY COORDINATES. THEY 
MUST ~E USED ALONG WITH THE DATA CARDS FOP THE 1964 C.I.E. CHROMA
TICITY DIAGRAM AND SOURCE A. THEY REPLACE THE SECTION PRECEDING 
THE CARll WITH REFERENCE NUMBER 211 IN THE PROGRAM •. THE 0 IAGRAM IS 
DIVIDED INTO 7 HUE.REGIONS. 

SlOPE=CLOWY(LJ-0.4059311lLOWXILI-Oo451171 
IFCCLOWXCLI.LT.0.45117I.OR.CLOwYCLI.LT.0.4059311 GO TO 1200 
IF (SLOPE .LE .0.3761 PRINT 919, THK, CAPX,CAPY ,CAP Z ,LOW XI U ,LOWY( U ,LO 

xwz,o 
IFISLOPE.GF.0.3761 PRINT 919,T~K,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWXILI,LOWYCLI,LO 

XWZ ,YELLOW 
GO Tf1 211 

1200 IF((LOWXCLI.GT.0.45117I.OR.CLOWY(LI.LT.0.4059311 GO TO 1300 
IFCSLOPE.LE.-35.271 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,C4PY,CAPZ,LOWXlli,LOWYlLI,L 

XOWZ, YELLOW 
IFCCSLOPE.GF.-35.271.ANO.CSLOPE.LE.-0.24JII PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 

XY,CAPZ,LOWXCLI,LOwY(Lt,LOW7.,G 
IF(SLOPE.GE.-0.2401 PRINT 9l9,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWXlLI,LOWYCLJ,L 

XOWZ,BG 
GO TO 211 

1100 IFC(LOWX(Lt.GT.0.45117I.O~.CLOWYlLI.GT.0.4059311 GO TO 1400 
IFCSLOPE.LE.O.Ot91 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWXILI ,LOWYCU,LO 

XWZ ,AG . . 
IFClSLOPE.GE.0.0691.AND.lSLOPE.LE.1o3Z711 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOWX(LI,LOWY(li,LOWZ,BLUE 
lF(SLOPE.GE.l.3271 P~INT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWXILI,LOWYlLI,LD 

xwz,P 
GO TO 2ll 

1400 IF(SLOPE.LE.-139.311 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWX(LJ,LOWYCLI, 
XLOWZ,P 

IFllSLOPE.GE.-139.311.AND.,SLOPE.LE.-0.28111 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CA 
XPY,C4PZ,LOWX(LI,LOWYCLI,LOWZ,RED 
IFlSLOP~oGE.-0.2811 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWX(LI,LOWY(Litl 

xowz,o 
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T~ESE ARE CARCS FQ~ T~E 1~64 C.l.E. C~POMATICITY OIAGPAM T~ D~TER~ 
MINE THE HUE GF liGHT FR1M T~F C~Rn~ATICITY C00RDtNATES. THEY 
MUST BE USED ALONG WITH THE DATA CAqDS FO~ T~E 1964 C.I.E. CHPOMA
TIC lTV Dl AGRAM AND SGliRCE A. THEY REPLACE THE SJ:CT tON PRECEOI r--JG 
THE CARD ~lTH ~EfERENCE NUMBER 211 IN THE PROGRAM. THE DIAG~AM IS 
DIVIDED INTO 19 HUE REGICNS. 

SLCPE=ILCWY(Ll-C.405G3l/CLO~XCLI-0.451171 
IFIILOWXILI.LT.0.45ll7I.OR.ILCWYILl.LT.0.40593ll GO TO 12•)0 
IFISLOPE.LE.O.l~41 PRINT 9lQ,TH~rCAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LCWXILI,LO~Y(LI,LC 

xwz,o 
lf((SLOPE.GE.O.l~4).ANC.CSLOPE.LE.~.b2811 PRINT 9l9 9 THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOWX(LI,LC~YILI,LOkZ,Y~O 
TFIISLOPE.GE.O.b28l.AND.(SLOPE.LE.l.275ll PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LO~X(Ll,LC~YillrLCWZ,YELL1W . 
lf((~LCPE.CE.l.215l.AND.ISLOP~.LE.3.7951l PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LO~X(Ll,LC~Y(LI,LC~Z,G~Y 
lf(SLOPE.~E.3.7951 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWX(Ll,LOWY(Litl0 

XWZ,YG 
GO TO 211 

1200 lf((LCWXILI.GT.0.45117l.OR.(LGWY(Ll.LT.C.40593ll GQ TO 1300 
IFISLOPE.LE.-4.3861 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOwXILI,LOWYILitl 

XOWl,YG . . 
lf((SLOPE.GE.-4.386I.ANC.ISLCPE.LE.-1.4751l PRI~T 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 

XY,CAPZ,LOWX(Ll,LOWYILI,LGWZ,Y~G 
IF((SLOPE.GE.-1.4751.ANC.(SLOPE.LE~-0.47211 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 

XY,CAPZ,LOwX(L),LOWYCllrLCWZ,G 
IFICSLOPE.GE.-0.4721.ANC.ISLCPE.LE.-J.24011 PRINT 9l9,THK,CAPX,CAP 

XY,CAPZ,LOWXIL),LOwYCLitlOWZ,BHG 
IFISLOPE.GE.-0.2401 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LnWk(LitlOWY(LI,L 

xowz,eG 
GC TO 211 

1300 lf((LOWX(Ll.GT.0.45117I.OR.(LOWY(LI.GT.0.405931) GO TO 1400 
IF(SLOPE.LE.0.069) PRINT 919,THK,C~PX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWX(LI,LOWY(LI,LO 

xwz,aG 
. lf((SLOFE.GE.O.C69l.A~D.CSLCPE.LE.0.343ll PPINT 919,T~K,CAPX,CAPY, 
XCAPZrLOWX(Ll,LCWY(LI~LCWZ,G~B 

If((SLOPE.GE.0.3431.ANO.CSLCPE.LE.1.02411 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,C~PY, 
XCAPZ,LO~X(ll,LG~Y(L),LOwZ,ALU~ 
[f((SLOPE.GE.1.0241.A~D.(SLCPE.LE.1.32711 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOwX(LI,LOwY(LI,LOWZ,PHB 
IFCISLOPE.GE.lo3271.AND.(SLOPE.LE.l.5i911 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LO~XILI,LC~YILI,LCWZ,~HP 
IFI(SLOPE.GE.l.52qi.~ND.ISLOPE.LE.2.1321l PRINT 919,THK,CAOX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOWX(LI,LO~YIL),LO~l,P 
IF((SLOPF~GE.2.1321.AND.(SLOPE.LEo4el4411 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY, 

XCAPZ,LOWX(LI,LOWY(L),LCwZ,RHP 
IFISLOPE.GE.4.1441 PRINT 919,THKrCAPX,CAPYrCAPZ 9 LOWX(ll,LOWYCLl,LO 

XWZ,RP 
GG TO 211 

1400 IFCSLOPE.LE.-2.3711 PPINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPV,CAPZ,LOWX(LI,LOWY(LI,L 
XOWZ,RP 

lf(($LOPE.GE.-2.37li.AND.ISLOPE.LE.-O.R35ll PRINT 919rTHK,CAPX,CAP 
XY,CAPZ,LOWX(L),LOWY(L),LOWZ,P~R 

IF!!SLOPE.GE.-0.8351.ANC.CSLOPF..LE.-0.38411 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAP 
XY,CAPZ,LOWX(LI,LCWYILI,LOWZ,RED 
IFICSLOPE.GE.-0.384).A~O.CSLOPE.LE.-O.l58ll PRINT 9l9~THK,CAPX,CAP 

XY,CAPZtLOWX(LI,LOwY(lltLCWZ,RHO 
IFISLOPE.GE.-0.1581 PRINT 919,THK,CAPX,CAPY,CAPZ,LOWXILI,LOWYILI,L 

xowz,o 
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THESE ARE TH 0 A T A C A R D S FOR THE 1964 c.I.E. (1-'R,...,ATIC.ITY I) I AG~ AlA 

THAT DC NGT. V flf<Y FRCf.' PFCGRJW TO f:'~CGRAM.; (CAP OS A- 211 ) 

CCLIJ~I\:S 

1-10 11-20 21-30 
,. 

CARD 8 c.coc1 o.oooc 0.0003 
0.0003 o.oooo 0.0014 

XB AR ( I I, veARCII o.col3 0.0002 O.CC56 
Al\:0 ZBARCII 0.0042 c.0005 o.c1c;o 

c.o123 o.C•113 o.o!J56 
c.o3oa 0.0032 0.13<;9 
C.0658 C.C068 0.3025 
C.ll92 0.0123 0.5567 
o. 188 7 0.0197 o.ec;74 
0.2651 0.0295 1.2843 
Co34ll o. 0420 1.6840 
0.4187 0.0581 2.1053 
0.4839 0.0783 2.4810 
o. 524 2 0.1013 2.7462 
0.5390 0.1301 2.9004 
.0.5337 0.1654 2.9574 
0.5024 0.2130 2.c;oc6 
0.45CO 0.27Co 2.7534 
0.3685 0.348Q 2.4820 
0.2646 0.4398 2.0606 
0.1707 0.5377 1.6370 
0.0<;22 C.6677 1.2786 
0.0384 o. 8033 O.'i838 
0.0127 o.c;an 0.7554 
0.0100 1.2120 0.5747 
0.0426 1. 4694 0.4402 
0.1089 1o 7611 0.32~1 

o. 2173 2.0865 0.2501 
0.3750 2.4269 0.1934 
0.5761 2.7418 0.1435 
0.8223 3.0431 o.1o6o 
1.1030 3. 3497 0.0747 
1.4231 3.6332 O. C517 
1.7742 3.8588 o.o:Ho 
2.1629 4.0491 0.0163 
2.610A 4.2338 C.C047 
3.Q<;S7 4.3822 o.cooo 
3.6l29 4.4713 o.ooco 
4.1383 4.5000 o.oooo 
4.6311 4.4558 o.coco 
5.1000 4. 3693 o.oooo 

~· 
5.5740 4.2837 o.oooo 
5.9828 4.15 82 o.oooo 
6.24<i7 3. <i692 o.oooo 
6. 373l 3.1326 o.oooo 
6.3505 3.4630 o.cooo 
6.1736 3.1632 o.oooo 
5.8480 2.8407 o.ooco 
5.4039 2.5123 o.ocoo 
4.8838 2.1G70 o.ooco 
4.2914 1.€78'7 o.oooo 
3.6308 1.5491 o.oooo 
2. 996 1 1.2481 c.occo 
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CCLUMNS 

1-10 ll-20 21-30 

2.4391 0.9950 o.ccoo 
1.9456 0.7803 o.oooo 
1.5127 Q.6J12 o. {)000 
1..1531 0.4556 o.cooo 
0.8647 0.3398 0.00(10 ., 
0.6386 0.2498 o.oooo 
0.4633 0.1809 o.oooo 
o. 3333 0.1296 o.oooo 
0.2371 0.0920 o.oooo 
0.1678 0.064<i o.oooo 
0.1183 0.0463 o.oooo 
C.Ofl36 0.0322 o.oooo 
0.0584 0.0230 o.cooo 
0.0413 0.0162 o.ooco 
0.0283 0.0109 o.ooco 
0.0203 0.0074 o.oooo 
0.0141 0.0056 o.oooo 
0.0095 o.ooJa o.oooo 
O.CC67 o.oo29 o.oooo 
Oo0049 0.0019 o.oooo 
o.roq C.C01C o.cooo 
0.0030 0.0010 o.oooo 
O.CC20 0.0010 o.oooo 
0.0010 o.oooo o.cooo 
0.0010 o. 000 0 1).0001} 
O.C010 c.oooo o.coco 
o.ooco o.oooo o.oooo 
o.cooo o.oooo o.oooo 

C.ARO 89 RE 0 
RfDDlSH ORANGE 

COLORl(N), CCLOR21f\) CRANGF 
YELLCI..JSH CR.ANGE 
YELLCW 
GR.HNISH YELLOW 
YELLOW GREEN 
YELLCW ISH GREEN 
GREfN 
BLUISH GREEN 
BLUE GREEN 
GREFNISH BLUE 
BLUE 
PUPPLI SH BLUE 
BLUISH PURPLE 
PUF< PLE 
PE11DIS11 PURPLE 
REO PURPLE 
P.URPLISH FlED " 

CARD 108 0.687 0.264 
,_, 

0.650 0.350 
BOROX(NI, BORDYINl o.59c; 0.401 

0.555 0.445 
0.527 0.473 
0.497 0.503 
0.44 7 0~553 
o. 313 0.681 
o.o38 0.782 
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CCLU~NS 

1-10 11-20 

0.007 0~562 

o. 021 c. 440 
0.04~ 0.328 
o.091 0.173 

" . o. 14 7 0.043 
0.196 0.027 
0.257 0.056 
0.335 0.094 
0.453 0.151 .. 0.593 0.218 

CARO 127 0.1813 0;.0197 
0.18C9 o.C195 

CROPOXINJ, CROPOY(Nl 0.1803 0.0194 
o. 17CJ5 o.c190 
0.1784 0.0187 
0.1771 0.0184 
0.1755 o·.o1s1 
0.1732 0.0178 
0.1706 0.01 H 
0.1679 C.Ol87 
0. 16 50 0.0203 
0.1622 0.0225 
0.1590 0.0257 
0.1554 0.031)0 
0.1510 0.0364 
0.1459 0.0452 
(1. 1389 0.0584; 
0.1295 0.0779 
0.1152 C.1090 
0.0957 0.1591 
o. 0728 0.2292 
0.04'::2 0.327!: 
0.0210 0.4401 
o. 0073 c.562'!: 
o.oC156 0.6745 
(;.0219 0.7526 
0.0495 0.8023 
0.0850 C.d170 
0.1252 0.8102 
0.1~64 0.7922 
0.2071 a. 7663 
0.2436 0.7399 
0.2786 0.7113 
c. 3132 0.6813 
0. 34 73 C.6501 
0.3812 0.6182 

•• 0.4142 0.5858 
0.4469 0.5531 
0.4790 0.5210 
0.50S6 0.4904 
0.5.386 0.4614 

p 0.5654 0.4346 
0.5<>00 0.4100 
0.6116 0.3884 
0.6306 0.3694 
0.6471 0.352<> 

. ' 
·.~: , .'~,. ', 1 ·, · · 11 , , 
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CCLU"'NS 

1-10 ll-20 

0.6612 0.3388 
o.t:731 C.326'> 
0.6827 0.3173 
C.68<;8 \). 3102 
0.6955 0.3045 " 0.7010 0.299~ 

0.7C59 0.2941 
o. 7103 0.2898 
0.7137 0.2863 
0.7156 0.2844. . .• 
o. 7168 c. 2832 
o. 7l79 0.2821 
c. 7187 o.2au 
0.7193 0.2807 

. 0.71SB 0.2802 
0.7200 0.2800 
0.7202 C.2798 
c.72CJ 0.2797 
0.7204 0.2796 
0.1813 c.C197 

CARD 193 O.OC65 0.616 
0.207 0.766 

BCUNOX(N), BCUNDY(I\) 0.409 o. 591 
0.481 0.519 
0. 514 0.486 
c.s3c; 0.461 
0.575 0.425 
0.621 0.379 
0.683 o. 317 
0.645 0.243 
0.541 0.193 
0.379 0.115 
0.2<i4 c.074 
0.215 0.036 
C.162 0.022 
0.130 o. 071 
o. 061 0.272 
0.035 0.371 
o.ou o. 511 
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'l•lol'i OI£L£CUIC FJLit ON A S"00tH, FLU N•2o07•144toltGI EL£CTROOE 

CO,.PL(I ~HII:ACTIV£ IN0£11 OF S1.'8STRATE IS HC•fi·ICKio H•Ch t•CNl H.AM80A•JIOO o) K•CilloCKliLiM8[A• JI!OO ol 

LA,.IICI IS TH£ MIVELENGTot BETWEEN :UOOo uc 1eoa. .. CH• Zo07GIUO CNZ• 0 oO 0D QOOO C11.t• looloOCCCOO CKZ• o. 0000000 

oe'FIUC'TtV;: INO!I OF FILM aT 91192 0 I 1'5 t. ~SOD 

UJSTIItUlUS AND CttROMUICITY 'IILUES lNO HUE Of FILl'' AS I FUNCTIOiil OF flltt THICICNESS 

I; 

SOUQCF A 

S FOU~IlUION INGLE OF INCIDENCE lS 7SoG 

Flllf THICKNESS CIPI CIP't' C&PZ LOWX LOMY L:OWZ HUE 

• 1lltlo1frt67 91.7153 :UoUitS ..... ,, .... , .. .a!O OED 

•• 180o!JIJ9 9loiJUij 32o561tl ..... ,, olt01S o11ttl9 OltiNG£ ... UfJo!11t!J 9lol6DII u.un oltlt77 olt07f olltltll ORANGE ... U'!otlU 91ol099 l2o]illo"7 ... ,.,. . ... , .l1t4t7 ORUIG£ 

••• 99.7998 CJa.ent UoU90 ..... ,, olt076 olltlt!l ORANGE ,., CJ9olt2n 90oltJIU llo996Z .ttttll olt016 olltltZ ORANGE ... '~'·"'' 'iO.DC!4E u.75ta ... u .. ... ,, al1t39 OIUNGE 

l~O ., ... , .. , n .... u Uo117U ..... ,, ... .,. .t~t;Jit QIUNGE ... Cl1.1lll1 U.U61i u.un oltlt91 altiiO olltZI OI'ANGE 

••• Cl?.t206 u.tn., JGoUU ..... 97 oiiDU o11tU ORUGE 

••• IJ6.t?ll? e7.noa l0ol615 .~tto~t olt016 o11t11 OIUNGE 

••• 95.2921 u.nu lcao!HZ7 olt!Ul olt09D .u98 ORANGE ... q ... un es.uu u.1101 .uzs .... ., .uu ORANGE 

••• Clt.76?1 n. ezo• Ua7U6 ...... 1 olt.lll .1317 OIUNGE 

100 9t.U55 ez. ta99 Z6olt79Z oltS6Z oltt13 .1321 ORANGE ... 890 Zio76 ao.zrr.!!lj Z1 .. 91t90 olt590 o'-127 .1283 QIUNGE ... 16.9U9 1J'o9:U3 z3.08Be ·•627 oltllt5 .1221 OIUNGE 

••• arr..3Zl2' 75.1727 Zlloii6U olo671 olt168 .us? ORANGE ... et.nu ?1.192'1 u. 3931 .to7l5 olol9Z .1073 ORANGE 

9~11 77.6111ot' Uo'a:JZ1 Uo8920 .•ea~~t oltZtZ o0911t ORANGE 

t'lllll 7l.5lZ6 &3.!661 llo 762! ... ,, .. olt211t .0912 ORANGE 

"to511 69.0221 5&.5U7 12olt6:U olt929 oltUl .1890 ORANGE 

1110 61tol2U !53.1676 12olllle olt91t8 oltlll .1949 ORANG£ 

U~ll ~8.9226 .. .,.1162 Uotll4t7 o1t'l12 .3981 .1107 ORANGE 

tZOII ~3.6011? •z.u2a l5•1l'U .... &06 o3U8 .uu ••• 
1250 lo!!.5llt1 38.90itlt 11'oltll17 olt£28 .31'12 .uu OED 

1301 ..... uH n.~'"' 19a?688 o4J91 .3637 .J.9f:8 PURPI..E 

1350 ltt.OI?IJ 36.0Zit6 21a98l3 oltllt6 o36U .zzu BLU'E 

tit!!') liJ. ?'501 37. 371t8 llo9ZU .3931 .J698 .2367 81.-UE 

tlo5!1 loO.Iolo62 "'· :u•• Uo'5697 • 3803 .J79J o21t01t 81.-UE GREEN 

uae .. 2.9'510 .......... , 26o9Z99 • 3757 alal'il .zn~o elUE GIIEEfl 

"~" ft7oOa11t lo'J. :U51 za.o..H .J78D ol96J .zzn SlUE GliEEfl 

1688 52oOOU !lloaUSIJ Z8o9JlZ .J&I!J .ltOU .ZlJIJ GiffEN 

1.~'i0 t;"'.ll161 '59olZJ9 29o6UO • lliZZ .11011 .2027 GFiiEEN 

t10G ~t.81l6 63.9223 Ja.29U aloiiiZ olt069 ol92e GREEN 

11150 6B.Ollt9 Uo0511J JOo781t8 ... Q76 olt079 .utt! GREEN 

tBIIO n.6'JD6 71.6808 Ji-le&e ... , .. , oltiU .1777 GREEN 

tno 76.8319 71oa8J.ft!l 31.!2011 olo19S ... an .1721 GREEN 

ll'lO eo ... l67 71'olt'l63 lto 71J21t oltZftO altO IS .1676 GllfEN 

t<;IIJ:Q u.s~oa6 79.7790 32o01116 oft271 .... a .. .l6J9 GREEN 

zoo~ e&.l%6 Uo117Z 3lot9ftli oltlf:7 ... oe-. .un I;RfEN 

20'50 8&.11623 83ol619 Jl• :U9Z olo33J oloiSJ .118ft GREEN 

2100 9C.l'IJZ e~o. 75&1 JZolt520 alt3Sit ... au .uu GREEN 

21!1'! qz.onz n.9~t!lt 3Zo5!U oft31'2 ... au .Uftf: GIIEEN 

221'/'t 93.ftlt36 86.9551 llo59!58 ... 387 .... oa:s .u~o GREEN 

2n11 91t.61t33 e7oU!57 :sz.noe oltltliQ oltOU .1517 GREEN 

ZJOtl qs.II,\U lllo51t8ft JZofll26 olltlt1Z olt08J .150!1 GAEEN 

2150 qf.!llo!l6 11'1.111.6 3Zo6J15 oltlol2 altO Sit ollt91t GREEH 

21100 q1.Z91o6 n.?col lZof961i ..... u .~ton .tlolll GREEN 

21t5(1 97o91Z9 9aoUU l2o5376 oltlt31J olt086 o11o15 GREEN 

zsoo 98 0 lo71tZ 91.5201 3Zolt!11t ....... 7 ... oaa olltUi GllEEN 

zno 98.9299 9a. 12&'1 ]2.33511 ..... , .. .~on a .1a.n GAEEN 

260!.'1 91J.3086 91.0790 u.uu altft62 oltD'IZ •. tltltf: GAEEN 

2650 99.6113 '11.27'5! Jto9'118 oltlo69 ... ,,, .11t36 G5EEH 

2710 9'1.8608 '11oloZ11o Jlo751'i oltlo77 olt099 .tltZit 'IEL\.0~ 

27'51) l!Dol)lo26 Ue'H97 Uolt6fl ..... ,, olt101t .11111 'tEI.lOM 

z•uo uo.t&lt2 91 •. 5716 31alllllt ..... ,, alt10'1 .1396 'tEl.LO~ 

2851'1 11!aoZ2!511 91."76 JDoUlf alt!IU oltU7 .u7e WEl\.0'-

29110 1tiD.2260 91.!3?1 30o0'16J. ... ua .• lolt6 .1317 Yfli..O~ 

ZU'I Ho.uu 'lloftltiJI!I Z'loftlU oltl32 oftl:Ja .uu YEl\.0~ 

Jtl(lft J.ert.DZ'Ie 9lo3091 za.S6'11 olt!llt9 oltlS2 .1299 Y lli..O~ 

JO!IO 99.8252 91oUitl 27offt78 olt569 olt1"10 .1261 'IEL\.OW 
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APPENDIX III. PROORAM ''MBINT" 

'lhis program corresponds to 'furney 's program ''MBINF". It should 

be noted that corrections and revisions have been nade. ''MBINT" 

calculates the multiple-beam intensity of light reflected from a 

dielectric film on a metal substrate as a function of both wavelength and 

film thiclmess. The wavelength is changed in increments of 50K through 

the spectrum, while the thiclmess can be varied in any desired increment. 

As in the program "HUE", one can include the variation of the optical 

constants with wavelength or employ a value at an intermediate wavelength. 

rrhe angles of incidence of the s and p polarizations can be the same 

or different. 

All the film thiclmesses at which a rnininrurn or ma.xinrurn of intensity 

occurs for each wavelength can be obtained from this program. A thiclmess 

difference, ~d, between successive rninina or between successive naxina 

can be derived from Fq. (A-ll). 'Ihe change in the optical path 

difference is equivalent to a change in phase difference of 2TI in 

Fq. (A-12). 

2n1 •l1d cos<P' =A 

A 
~d = .,-----,.~ 

2n1cos<j>' 

For each wavelength, the difference in film thicknesses at which a 

rna.xirrn.un and a rniriirrn.un occurs is an odd multiple of ~d/2. 'Ihus, in order 

to determine the thiclmesses at which the intensity maxima and minima 

occur for IIDnochronatic light, it is necessary to know only the value 

of ~d/2 and the thickness at which the first ma.xinrurn or rnininrurn occurs. 
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'Ihe output from this program can be used to determine the thickness 

of a film in white-light interference, if the ratio of reflected light 

to incident light is measured throughout the visible spectrum (spectral 

analysis) . The wavelengths at which rrrucima and minima occur in the 

spectrum are assigned a list of possible film thiclmesses based on the 

program output. One film thiclmess, corresponding to the spectral 

composition of the reflected light, is common to all lists. This approach 

is exact only if the refractive indices of the film and the substrate 

are constant. When the optical constants vary with wavelength, mono-

chrorratic intensity rrrucima and minima do not coincide with rrrucima and 

minima in the spectral intensity distribution. If the output is extensive 

enougtl to include the thiclmess of the film in question, the spectral 

intensity distribution (with respect to unit incident intensity) is given 

directly for comparison with the experimentally determined curve. Refer 

to the sarrple output, which follows the program. 

- A list of program variables and a description of the data input 

irrmediately follow. 

A,ASQ 
B,BSQ 

Variable 

CKl,CK2 
CNl,CN2 

ex 

Variables in Program ''MBINT" 

Symbol 

cos<f>' 

Description 

Intermediate variables to calculate 
amplitude reflection coefficients 
and phase changes (interface 1), 
Eq. (A-4) and (A-5) •. 

k = CKl + CK 2 (A - 3800) . 
n = CNl + CN2 (A- 3800). 
Coefficients for a linear approxi
mation of the complex refractive 
index of the substrate, n = n - ik. c 

COS(PHIPR(J,M)) 

' I 



Variable 

DDEL 

DEL(J,l),DEL(J,2) 

DELD(J,l),DELD(J,2) 

DELT 

DELTA 

FIIMl,FIIM2, 
FTIM3,FTIM4 

INT(L) 

LAMBDA 

PHI(l),PHI(2) 

PHID(l),PHID(2) 

PHIN 

PHIPR(J,l),PHIPR(J,2) 

R(J ,1) ,R(J ,2) 

RSQ(J,l),RSQ(J,2) 

Symbol 

b(rad) 
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ol·· '61 (rad ) ,s ,p . 

o
3 

,o
3 

(rad) ,s ,p 

o(rad) 

M(_a) 

I 

<l>(rad) 

<l>(deg) 

<l>(deg) 

<1>' (rad) 

rl ,rl ,s ,p 

2 2 
rl ,rl ,s ,p 

Description 

Relative phase change, o1 - o1 s 
(interface 1), Eq. (A-9).'P ' 

Phase change'for sand p polari
zations (interface 1), Eqs. (A-8) 
and (A-10). 

Phase change for s and p polari- . 
zations (interface 3). 

Phase change associated with an 
optical path difference in the 
film, Eq. (A-12). 

Difference in film thickness at 
which successive intensity minima 
or successive intensity maxima occur. 

Name of film to appear in output . 

Relative intensity of reflected 
light in multiple~beam inter
ference, Eq. (A-13). 

Wavelength that is used in increments 
of soJ\. 

Angle of incidence for s and p 
polarizations (interface 3). 

Angle of incidence for s and p 
polarizations (interface 3) • 

Nbminal angle of incidence between 
s and p polarizations (interface 3). 

Angle of refraction for s and p 
polarizations (interface 3), 
Eq. (A-1). Also~ angle of 
incidence (interface 1). 

Amplitude reflection coefficient 
for s and p polarizations 
(interface l), Eqs. (A-6) and (A-7). 

Refer to R(J,l) and R(J,2). 

l, 
• 
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Variable 

RI(N) 

RL(J ,1) ,RL(J ,2) 

RSQL(J,l),RSQL(J,2) 

SBS'IRAl ,SBSTRA2 

SCALE(N) 

SEP 

sx 

THK(L) 

THKINC 

'IMN 

TIV1X 

TNA(J),TN 
TKA(J), TK 

TX 

WAVLTH(N) 
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Symbol 

r3 ,r3 ,s ,p 

ll<f>(deg) 

sin<t>' 

d(A) 

M(A) 

n 
k 

tan<t>' 

Description 

Refractive index of dielectric 
film at a specified wavelength 

.. in the input. 

Amplitude reflection coefficients 
for s and p polarizations 
(interface 3), Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3). 

Refer to RL(J,l) and RL(J,2). 

Name of substrate to appear in 
output. 

Refractometer scale reading of 
liquid film material (Bausch and 
Lomb precision refractometer with 
prism 749-1). 

Separation between angles of 
incidence for s and p polarizations. 

SIN(PHIPR(J ,M)) 

Film thickness. 

Increment of change of film 
thickness. Not the same as 
DELTA. 

Initial film thickness. 

final film thickness . 

Real and imaginary parts of the 
complex refractive index of the 
metal substrate, nc = n - ik. 

SX/CX 

Wavelength associated with the 
variation of the refractive index 
of the film material with wave
length in the input. 
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Input for Program ''MBINT" 

Explanations of these input Variables have been given in the list . . 
of variables. 

Card Variable Units CollUJll1 and Forrrat 

l SBSTRAl, SBSTRA2 l-20,2Al0 

2 FIIMl ,FIIM2 l-40,4Al0 
FIT.M3 ,FIIM4 

3 CNl Dirrensionless l-lO,Fl0.7 

CN2 11P. ll-20,Fl0.7 

CKl Dirrensionless 21-30,Fl0.7 
0 

31-40,Fl0.7 CK2 1/A 

4 PHIN Degrees l-10,Fl0.6 

5 SEP Degrees l-lO,Fl0.6 

6 'IMN P. 1-lO,FlO.l 

'IMX jt .ll-20,Fl0 .1 

THKINC ~ 21-30,Fl0.1 

7* WAVLTH(N) ~ l-5,F5.0 

HI(N) Dimensionless 6-15,Fl0.5 

SCALE(N) Dirrensionless · 16-25 ,FlO. 5 
~' . 
' 8-20 . Saire as Card 7 

* See footnote for program "HUE". 
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PROGRAM MBINT liNPUT.OUTPUT.TAPE 98• PLOT. TAPE 99=PLOTt 

C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INTENSITY OF REFLECTED LIGHT FROM A 
C DIELECTRIC FIUHNON-ABSORBINGt COVERING A METALIABSORBINGt SUR-
e FACE. FOR A SPECIFIED ANGLE OF INCIDENCE. THE INTENSITY OF RE-
t FLECTEO LIGHT IS A PERIODIC FUNCTION OF FILM THICKNESS AT EACH 
C WAVELENGTH. AS WELL AS BEING A PERIODIC FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH AT 
C EACH FILM THICKNESS. FROM ONE MAXIMU~ OR MINIMUM OF INTENSITY AT 
C EACH WAVELENGTH• ONE CAN CALCULATE All THE THICKNESSES FOR WHICH 
C THERE IS A MAXIMUM OR A MINIMUM AT ~HAT WAVELENGTH. THE VALUE TO 
C BE USED FOR THIS PURPOSE IS CALCULATED FOR.EACH WAVELENGTH. THE 
C VARIATION OF OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF BOTH THE FILM AND SUBSTRATE WITH 
C WAVELENGTH IS INCLUDED IN THE CALCULATIONS. 
c 
c 

c 
c 

REAL PHID(2t.PHI(2t.PHIPRC81.2t.TNA(81J.TKA(81J.RSQC81•2J.R(81.2J• 
XDELC81.2t.RLC81.2J.RSOL(81.zt.DELDl81.2J.LAMBDA.INTClOJ.tHKl10J 
DIMENSION WAVLTHl50t.Ril50t.W(50t,RESIDI50t.Sl1t.AII20.6t•Bil20t• 

XTWVLTHl52t,TRIC52J.SCALEl50J 
COMMON/RICOM/ Bii NO , 
COMMON/CCPOOL/XMIN.XMAX.YMIN.YMAX.CCXMIN.CCXMAX.CCYMIN.CCYMAX 

1 FORMATC2A10J 
2 FORMATC4A10t 
3 FORMAT(4F10.7J 
4 FORMATCF 10.61 

22 FORMATI3Fl0.1J 
8 FORMAT(10Xt*S POLARIZATION*t5X,*ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IS*t2X.F4.1.1/t 
9 FORMAT(lOX,•P POLARIZATION*,5X•*ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IS*•2X.F4.l.IIJ 

18 FORMAT(F5.0.ZF10.5J 
31 FORMATllOX,4AlO.•FILM ON A SMOOTH. ~LAT*,2AlO•*!LECTRODE*I 
41 FORMATC10X.•INTENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH AND FILM THICKNE 

XSS*tl II J 
42 FORMATI10X.*DELTA OR A MULTIPLE THEREOF AT EACH WAVELENGTH IS THE 

XOIFFERENCE IN FILM THICKNESS BETWEEN*) 
43 FORMATC*TWO MAXIMA OR TWO MINI~A OF INTENSITY. DELTA/2.0 OR AN OD 

XD MULTIPLE THEREOF IS THE DIFFERENCE IN FILM*J 
44 FORMATC*THICKNESS BETWEEN A MAXIMUM AND A MINIMUM OF INTENSITY•*•/ 

X//J 
46 FORMAT(10X.*COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE IS NC=N-ICKJ. 

XN=CN1+CN2(LAMBDA-3BOO.t K=CK1+CK21LAMBDA-3800.t*t 
45 FORMATUOX•*LAMBDA IS THE WAVELENGTH BETWEEN 3800. AND 7800. A. 

XCN1=•,F10.7,• CN2=*•Fl0.7,• CK1=* 1 Fl0.7,* CK2=* 1 Fl0.7 1 1/J 
47 FORMATClOX•*REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM AT 5892. A IS*,F7.4,1/t 
75 FORMAT(lH1,/It 

710 FORMATC3X,*FILH THICKNESSCAI*,3XrlOF10.0,//) 
712 FORHAT(13Xt*WAVE-*I 
713 FORMATC*DELTA(A)*0 3X,*LENGTHCAI* 1 1//) 
714 FORHATC1X,F6.1,6X,F5.0,5X,10Fl0.41 

C INPUTS ARE Ill THE METAL SUBSTRATE, 121 THE FILM, C3t FOUR COEFF-
C ICIENTS FOR A LINEAR APPROXIMATION OF THE COMPLEX INDEX Of REFRAC-
t TION OF THE METAL SUBSTRATE, (4) THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, (5) THE 
C ANGULAR SEPARATION BETWEEN THE INCIDENT P AND S-POLARIZED LIGHT, 
C 161 THE INitiAL AND FINAL VALUES OF THE FILM THICKNESS AND THE 
C INCREMENT, (71 THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OR REFRACTOMETER SCALE READING 
C FOR THE FILM AT UP TO 14 WAVELENGTHS. 
c 
c 

READ l,SBSTRAl,SBSTRA2 



READ 2,FILM1,FILM2,FIL~3,FIL~4 
RfAD 3,CNl,CN2rCK1rCK2 
READ 4, FHIN 
RE'AD 4,SEP 
READ 22~TMN,TMX,T~KINC 
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C EITHF.P. 1 OR MANY VALUES OF THE R:FRACTIVE INDEX OR REFRACTGMET~R 
~ SCALE READINGS FJ~ THE FILM OVER THE VISIALF RANGE CF LIGHT SH~~LO 
C BE ON THE l~PLT CARCS. 

DC 401 N=1r 14 
READ 18,~AVLTM(~),RJ(~J,SCALE(~I 
IF (WAVLTHINI.~Q.OJCO.I GO TO 402 

401 CCNTINUE 
402 MI=N-1 

NG=6 
C ENTER PI(NI OR HAVE IT CALCULATE~ FRO~ T~E RF.FRACTCM:TER Sr.ALE 
C READING. 

OC 403 "=1r~l 
If (RICNI.EQ.C.CI RIINI=REFRXCISCALEINI,WAVLTHINII 
W(Nl=1.0 

403 CCNTINUE 
C IF THERE IS GNLY ONE INFUT CARO, THEN THAT REFRACTIVE INDEX IS 
C USED IN THE CALCULATICNS AS AN AVERAGE VALUE TO BE USED WITH EVERY 
C WAVELENGTH IN T~E PROGRAM. 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

IF (Ml.LT.21 GO TO 406 
OC 404 1=1rMI 
WAVlTH(II=WAVLTHCII/4000. 

404 CONTINUE 

LEAST SQUARE POLYNOMIAl FIT TO o:TERMINE THE CCEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
PCLYNOMIAL IN T~E FUNCTICN RICIWAVLTHI T~AT REPRESENTS THF VARIA
TION OF-REFRACTIVE INDEX OF THE FILM WITH WAVELENGTH. THE RESULT
I"G POLYNCMIAL IS PL8TTFD ALCNG WITH THF SEVERAL INPUT VALUES AS A 
CHECK ON THE ACCURACY OF THE ~ETHCO OVER THE FNTIRE VISIBL~ RANGE. 

CALL LSCPOL(WAVLTH,RirWrRESIC,~I,Sr1rAI,AirNOI 
00 405 1=1rMl 
WAVLTH(ll=~AVLTH(ll*40bO. 

405 CONTINUE 
XMIN=3000. 
X~AX=SOCO. 
YMIN=l.3 
YMAX=l.4 
CALL CCGRIDl5r10rtHLABELSr10rlOI 
CALL CCPLOT(WAVLTH,PI,~l,6HNOJQIN,6,11 
TloiVLTH(li=3COO. 
DC 30 J-=1,51 
TRI(JI=RIC(TwVLTH(J)) 
T~VLTH(J+lt=T~VLTH(Jt+lOO. 

30 CONTINUE 
CALL CCPLOTitwVLT~,TRI,50,4~JCINrOrll 
CALL CCEND· 
GC TO 407 

C COEFFICIENTS FOR POLYNOMIAL IN FUNCTION RIC(WAVLTHI THAT REPRE-
C SENTS VARIATION OF REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM WITH WAVELFNGTH-- IN 
C THE CASE THAT JLST CNE REFRACTIVE INDEX OR REFRACTOMETER SCALE 
C READING AND WAVELENGT~ IS I~ THE INPUT CARDS. 

406 B I Ul =R 1 (1 I 
Bl( 21=0. 
81(3)=0. 
Bll4t=O. 
81(51=0. 
BI(b)=O. 

• i 



.,_ 

4 2 

407 CONTINUE 
PI=3ol415S2c536 
PHIDfli=PHIN-O.S*SEP 
PHID(2)=PHIN+C.5*SEP 

0 8 
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C J REFERS TO T~t ~AVELFNGTH. 
o·o 3 9 9 J = 1 , a 1 
LAMBDA=380C.+50.*1J-11 
DC 10 1=1,2 

C CCNVERSIGN OF ANGLES FRCM OEG~EES Tr RADIANS. 
PH[(II=O.Ol74533*PHIDII I 

. C ECUATIO~ 1~-11 . 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c -. 
c 

PHIPR(J,I I=ASIN( ( 1./RICILAMBDAJ I*SINIPHII II II 
10 CCNTINUE 

DIELECTRIC FIL~ REFLECTICN EQUATICNSIWITH THE PP~SENT SIGN CONVEN
TION- AT NORMAL INCIDENCE T~E POSITIVE P-POLAPIZATIO~ ELECTRIC 
FIELD VECTCRS OF THE INCJOE~T AND REFLECTED LIG~T OC NOT COINCIDE) 

TEMP1=COS(PHI(lll 
TEMP3=RICILAMeDAI*COSIPHIPR(J,11 I 
EQUATION (A-21 
RL(J,11•1TEMP1-TEMP31/ITEMP1+TEMP31 
RSQLIJ,11=1RL(J,lll**2 
TEMP2=RICILAMBOAI*CCSIP~II211 
TEMP4=CGSIPHIPRIJ,2)1 
EQUATION IA-31 
~L(J,21=1TEMP2-TE~P41/ITEMP4+TEMP21 
RSQL(J,21=1RL(J,211**2 

SEPARATION JF REFLECTIC~ COEFFICIENT AND PHASE CHANGE AT GAS-FIL~ 
INTERFACE. M=1 FOR S-PCLARIZFD LJ~HT, M=Z FQR P-POLARIZFD L1GrlT 

DO 153 M=1,2 
IFIRL(J,~II 150,151,152 

150 OELD(J,MI=PI 
Rl(J,MI=-Rl(J,~I 

GO TO 153 
151 OfLC(J,MI=O. 

GC TO 153 
152 DELDIJ,M)=O. 
153 CCNTINUE 

(f(MI.EQ.11 GO TO 587 
399 CCNT INUE 

GO TO 591 
587 CCNTINUE 

C ON THE CCNOITIC~ THAT O~LY CNE REFRACTIVE INDEX OR REFRACTOMETER 
C SCALE READING IS ON T~E INPUT CARDS FCR THE FJL~, THE FOLLnWING 
C VALUES ARE CO~STA~T AND CAN eE SET EQUAL TO THE FIRST SET OF VAL-
e UES .CALCULATED FOR LAMBCA=38CO. THIS IS DONE TC AVOID UNNECESSARY 
C CALCULATJCNS. 

c 

DO 633 ~-=1,2 

00 632 J=l,81 
PHJPR(J,MI=PHJPP(l,~l 

DELOIJ,Ml=DELDil,~l 
Rl(J,M)=RU1,,) 
RSQL(J,,I=RSQLil,~l 

632 CCNTJNUE 
633 CONTINUE 
591 CCNTINUE 
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c 
C SECTION TO CALCULATE ~ETALLIC REFLECTION COEFFICIENT FOR S-POLAR-
C IZEOCM=1) AND P-POLARIZEOC~=ll LIGHT. EQUATI~N FOR THE VAPIATI~N 
C OF THE COMFLEX REfRt.CTIVE INDEX WITH WAVELENGT~ IS INCLUDED. fOM-
C P(EX REFRACTIVE I~OEX=TNA+l(TKAI. 
c 

c 
c 

.. 
c 
c 
c 
c 

110 

112 
114 

116 

118 

120 
121 

125 

124 
126 

DO 400 J=1,81 
LAMBOA=380C.+50.*CJ-ll 
TNACJI;CN1+CN2*CL~Meo•-38CO.l 
TKACJI=CKl+CK2*CLAMAD,-3BOO.I 

.TN=TNA(J) 
TK=TKACJI 
DO 123 M=l,2 
SX=SINCPHIPRCJ,~)) 
CX=COSCPHIPR(J,~II 

TX=SX/CX 
THE FOLLOWING E)PRE~SIC~S FdR A ANC e ARE ECUIVALENT TO EQUATIO~S 
( A-41 AND (A-51. 
Tf~P1=CTN**2-TK**2-RIClLA~eCAl**2*SX**21**2+4.*TN**2*T~**2 
TEMP2=TN**2-TK**2-RIC(LAMBOAI**2*SX**2 
TEMP3=2.*RICCLA~BCAI**2 
ASQ= ( SQRT (TEMP 11 +TE~P2) /TE~P3 
I~CASQ) 110,112,112 
A=O. 
GO TO 114 
A=SCRT(ASQ) 
BSQ=CSQRTCTEMP11-TE~P21/TEMP3 
IflBSQI 116,118,118 
8=0. 
GC TO 120 
B=SQRTIBSQI 

EQUATIONS CA-61 A~O CA-71- REFLECTICN COEFFICIENTS AT METAL-FILM 
INTERFACE AND EOUt.TIONS CA-81, (A-<H AND (A-101- PHASE CHANGE AT 
METAL-FILM INTER~ACE FOR S AND P LIG~T. 

IFCM.EQ.11 121,122 
RSQCJ,11=CASQ+B5C-2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI/lASQ+ASC+2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI 
IF( RSQ( J, 111 125, 124,124 
RCJ,l)=O. 
GO TO 126 
RCJ,11=SQRTCRSCCJ,111 
CONTINUE 
TEMP1=2.*B*CX 
TEMP2=ASQ+BSQ-CX*CX 
DELCJ,1l=ATANC-TE~Pl/TEMP21 
IFCDEL(J,lll 127,127,123 

127 DELCJ,1l=DELCJ,li+PJ. 
GC TO 123 

122 TEMPl=CASQ+BSQ-2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI/C4SQ+RSQ+2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI 
RSQ(J,21=TEMP1*lASQ+BSQ-2.0*A*SX*TX+SX*SX*TX*TXI/(ASO+BSQ+2.0*A*~X 

X*TX+SX*SX*TX*TX) 
IFCRSQ(J,2)) 128,130,130 

128 RCJ,ZI=O. 
GC TO 132 

130 R(J,2l=SQRTlRSQCJ,2)) 
132 CCNTINUE 

TE~Pl=2.0*B*SX*TX 
TFMP2:ASQ+BSQ-S)*SX*TX*TX 
DDEL=ATANC-TE~P1/TE~P21 
IFCDDELI 135,13~,136 

. 
• 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 

~ 

c 
c 

0 0 ~~ 
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135 DQEl=DDEl+PI 
136 Cf'INTINUE 

145 
146 
123 

400 

595 

598 
597 
596 

311 

312 

313 

TF.MP1=2.0*B*CX 
TfMP2=ASQ+BSQ-C~*CX 
TFMP3=ATANI-TE~Fl/TE~P21 

IF(TEMP31 145,145~146 
T EMP3=T EMP3 +PI 
D~L(J,21=TE~P3+DDfl 
CCNTJNUE 
IFIICN2.EQ.O.OI.A~O.ICK2.FQ.O.OI.ANC.IMI.EQ~111 Gn TO 595 
CONTII\jUE 
GC TO 5Ci6 
CCNTINUE 
ON THE CCNDITJCNS T~AT CNLY CNE REFRACTIVE INOEX OR REFPACTO~ETER 
SCALE READING IS ON Thf INPUT CARDS AND THE CCMPLEX kF¢PACTIVE 
INDEX OF THE ~FTAL SUASTRATE IS CCNSTANT, THE FOLLOWING VALUES ARE 
CCNSTANT AND CA" BE SET EQlJAL TO H•E FIRST SET r:lF VALUES CALCULA-
TED FOR LAMeCA=3800. T~TS TS DONE TO AVOID UNNECESSARY CALCULATIONS. 
DO 597 ~=1,2 
DC 598 J=l,Sl 
DfL(J,MI=DELil,~l 
RIJ,MI=Ril,MI . 
RSQ(J,MI=RSC(l,~l 

CONTINUE 
CCNTINUE 
CrNTINUE 

SECTION TO CALCULATE INTENSITY OF liGHT REFLECTED FRCM THE fil~ 
COVERED METAL SURFACE AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELENGT~ AT EACH FILM 
THICKNESS. L RFFERS TO T~E fiLM T~ICKNESS, J REFERS TO THE WAVE
LENGTH, AND M REFERS TO T~F. S-POLAqJZEOI~=ll OR P-POLARIZfDIM=21 
LIGHT. 

DC 212 ~=1,2 
PRINT 3l,FIL~l,FilM2,fiL~3,FILM4,SBSTRA1,SBSTRA2 
PRINT 46 
P~JNT 45,CNl,C"2,CKl,CK2 
RtC=RIC15892.1 
PPINT 47,RIC 
PRINT 41 
PRINT 42 
PRINT 43 
PRINT 44 
IFIM.EQ.ll 311,312 
PPINT S,PHIDI~I 

GG TO 313 
CONTINUE 
PPINT 9,PHIC(~I 
CCNTINUE 
TADD=TM" 
DO 750 N= 1,100 
DC 675 L=1,10 ~~' 
THK(U=THI<INC*(L-li+TACO ' 0 ,,, 

IFITHK(LJ.GT.TMXI GQ TO 5151; 
675 CONTINUE .... 

TACC=THK(LI+THKINC 
PRINT 710,ITHKILI,L=l,l01 ~ 
PP INT 712 
PPT NT 713 

C DELTA FbR E.CH ~AVELENGTH IS 4 THICKNESS INCRE~ENT OERIVEC EITHER 

II_. 
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C FROM THE RIGHT SICE OF EQUATIC~ IA-111 ~EINC SET EQUAL TQ THE 
C WAVELENGTH OR FROM THE RIGHT SIDE CF EQLATIC~ IA-121 BEING SET 
C EQUAL TO z.•PI RACIANS. . 

DC 213 J=1,81 
LAMBDA=3800.+50.*IJ-ll 
DELTA=LAMBQA/(2.0*KIC(LAMBCAI*CnSIP~IPR(J,Mlll 

DC2lll=l,10 
OELT=4.0*PI*RICILAMBfAl*THKILl*CCSIPHIPR(J,~It/LAMROA 
TEMP1=2.0*R(J,MI*PL(J,~I*COSCDELT+DELD(J,Ml-DELCJ,~II 
TEMP2=RSQ(J,Ml+FSQLCJ,MI+TE~Pl 

TEMP3=l.O+RSQ(J,MI*RSQLCJ,~l+TE~Pl 

INTilt=TEMP2/TE~P3 

211 CONTINUE 
PRINT 7L4,CELTA,LA~BDA,CINTCLt,L=l,lOt 

213 CONTINUE 
PRINT 7 5 

750 CONTINUE 
515 CONTINUE 
212 CCI\Tl NUE 

STOP 
END 
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H•t.o Jli DIELECTRIC FlL". CN A SHCOTto, FLAT N•lo01•IU•,ItCJ ELECTRODE 
COHPL£1( ~EFA:ICTIV£ INDEX OF SUBSUIT£ 15 NC•N•ICIOo IIII•CH•CN21LIHIOa•J80Q,J. K•CKt..CK21LAH8CA•l&DO, J 

Uttl301 IS THE WIVELENCTH 8ETWEEN liiiDo JlriC UOio .. Cfri1• 2•0700001 cNz• o.~ooaooo c-.,. ~o,..aoai!Do CI(Z• Q, O!JOOGOG 

"EFRACTIVE INDEX OF FtL"' AT 5192, I lS loJIOO 

INTENSITY l$ A FUNCTION OF UVEUNCTM o\1110 FU,.f' THICKNESS 

OF:LU O't I lf.JlHPL[ TMEIUOF JT UCH WAV£LfN(;TH IS THE DJfFEIIU.CE IN fiLM THICKNESS BETWEEN 

TMO "IXJHl Ott UIO HINIHI OF ttnENSITYo O£LU.I2o0 CA IN ODD HUlfiFLE lk£11EOF IS THE OlFFEitENCE IN FU."' 

THICICiriESS &ETM££114 I HAII'tlJH AND fo IUNIIIIUH Of INTENSITY, 

S POlt,-IUlUJON INGLE' OF U•CIO£NC£ IS n.e 

' . FILII! THICICNESSCII ... '" "' ... . .. • •• ••• • •• ... 
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~ELUCIJ UNGTHCII 
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'9l!ol!l !lletl .9s.n oUllt o9076 .att1 ·"" .&706 .lto13 .Uft• ·''" 01009 

tCJit2ol 5!591 • '1172 .tt.JJ o917J _,,, .. ... ,., ol711t ·'""" oiH7D o77U • 7072 

2961!1,111 'lfOD .917! .un o 1U79 .1996 .a au olfU ,esoz oU93 o71J6 .7133 

Z"fCI!olt Ulltl .n1z olllH o'IUO .8CJIJ9 olll6 .1131 ,1116 .azs.• .7792' .11<11 

Jtzt.9 'li?lll .91'2' o9ll6 o9181 .'1002 .ens. .8739 .1529 o8237 .712'7 ,721t7 
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J071to9 !IJOO .9172' o'UJT .9QU .'1106 ·'"' o8711t olflft o8278 o789J • 7.JJO 

3111·• .... ,9112 oiJ131 o9081t .ton .8901t ol761 .8566 .1297 .7923 .7liJ9 

3127o'9 IICJIIQ ,cuff .9118 o901S .9011 .noe .8168 ·''" • 8Jt6 o79SJ ., ..... 
n••·" .... .917! o1il38 .9816 .tou .stu ·"'' ·"'' olllllt o7911 ,71t90 

lUOo9 Uta .9112 oiJUS o90U .CJDU .eu6 .a7ez ·"" .8351 .ana 0 71!3 

!2!17oft 611!11 .9172' .IJ13'1 o9UI o9017 .192'1 .area .8610 .8367 ol03!1 o1171t 

3!13.9 6101 .9172 .un .CJU9 .9119 o89Z~ ol791t ,16!0 .8311 ol060 ,7611 

!!60.111 u•o ,911! .~nn o91CJD .9021 ol!IJZ7 .aaoo ,8630 oll99 .eoalt ,7651 

n•e.q· 6210 .9172 o9llt0 .9091 .tou .eu1 oU06 .1639 o81t11t .un ,7618 
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APPENDIX N. PROORAM ''VIS" 

This program calculates the rninimum and maximum intensities and 

Michelson fringe visibility for multiple-beam interference ih a thin 

dielectric film on a rretal substrate. 'These quantities are calculated 

through 'Eqs. · (A-20) , (A-21) and (A-22) , respectively, for angles of 

incidence that can be changed in any increrrent. 'Ihe criterion for the 

optinrum angle of incidence for m:mochromatic light is that the fringe 

visibility is equal to one, or equivalently the ndnimum intensity is 

equal to zero. The optimum angle varies with wavelength only because 

the optical constants of the film and substrate are functions of wave-

length. 'Ihus, a single wavelength is part of the input along with 

coefficients for a linear approximation to the real and imaginary parts 

of the refractive index of the substrate and either the refractive 

indices or ref'ractorreter scale readings of the film at several wavelengths 

through the visible spectrum. Further details on the calculation of 

the optical constants have been given in Appendix II. 

A list of prograin variables and a description of the data input 

are presented first. A sample output follows the program. 

A,ASQ 
B,BSQ 

AMN 

Variable 

Variables in Program ''VIS" 

Symbol 

A,A2 
B,:s2 

cp(deg) 

Description 

Intermediate variables to calculate 
amplitude reflection coefficients and 
phase changes -(interface 1), Eqs. (A-4) 
and (A-5). 

Initial angle of incidence. 

\ , 



0 0 l. ·. ;} ;J 

Variable 

CKl,CK2 
CNl,CN2 

ex 

FIIMl ,FIIM2, 
FllM3 ,FILM4 

.;} 

Symbol 

cos<j>' 

LAMBDA · A(Jt) 

MINT(J ,1) ,MINT(J ,2) Imin 

MXINT(J,l),MXINT(J,2) Inax 

PHI 

PHID 

PHIPR 

R(J, 1) ,R(J ,2) 

RI(N) 

RID 

RL(J ,1) ,RL(J, 2) 

<l>(rad) 

<l>(deg) 

<I>' (ra.d) 

rl ,rl ,s ,p 

r3 ,r3 ,s . ,p 
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Description 

k = CKl + CK2 (A - 3800) . 
n = CNl + CN2 (A - 3800). 
Coefficients for a linear approximation 
of the complex refractive index of the 
substrate, nc = n - ik. 

COS(PHIPR) 

N:ure of film to be printed in output . 

Single wavelength to be used in the 
progr'alll. 

Minimum intensity in multiple-beam 
interference for s and p polarizations, 
F.q. (A-20). 

Maxinrum intensity in multiple-beam 
interference for s and p polarizations, 
Fq. (A-21). 

Number of angles of incidence (one rrore 
than the number of increments added to 
initial angle of incidence). 

Angle of incidence (interface 3) . 

Angle of incidence (interface 3). 

Angle of refract-ion (interface 3), 
Eq. (A-1). Also, angle of incidence 
(interface 1 ) . 

Amplitude reflection coefficients for 
s and p polarizations (interface 1), 
F.qs. (A-6) and A-7). 

Refractive index of dielectric film 
at a specified wavelength in the input. 

Refractive index of dielectric film 
calculated from function RIC(WAVLTH) 
at wavelength, LAMBDA. 

Amplitude reflection coefficients for 
sand p polarizations (interface 3), 
F.qs. (A-2) and (A-3) ~ · 



Variable Symbol 

SBS'IRAl, SBSTRA2 

SCALE(N) 

STEPS .t\<f>(deg) 

sx sin<j> 1 

TN,TK n,k 

tan<j> 1 
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Description 

Name of substrate to appear in output . 

, Refractometer scale reading of liquid 
film ma.terial (Bausch and Lomb precision 
refractometer with prism, 749-1) . 

Increment of change of angle of incidence 

SIN(PHIPR) 

Real and ima.ginary parts of the complex 
refractive index of the metal substrate, 
n = n - ik. c 

SX/CX 

VISIB(J,l),VISIB(J,2) V Michelson fringe visibility for s and p 
polarizations, Eq. (A-22). 

WAVLTH(N) 

Explanations 

variables. 

Card 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Wavelength associated with the variation 
of the refractive index of the film 
ma.terial w1 th wavelength in the input. 

Input for Program ''VIS" 

of these input variables have been given in the list of 

Variable Units Column and Format 

SUBS'IRAl, SBS'IRA2 l-20,2Al0 

FIIMl ,FII.M2, l-40,4Al0 
Fll.M3 ,FII.M4 

CNl Dimensionless l-10,Fl0.7 

CN2 1/.ft ll-20,Fl0.7 

CIQ Dimensionless 21-30,Fl0.7 

CK2 1/~ 31-40,Fl0.7 

AMN Degrees l-10,Fl0.2 

STEPS Degrees ll-20,Fl0.2 



0 (J 
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Card Variable Units Column and Format 

N'IOT 21-23,13* 

5 LAMBDA X l-5,F5.0 

... 6 WAVLTH(N) X l-5,F5.0 

RI(N) Dirrensionless 6-15,Fl0.5 

SCAIE(N) Dirrensionless 16-25, FLO. 5 

7 to 19** Sa.rre as card 6 

* Integers rm.lSt be written at the far right of the field. 
** See footnote for program "HUE". · If one card is used, then the value 
of WAVLTH(l) should be equal to LAMBDA in the input. 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
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PROGRAM VIS CINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE 98, PLOT, TAPE 99=PLOTI 

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MICHELSON FRINGE VISIBILITY FOR LIGHT 
REFLECTED FROM A DIELECTRIC FILMCNON-ABSORBINGI COVERING A METAL 
(ABSORBINGt SURFACE. THE INTE~SITY OF REFLECTED LIGHT IS A PER
IODIC FUNCTION OF FILM THICKNESS AT EACH WAVELENGTH AND ANGLE OF 
INCIDENCE. THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM INTENSITIES AND FRINGE VISI
BILITY ARE CALCULATED AT ANGLES OF INCIDENCE BETWEEN ZERO AND 
NINETY DEGREES FOR MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT. PROVISION IS MADE TO IN
CORPORATE THE VARIATION OF OPTICAL CONSTANTS CF BOTH THE FUM AND 
SUBSTRATE WITH WAVELENGTH. 

REAL RSQC100,2t,R(l00,21,RLI100,21,LAMBDA,MXINT1100,2J,MINTI100,21 
x,viSIBCl00,21 

DIMENSION WAVLTHC50t,RIC50J,Wf50t,RESIDC50t,SI1t,AI120,6I,BIC20J, 
XT~VLTHC52J,TRIC52t,JCALEC50J 
COMMON/RICOM/BI,NO 
COMMON/CCPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,CCXMIN,CCXMAXtCCYMINtCCYMAX 

C INPUTS ARE Ill THE METAL SUBSTRATE, 121 THE FILM, (31 FOUR COEF-
C FICIENTS FOR A LINEAR APPROXIMATION OF THE COMPLEX INDEX OF RE-
C FRACTION OF THE METAL SUBSTRATE, l4t THE INITIAL ANGLE OF INCI-
C DENCE, THE STEP CHANGE AND T~E NUMBER OF ANGLFS, (51 SINGLE WAVE-
C LENGTH TO BE USED IN THE PROGRAM, (6t THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OR RE-
C FRACTOMETER SCALE READINGS FOR THE FILM AT UP TO 14 WAVELENGTHS. 
c 
c 

1 FDRMATC2A101 
2 FORMAT( 4Al0t 
3 FORMATC4 FlO. 71 

31 FORMAT(10X,4AlO,*FILM ON A SMOOTH, FLAT*t2ALO,•ELECTRODE*I 
29 FORMATClOXt*MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM INTENSITIES ALONG THE FILM AND MON 

XOCHROMATlC FRINGE VISIBILITY AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE OF INCIDENCE*I 
28 FORMATC10X,•FDR BOTH P AND S-POLARIZED LIGHT*I 
46 FORMATllOX,*COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE IS NC•N-IlKt. 

XN•CN1+CN2CLAMBDA-3800.J K=CK1+CK2CLAMBDA-3800.I*I 
45 FORMATC10X,*LAMBDA IS THE WAVELENGTH BETWEEN 3800. AND 7800. A. 

XCNl•*,F10.7,• CN2•*,F10.7,* CK1=•,Fl0.7,* CK2=•,F10.7,//) 
40 FDRMATC10X,*WAVELENGTH 1S*,F6.Q,lX,•A*I 
41 FORMATClOX,*REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FILM IS*,F7.4J 
42 FORMATClOX,*COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SUBSTRATE- N=*tF7.4,4Xt*K 

Xa•,F8.4,////t 
32 FORMATC9X,*ANGlE*,l8Xt*MINIMUM*t25Xt*MAXIMUM*t23X,*VISIBILITY*tllt 
33 FORMATC27X,*S*t15X,*P*,15Xt*S*tl5X,*P*tl5X,*S*tl5Xt*P*,//J 
34 FORMATC10X~F5.2,~Fl6.51 . 
22 FORMATC2Fl0.2tl3t 
44 FORMATCFS.OI 
18 FORMATIF5.0,2F10.5) 

READ l,SBSTRA1,SBSTRA2 
READ 2,FILMl,FILM2,FIL~3,FILM4 
READ 3,CNl,CN2,CKl,CK2 
READ 22,AMN,STEPS,NTOT 
READ ltlt,LAMBDA 

C EITHER 1 OR MANY VALUES OF THE REFRACTIVE INDEX·OR REFRACTOMETER 
C SCALE READINGS FOR THE FILM OVER THE VISIBLE RANGE OF LIGHT SHOULD 
C BE ON THE INPUT CARDS. 

DO 401 N=lt14 
READ l8tWAVLTHCNt,RICNt,SCALECNt 

·~· 



.... 
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IF (WAVLTH(III).Et;.OJOO.I GO TO 1t02 
401 CONTINUE 
402 MI=N-1 

NC=6 

8' /. 

C ENTER Rl(~) OR HAVE IT CALCULATED FROM THE REFRACTGMETER SCALE 
C READING. 

DC 4~3 N= 1, M I 
IF IRI(~I.EC.O.Ol RIINI=REFRXCISCALE(NI,~AVLTH(Nll 
W!NI=1.0 

403 CONTINUE 
C IF THERE IS C~LY CNE INPUT CARD, THEN T~AT R~FPACTIVE INDEX AND 
C . WAVELENGTH IS USfD IN T~E CALCULATIONS. IT CORRESPONDS TO THE 
C INPUT WAVELENGTH(LA~BCAI. 

IF (MI.LT.21 GC TO 4Ct 
OC 404 I=l,MI 
WAVLTH( I l=roAVL TH 1 I /40CO. 

404 CONTINUE 
c 
C LEAST SQUARE PCLYN~MIAL FIT TO DETERMINE THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
C POLYNOMIAL IN THE FUNCTIC~ RICIWAVLTHI THAT REPRESENTS THE VARIA-
C TION OF REFRACTIVE INnEX OF THE FILM WITH WAVELENGTH. THE RESULT-
C ING POLYNOMIAL IS PtOTTfD ALONG Will" THE SEVERAL INPUT VALUES AS A 
C CHECK CN THE ACCURACY QF T~E M~THCD OVER THE ENTI~E VISIBLE RANGE. 
c 

CALL LSCPOLI~A~LTH,RI,W,RESIC,MirSr1,AI,Bir61 
DC 405 1=1,MI 
WAVLTHIII=~AVLTH(li*4COO. 

405 CONTINUE 
XMIN=3000. 
XMAX=BCOO. 
YMIN=1.3 
YMAX=l.4 
CALL CCGRICI5,10,6HLABELS, 10,101 
CALL CCPLOTIWAVLTH,RI,MI,6HNOJOIN,6,11 
H.VLTH!ll=3800. 
DC 30 J=l,it1 
TRICJI=RICClftVLTHCJll 
TWVLTH(J+11=TftVLTH(JI+lOO. 

30 CONTINUE 
CALL CCFLOTCTroVLT~,TRI,50,4~JniN,C,ll 
CALL CCEND 
GC TO 4C7 

C COEFFICIENTS FCR POLY~CMIAL I~ FUNCTION RICCWAVLTHI THAT REPRE-
C SENTS VARIATION OF REFRACTIVE INDEX Of Fil~ WITH AAVELENGTH-- TN 
C THE CASE TH~T JuST CNE REFRACTIVE INDEX CR REFRACTOMETE~ SCALE 
C READING AND WAVELENGT~ IS IN THE INPUT CARDS. 

406 811l)=Rl(ll 
81(2):0. 
81(31=0. 
81(4):0. 
81(51=0. 
81(61=0. 

407 CONTINUE 
PRINT 3l,FILMl,FIL~2,FILM3,FILM4,SBSTRAl,SBSTRA2 
PRINT 29 
PRINT 28 
PRINT 46 
PRINT 45,CNl,CN2,CKl,CK2 
PRINT 40 1 LAM80A 
RID=RICCLAMBOAI 
PRINT 4l,RIO 
TN=CN1+CN2*(LAMBOA-3800.I 



c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

TK=CKL+CKl*(LA~ECA-3800.1 
P R T NT 4 2 , HJ , T K 
PPINT j2 
PPINT 33 
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J REFERS TO T~E A~GLE OF I~CIDENCE W~ICH IS AEING CHANGED IN 
INCREMEI'I;TS. 
DC 213 J-=1 9 1\HT 
PHID=AM~+(J-li*STEPS 
CCNVERSICN dF ANGLES FROM DFG~EES TO RADIANS 
PHI=O.Ol74533*PHID 
EQUAT 10~ (A-ll 
PHIPR=ASINI(1./RlDI*SINIPHill 
DIFLECTRIC FILM REFLECTIC"J FQUHIONS(WITH TH'7 PRESENT SIGN CONVEN
TICN- AT NORMAL II'I;CJCENCF T~E POSITIVE P-P.OLARJZATION ELFCTRJC 
FIELD VECTORS OF THE INCJOFI\T AND REFL~CTEC LIGHT DC NOT COINCIDEI 
TFMPL=CCSIPHI I 
TEMP3=RID*COS(PhiPRl 
EQL'AT ION ( A-21 
RL(J,li={TEMP1-TEMP3)/{TE~Pl+TEMP3l 

TE~P2=RID*COS(P~Il 
HMP4=COS(PHIPR) 
ECUATJOI\ (A-3) 
RL(J,2l={TE~P2-TE~P4)/{TEMP4+TE~P21 

C SEPARATICN OF REFLECTJCN COEFFICIENT AND PHASE CHANGE AT GAS-FILM 
C INTERFACE. PHASE CHANGF IS NOT NEEDlD IN THIS PROGRAM. 
C M=l FOR S-PCLARIZEO LIGHT, ~=2 FOR P-POLARlZEO LIGHT 
c 

DC 153 M=l,2 
IF(RL(J,MII 1~2,153,153 

152 RL(J,M)=-RL(J,MI 
15.3 C.CNTINUE 

C SECTION TO CALCLLATf METALLIC REFLECTION COEFFICIENT FOR S-POLAR-
C IZED{M=ll AND P-POLARIZFr(M=2l LIGHT. EQUATICN FOR THE VARIATION 
C Of THE CCMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX ~ITH WAVELENGTH WAS INTRODUCED 
C EARLT~R. CCMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX= TN+I(TK) 
c 

S X= S I "H PH I P R I 
CX=COS{PHIPRI 
TX=SX/CX 

C THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSIONS FOR A AND B ARE EQUIVALENT TO EQUATIO~S 
C (A-4) AND (A-51. 

TEMPl=(TN**2-TK**2-RID**2*SX**2l**2+4.*T~**2*TK**2 
TEMP2=TN**2-TK**2-RID**2*SX**2 
TEMP3=2.•RIC**2 
ASQ=(SORTITEMFll+TE~P2l/TEMP3 

TFIASOI 110,112,112 
110 A=O. 

GC TO 114 
112 A= SORT ( ot!SQ I 
ll4 BSQ=(SQRTCTEMPli-TE~P2l/TEMP3 

C EQUATIONS (t-61 AND (A-71- REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS AT METAL-Fil~ 

C INTERFACE FOR S AND P-PCLARI7.EO LIG~T. 
RSQIJr11=lASQ+BSQ-2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI/IASQ+8SC+2.0*A*CX+CX*CXI 
IF(RSQIJ,l I I 125,124,124 

l25 R(J,ll=O. 
GC TO 126 

l24 R(J,1l=SQRTIRSC(J,lll 
126 CONTINUE 

RSQ(J,2l=RSC(J,1l*IASC+8SQ-2.0*A*SX*TX+SX*SX*TX*TXI/(ASQ+ASQ+2.0*A 
X*SX*TX+SX*SX*TX*TXI 

•· .... 



c 
c ... 
c 
c 
,c 
c 

0 0 0 

If(RSQ(J,211 128.130.130 
128 R(J,21=0. 

GG TO 132 
130 R(J,21=SQRT(RSQ(J,211 
132 CCNTINUE 

8 
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SECTION TO CALCULATE MAXIMU~ ANn MiNIMU~ JNTE~SITIES OF REFLECTED 
LIGHT ALCNG A T~PFREO FILM AND T~F MICH~LSON FRINGF VISIBILITY AS 
A FUNCTION OF ANGLE OF lNCIC~NCE. EQUATICNS CA-201, (A-211 A~O 

(A-221 ARE USlD. 'GAIN~ M=l REPRESE~TS S-POLARIZED LIGHT ANn ~=2 
REPRESENTS P-POLARIZEC LIGHT. 

DC 250 ~=1,2 
~INT(J,M)=((R(J,MI-RLCJ,~II/(l.O-R(J,~I*RLIJ~~IIl**2 
MXJNTCJ,~I=((R(J,MI+RLIJ,Mll/(l.C+R(J,MI*RL(J,MIII**2 

VISIB(J,MI=(MXINTCJ,MI-~lNT(J,MII/(~XINT(J,~l+MINT(J,Mll 

250 CCNTINUE 
PRINT 3~,PHID,MINT{J,ll,~INT{J,21,MXINT(J,lltMXINT(J,21tVISIBIJ,ll 

X,VtSIB(J,2l 
213 CONTINUE 

STOP 
E~D 
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